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FOREWORD
Luke Williams
‘I am an ambitious writer,’ writes Jeanette Winterson in her memoir

Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal. ‘I don’t see the point of being
anything…if you have no ambition for it.’ What does Winterson mean by
ambition? To ‘write about experience,’ she says, ‘and experiment.’
I think it’s worth pausing over Winterson’s ‘and’. For her, it’s not enough to
simply write what one knows. She challenges writers to search for fresh and
exuberant ways to tell stories, even as they draw on familiar experience.
Every Birkbeck undergraduate in Creative Writing encounters Why Be Happy.
And in this new anthology of fiction by students on the course, they have
responded to Winterson’s challenge with imagination and style.
		This inventive collection of short stories and novel extracts starts, quite
literally, with a bang. ‘Had Harvey and I just been boxing? Or had we got
into a fight on the street?.... I opened my eyes. There was a bloodstain on my
pillow.’ Traces of blood appear here in Wolf Marloh’s strange and darkly comic
exploration of identity and loss in contemporary New York, and in several
of the other contributions. The allure of death haunts the children of Lindsey
Jenkinson’s unexpectedly charming story of would-be murderers. Sharon
Shaw’s ingeniously garrulous tale of family deception ends with blood. Blue

Light Yokohama, a pitch-perfect slice of Japanese noir by Nicolás Obregón,
not only stalks death but also brings present-day Tokyo moodily to life. In
each of these fictions the darkness is balanced by linguistic adventurousness
and precision.



		
		These qualities are shared by Darren Rackham’s farewell to 90s rave
culture, which ends with a death foretold: ‘The bridge is ahead, lights twinkling
so high up they look like stars…. I pull up my collar, start walking towards its
giant frame.’
		There are births and origins here too. In the course of Ruth Livingstone’s
subtle and affecting letter from a father to his adopted son, the true origin
of the boy’s birth is revealed. The question of beginnings runs through
chapters from two striking novels-in-progress. Both Jacqueline Byrne’s and
Nydia Hetherington’s extracts portray women attempting to piece together
fragmented memories of their childhoods. Both also offer thrilling responses
to the challenge of Winterson’s ‘and’. They each balance bravura storytelling
with formal invention. What is more, each manages that most difficult of
things: to dynamically enfold the process of writing into the tale itself. ‘My
machine is not electronic,’ writes Hetherington’s narrator. ‘The L sticks, so I
have to stop every now and then to lift it back into place. I have just done
this three times. The keys look like soldiers awaiting my orders.’
		Timothy Gibbon’s sophisticated and humorous coming of age narrative
demonstrates what all of the contributions to this anthology share: quiet
ambition, writing brimming with life and emotion. None more so than
in Louisa Bello’s powerful short story ‘London Planes’ in which a solitary
misanthrope, exploring his few confused relationships, manages at once to
appall us and to break our hearts.
		Here, then, is a magnificent collection of stories to consider and enjoy,
each different, each demonstrating the kind of boldness and ambition that
should find their authors many readers in the years to come.



Wolf Marloh was born in Germany in 1971 and has lived
in London for the last 20 years. He takes portrait photographs
for a living. Wolf is currently writing his first novel, Among
Tigers Wild, which is a magic realist love story with a dark
undercurrent set in New York, London and the bottom of the
ocean. He loves writing this novel, but also can’t wait to finish,
as there are two other novels eagerly knocking on the doors in
his head. And, by God, they are impatient.



AMONG TIGERS WILD
Wolf Marloh
A Cold, Angry Snake
Had Harvey and I just been boxing? Or had we got into a fight on the
street? It hurt to breathe through my nose. I opened my eyes. There was a
bloodstain on my pillow.			
My temples were throbbing. Trying to pick apart which pain was the
boxing, and which the hangover, I stumbled through the lounge, the hall, the
dining room, and on into the kitchen. I lit the burner under the kettle and
took the coffee jar from the fridge. I could make coffee with my eyes closed,
half-asleep, the movements practised like those of a marine assembling his
rifle. The tin was in the same place in the fridge, the coffee grinder on the
work surface above it; the kettle always filled the night before. Only, this
morning, it wasn’t filled and the tin was empty.
If it was just caffeine I wanted, few cities in the world were better
equipped than New York. But for me, coffee was a ceremony. I used a manual
coffee grinder. While the water was heating, I held it with my left and turned
the handle with my right. Halfway through, I switched sides. The grinder
sounded like heavy tires slowly rolling over a gravelled driveway. I had the
ground coffee ready in the French Press just as the whistle started on the
kettle. I liked the smells in my kitchen in the morning—the wisp of unburned
gas when I lit the flame, the herbs on the windowsill, the garlic and onions
in their wooden bowl, the mandarin-scented cleaner I used for the wooden
floor, the grease caked to the extractor fan and the memory of occasional
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cigarettes clinging to the walls—but, best of all, I liked how the golden
smell of the coffee spread as the beans came apart in the grinder, how it
overpowered everything else. The smell of coffee rose like the morning sun,
gentle, warm, undeniable.
The beans came from Ethiopia, and, by special arrangement, were handdelivered by a man from Addis Ababa whose business interests frequently
took him to New York. When they ran out I switched to emergency beans
from Oren’s on Broadway; a blend they called Beowulf. I had systematically
scoured New York’s purveyors of coffee, and this blend was the nearest
approximation to the Ethiopian I could find.
Over the years, girlfriends had invariably been intrigued, amused,
bewildered and finally exasperated at my pernickety coffee making routine.
Nobody could make my coffee for me. I had to do it. I wanted to do it. The
making of it was half the joy.
In the great scheme of things, running out of coffee is a minor nuisance.
But I had looked forward to a quiet morning, sitting in bed with my coffee.
I was hung over, and I had worked for months on end without a break. This
felt like a cataclysmic breakdown of my world order. I switched off the gas.
I stuck my head under the tap, washed the blood off my face and dressed
in last night’s clothes. I decided to go to Wooly’s as I didn’t have the will to
schlep to Oren’s.
Wooly’s was my anchor. On my first day in New York, I had been
determined to find what I had then imagined to be a real American diner. I
had wanted to eat blueberry pancakes with endless refills of coffee from a
blonde waitress with an hourglass figure, the way I’d seen it in the movies.
Wooly’s had looked a likely place when I spotted it from across the street.
I found it was run by two old Greek men. They were brothers, and
they both had the most enormous, bushy eyebrows, which they regularly
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raised in astonishment, or furrowed so tight their dark little eyes disappeared
underneath. They weren’t the Jayne Mansfields I had been hoping for and
they treated me with disdain. But I got my pancakes and my coffee refills,
and the food was cheap and pretty good. Their home fries were made with
onions and little cubes of bacon. They left the skin on the potatoes and
they browned them just right. So, once the novelty of pancakes had worn
off, it was home fries every time I went, along with three eggs over-easy and
black coffee.
It became my place, the diner where everybody knew my name.
Of course, they didn’t, but the disdain they had for me lessened ever so slightly
over the years, and they knew what I was going to order.
Occasionally, they’d try and talk me into having two eggs instead of
three, their bushy eyebrows raised—‘You wanna think of your cholesterol!
You’re not getting any younger’—but I persisted. I am boring like that. Once
I have decided on a meal in a restaurant, that’s what I have forever more. It
would take the combined strike action of potato farmers and laying hens to
stop me. When I return from trips abroad, particularly from visits to London,
Wooly’s is the first port of call. It reassures me that my feet are back on
American soil.
But, as I approached Woolies that day, I realised that it too was going
to let me down. A film crew hung around outside. There were vans parked
in front and all down 86th Street, big lights on stands on the sidewalk; their
cold light hitting a translucent foil that had been taped over the windows. As
with anywhere in New York, there wasn’t a street corner that hadn’t been
cordoned off at some point to feature in one police procedural or another.
Feeling a little aggrieved, I took a left up Columbus Avenue. A headache
was setting in. I needed my caffeine.The sun was too bright, everything seemed
noisier than usual, and people kept walking into me. Had I become see
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through? Was coffee a magic potion that made me visible? Almost defiantly
I stopped dead on the street and, immediately, a man walked right into me.
‘Watch where you’re going!’ he shouted and pushed past.The woman behind
him also walked into me, stabbing me in the chest with her phone. She
looked up with jittery eyes and sighed.
For a short moment, time seemed to stop and everything felt alien.
Slowly, I turned in a circle, scrutinising the world around me. I saw the sunlight
as substantial in itself, waves coming down on the world like a weightless,
directional rain, bouncing off surfaces across space. Sirens in the distance,
cars accelerating as lights changed, the chatter nearby—it all came to me as
though I had put my head underwater: echoey, muffled, disembodied; a bald
man with a slight limp, his suit creased; the harried clack of a heel; pigeons,
cars, buildings, exhaust fumes—I recognised it all, but it felt hollow, like a 3-D
model on a computer. Across the street, a nickel slipped from the hand of a
workman in a grey overall, smooth metal gliding over calloused skin. Slowly
spinning, it sailed through the air, catching the light on each turn until it hit
the tarmac — where it bounced, several times, with a warped clink. I inhaled,
feeling my chest cavity widen, my white shirt tightening, then exhaled slowly.
Momofuku, it said on the window to my right in a confident, sans-serif font.
Inside, people stood in line. For what? I am not these people, I thought. I am
not momofuku. I am none of these people and none of these things.
The workman across the street hauled himself into a Dodge pickup
and started the powerful engine as he pulled the door shut. A Latin bass line
started pumping as he pulled out. I looked past the space he had vacated and
noticed a small restaurant. Abrigo, it said in faded letters above the door. It
sounded like a Spanish or a Portuguese name. I had never noticed it before.
Mediterranean places usually did decent coffee. I crossed the street.
The door yielded reluctantly.There were a dozen tables and not a single
10
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customer. Wooden blinds were drawn across the entire glass front, and it
was dingy. There was a crack in the blinds somewhere in the middle. The low
autumn sun fell through it in a thin shaft as if into a church, dividing the room
in half. Much like an old-fashioned pinhole camera, the shapes of people
moving along outside were projected upside-down onto the wall at the back
of the restaurant.
A blonde waitress stood in the left corner by the door to the kitchen,
holding a book. As I closed the door behind me, she looked over. She had
light-blue eyes, which shone from across the room. Without taking her eyes
off me, she put her book down.
I nodded at her and sat down by the window. She picked up a menu
and came over. As she walked through the beam of light, she briefly lit up. She
didn’t speak. She just looked at me as if she knew me from before, and was
trying to see what I’d been up to.
A dark ring ran around the outside of her irises, accentuating the blue.
I managed what I thought was a smile and said, ‘Hi.’
She nodded almost imperceptibly.
‘What happened to your nose?’ she said with what sounded like a West
Coast accent. She put the menu on the table.
‘My nose—’ I said, and stopped. I noticed an odd tattoo on her wrist.
‘You probably want a pastrami Reuben on Rye,’ she said.
‘What’s the tattoo on your wrist?’ I asked.
‘Coffee?’ she said.
I nodded. ‘Could I have an espresso?’
She disappeared. What sort of conversation was that? I picked up
the menu and studied it, much like a four-year old might: an interesting
arrangement of shapes. Why would I want a Reuben? An old man emerged
from the kitchen and got busy with the espresso machine. The waitress
11
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returned with a glass of iced water.
I looked at her wrist again, but now there didn’t seem to be a tattoo. I
must have imagined it.
‘Yes?’ she said.
‘You’re right. I’ll have the Reuben, please’.
‘We don’t have any. Have another look at the menu.’
She turned and walked off again. Her accent was definitely West Coast,
but it had been put through the wash with a number of others and the
colours had run.
The old man came with my espresso. He looked Mediterranean, little
grey hairs on his nose. He carefully put the cup down, then looked at me.
‘There you go.’ A comforting, slightly hoarse voice pronouncing each
word carefully. He closed his eyes slowly, and opened them again. His face
had deep lines etched into it. He walked up to the shaft of light and looked
out, squinting.
I lifted the espresso and took in the smell: Portuguese. I would know
that smell anywhere. When I was studying architecture in London, I lived
just around the corner from Café Lisboa on Golborne Road, and it was
their coffee that helped me push through endless days of mathematical
equations.
‘All these people,’ said the old man. He turned and walked back into
the kitchen.
I held the small cup with both hands. It was thick and heavy, with a slight
crack at the base of the handle. Its weight felt reassuring. I absently gazed at
the projection of out-of-focus people scurrying along the back wall.
The waitress returned.
‘I’m not actually hungry,’ I said, ‘but this coffee is nice. Could I have
another—a double?’
12
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The same ceremony: the old man made the espresso and brought it to
me. Again he squinted and looked out of the window, turned and disappeared
back into the kitchen.
A short while later, the waitress returned and sat down opposite me.
She had brought a large sketchbook and a charcoal pen.
‘I’m going to draw you,’ she said.
‘Draw me?’
I took a nervous sip from my espresso.
She leaned the pad against the edge of the table.
‘If customers come, I have to stop.’
‘I’m not sure I want to be drawn.’
She started drawing.
‘Your eyes are the lightest—’
‘Ocular albinism,’ she said.
This was the strangest restaurant I’d ever been to. What sort of waitress
offered things that weren’t on the menu? Nobody else seemed to come here.
The old man seemed to emerge only to make espressos before disappearing
back into the kitchen where, I imagined, he was sitting on a rickety wooden
chair looking at a faded picture of his dead mother.
The waitress had a faraway look in her eyes. She seemed to take me in
as if through peripheral vision. She held her notepad at such an angle that I
couldn’t see what she was doing.
‘Why do you want to draw me?’ I asked.
‘Don’t talk.’
‘What’s your name?’
No answer, just the scratch of charcoal on paper.
‘I’m—’
‘Shush.’
13
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I took in a sharp breath and kept quiet. I looked straight at her, while she
drew me, but our eyes never met. She had something of a blonde Audrey
Hepburn, an impish fragility. Her long blonde hair was tied into a ponytail.
She didn’t seem to wear make-up, apart from a little eyeliner. Her lips, poised
between mischief and rebuke, moved slightly while she drew. The two top
buttons of her white shirt were undone. On the side of her neck, her pulse
beat slowly against her skin. I could see the outline of her collarbones against
the fabric. She seemed direct, aggressive almost, yet she looked so delicate
that I imagined she would come apart under the lightest touch.
Above all, she felt elusive. For all her blonde hair, light blue eyes and
white blouse, she had a dark obscurity. When I meet people, I usually have
an immediate sense of their house. It’s not necessarily the place where they
live—more a sense of who they are. As a house. My father: a tower with
a circular staircase going round and round, and him shuffling around in it,
carrying an oil lamp, a tiny window at the top, rats at the bottom, damp,
cold rock, someone whimpering deep below, gardenias blossoming outside.
My mother: a small beach house, painted in stripes of light blue and white,
sand everywhere, cracks in the wood where the wind blows through, and
up front on a white sun lounger sits Elizabeth Taylor in a light blue dress, hair
perfectly black, lips perfectly red, white teeth laughing, an elegant hand held
up in a wave—but nothing moves and it’s all a little faded like a postcard from
the Sixties. There’s a strong smell of hair spray. When you go to the back and
open the white door to the beach house, you find another white door right
behind it, and behind that, another, and so it keeps going, the doors getting
smaller and smaller, until it’s just a small square cabinet. You don’t open this
cabinet. Though you can still smell the hair spray, you also smell a dead animal.
One day, aged ten, I looked at my parents sitting at dinner, and that’s
what I saw, and it never changed, even after my mother died. And, in this way,
14
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I look at those I meet and I see a building.
But I couldn’t get a grip on the waitress. All I felt was a sense of unease,
something slippery under my feet, as if I was standing on algae-covered steps
leading down into a cave with an underground lake.
‘There.’ She stopped, and put the pad flat on the table. I reached over
and pulled it towards me.
She hadn’t drawn me. I looked up at her.
She raised her eyebrows, and shrugged her shoulders. I was looking
down at three tigers, all asleep, curled up around a little boy in their midst,
naked, his head cradled in their paws.
Everything seemed very quiet now. She sat still, her face impassive, and
looked at me. On the table, the saltcellar shivered gently, as if moved by a
distant earthquake.
‘I am going to call you Nineveh,’ she said.
‘What?’ I said, and then, ‘Why do you need to call me anything?’
‘Oh,’ she said.
‘You are awfully peculiar.’
She sniggered.
‘Awfully peculiar,’ she said, imitating my accent. ‘When did you come over?’
‘From London? Ten years ago.’
‘You make me think of my godmother’s house.’
‘How do I make you think of a house?’
‘Nineveh. My godmother’s house is called Nineveh.’
‘Yes?’
She looked at me. I took a sip of water. The ice cubes had nearly melted.
‘So something about me reminds you of your godmother’s house, and
that’s why you want to call me Nineveh?’
‘My godmother’s house is called Nineveh.’
15
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‘Ah, well that explains every—’ I stopped. I leaned forward.
‘Your godmother’s house is called Nineveh?’
She nodded.
‘The Nineveh?’
The old man had come back out of the kitchen and was standing by the
window behind her, looking out.
‘Nineveh,’ he said. ‘Nineveh.’
The waitress half-turned, looking up at him. The old man smiled at her,
then at me. He closed his eyes slowly, and opened them again, and he turned
and walked back into the kitchen.
‘What do you know about my godmother’s house?’ she said.
‘Well, nothing! The ‘Fish House’? Whatever people call it, one rich
person’s private Monterey Bay Aquarium—really, it exists? You making this up?’
The waitress reached forward with her right hand. With her index finger,
she smudged a line on the back of a tiger. ‘Not many people know about it.
She keeps it private.’
‘I’m an architect,’ I said, ‘I thought it was more of an urban myth in the
industry. Are you saying it really exists?’
‘Shouldn’t you be at work in a tall building of steel and glass doing neat
drawings of tall buildings of steel and glass?
‘I work for myself.’
‘Doing what?’
‘I’m an architect, I told—’
‘Yes. But architecting what?’
I crossed my arms. ‘I just built a castle. But tell me about—’
‘You built a castle.’
‘I designed it, but then I got heavily involved in the whole project.’
‘Where? In your sandbox?’
16
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‘In—’
‘Vegas? Transylvania?’
‘The Hamptons.’
‘Excellent. You built a castle in the Hamptons.’
‘Have you been to the Hamptons lately? Have you seen the sort of stuff
people build there?’
She smiled for the first time, then looked down at her hands, rubbing
the charcoal on her index finger with her thumb and said, ‘He built a castle
in the Hamptons.’
I told her how I had left my job at Claybourne Fox, disillusioned with
the industry and worn out by the job. A week later, I sat in my dentist’s
waiting room on Lexington Avenue. I’d got there early.
The client before me, a fine-boned lady in her sixties, noticed I was
reading Great Expectations and struck up a conversation with me. She told
me how much she loved the character of Wemmick, and his tower with a
cannon. One day, she said, she was going to build a castle for herself. Her
name was Lizzie Solomon and she ran a gallery just round the corner. I told
her I could build her castle. It was a throwaway remark, but two years later—
today—the project was finished, and I’d supervised the conception and
construction of an entire castle on her plot in the Hamptons. The structure
was authentic, but of course it had Wi-Fi, a heated outdoor swimming pool
and a home cinema.
The door to the street opened, and a man in a suit peered inside.
He looked around the room, then retreated and closed the door again.
‘I’ve got to go,’ I lied.
She leaned forward, as if to share a secret. ‘Architecture is frozen music.’
‘Yes,’ I said, ‘yes, it is.’
‘What music do you think the castle is?’
17
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‘Heavy-footed thumping on the outside. A lot of timpanis.’
‘A single violin on the inside.’
We looked at each other for a bit. I smiled. She smiled. I looked at my
hands, which suddenly seemed too big.
‘Has it ever happened to you that you looked at everyday things around
you, and they seemed unfamiliar? You know you know them, but they seem
like alien shapes?’
‘Jamais-vu,’ she said.
‘Like déjà-vu?’
‘Look it up on the internet.’
‘I have never noticed this place before,’ I said, ‘and today, I walk in and
there you are, and now I feel I might—’ I stopped. Again I looked at my hands.
How had they got so bruised?
She pressed her hands on mine for the briefest of moments.
‘Beethoven’s Seventh, tonight—if you fancy?’
I have always loved Beethoven.
‘Here.’ She scribbled on her bill pad, tore of a sheet and handed it to
me, then got up from her chair.
‘What’s your name?’
‘Nineveh.’
I sighed.
‘She is my godmother, she named me. It is my name.’
‘OK.
‘And yours?’
Feeling a lot more awake, I walked down Broadway to Oren’s. It was
quiet in there. The bearded hipster was making the coffees. A lanky AfricanAmerican girl was behind the till. Her hair was cropped short and she wore
a tight t-shirt with the face of a kitten across her chest. She was serving a
18
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sharp-featured woman in her late fifties, her long hair piled high in a deranged
assortment of buns. She looked like she could have been, should have been,
a prima ballerina. She wore large sunshades, even in the store. I don’t like it
when people wear shades inside, particularly if they are talking to others.
‘Latte with walnut oil,’ said the hipster.
‘Thanks,’ she said. She stepped to the side, but didn’t leave. She took a
sip from her coffee.
Kitten girl beamed at me. ‘A hot drink for you today?’
She wore a nametag. It said Kitten.
‘This is sooo good,’ said the non prima ballerina.
‘Just two pounds of Beowulf beans, please,’ I said.
‘By the way,’ said the older woman, ‘I love your t-shirt.’
‘Thank you,’ said Kitten as she was weighing my coffee.
‘Just the Beowulf then?’
I nodded, and the girl rang it through.
‘I just wish it was a dog,’ said Non-Prima.
‘Oh yeah?’ said the cat girl cheerfully.
‘You know, they researched it—cats and dogs can recognise your voice.
Proven fact. But you know what: the brain activity of dogs shows they are
happy when they hear your voice. When cats recognise your voice, they feel
nothing. They just don’t care. Cats are psychopaths. They don’t care about
anything apart from food.’
‘Why don’t you take your shades off,’ I said.
The bearded barista emitted a harmonising guffaw.
Non-Prima turned to me. ‘Who are you?’ Each word clipped.
‘No,’ I said, ‘who are you?’
‘There you are, receipt’s in the bag,’ said the girl.
‘Thank you,’ I said and smiled at her and the hipster. ‘Have a great day.’
19
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I had a sudden vision of taking the woman’s sunglasses and smashing
them on the floor. But why? What had got me so irritated? What voice in me
had just spoken out?
I stepped back out onto Broadway. The sun sat bold and bright in the
sky. I had several weeks off. I had a date tonight. An ambulance howled past,
followed by a police car. A fire truck (engine 40) came down 72nd and went
after them.
Hunger, like a friend whose calls I’d been ignoring all morning, caught
up with me. Nineveh had put it in my head, and now I wanted it: a pastrami
Reuben on Rye. So on my way back home, I dropped into Artie’s on
Broadway and 83rd. I’d had my first Reuben on Rye at Artie’s, and Artie’s it
was for Reubens.
The four plates arrived almost before I ordered them—pickles, fries,
the rye with a mountain of sauerkraut and cheese melted over it, and a plate
with coleslaw. I ate every last crumb, including the pickles. I even considered
licking the plates. I felt newborn. Everything seemed possible today. As the
Latin-American waiter cleared my table, he took a moment to look at me
and smiled. ‘Was good?’
‘You bet,’ I said, wiping my mouth with the napkin.
I looked around contentedly. A large, worried-looking man at the
next table was sipping Scotch and slowly working his way through wieners
with sauerkraut.
Our eyes met. His face lit up, and we smiled at each other. And there was
your difference between New York and London. When you met someone’s
eyes in London, you looked away lest they took you for a nutter. In New York,
it was okay to meet a stranger’s eyes. People had enough self-assurance to
stand their ground. If they thought you were a creep, they’d tell you.
I walked a couple more blocks up Broadway, then doglegged via
20
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Amsterdam onto 86th. My apartment building was one of the few buildings
that looked exclusive but didn’t have a doorman. I liked it that way. What
was the point of someone in a coat and hat flagging down a taxi—I could
do so myself. Also, it was one less person you kept bumping into who’d
feel obliged to make small talk. It was bad enough in the elevator. Someone
always got in with a dog and canine small talk invariably ensued. I had learnt a
lot about dogs over the last six years. Sometimes, I missed the clammy silence
that hung in British elevators.
The only person I had never heard speak was Katz, the pianist, who lived
on the floor below me. His hands were always in his pockets, his shoulders
thrust forward, his small face blank, closed-off as if a zip had been pulled up
to his widow’s peak. On what appeared to be his more gregarious days, he
would nod when we met, though without actually looking at me.
Once, as I was jogging early in the morning, I saw him standing by the
banks of the Hudson, staring towards New Jersey. And this one time only it
seemed to me I saw him frown; he looked crestfallen, as if momentarily an
emotion had slipped from his otherwise inscrutable mien.
You can generally look at a city and say: rich here, poor there, working
classes, millionaires, politicians, students—everyone has a part of town they
gravitate to. In some cities, this is more palpable. Sao Paolo or Jakarta weren’t
places where I’d want to settle in the wrong part of town. New York, like
London, was more fluid.You could take a fifth of each of those groups, shuffle
and redistribute them. And then you could grab a few handfuls, close your
eyes and stick them like pins to random places on the map. Thus you’d find a
politician in Harlem, a breadless student in a glitzy downtown high-rise—and
me in a 13th floor apartment on West 86th. My neighbour paid $7000 for a
flat with the same layout on the same floor. I paid $700. He probably made
four times the money I made, and they were a family of four. I was just me.
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They were Jewish. I was godless.
My flat had two bedrooms, three bathrooms, a generous lounge, a
dining room, and a kitchen large enough to eat in. It had wooden floors
and high ceilings. One side looked onto 86th St, the other had a long view
of the downtown cityscape. It was a ridiculous flat for a single person of
my demographic. It was rent-controlled, which meant the rent could only
increase by the merest of smidgens as long as I stayed put.
Two walls of the lounge were covered in bookshelves. There was a
dark-blue chaise longue, which had come with the flat. One of the most
expensive items of furniture I had ever bought, an Eames lounge chair and
ottoman, was by the window. In the opposite corner sat an antique leather
armchair I had bought in Les Puces in Paris.
That was it. To me, space was the biggest luxury, and I kept the flat
as empty as I could. Interior designers were my sworn enemies with their
baskets of lavender grains, designer lamps, objets d’art.
I slept in the bedroom next to the lounge. It was empty apart from a
futon mattress on the floor. I had a walk-in closet and an en-suite bathroom.
They were more functional, less minimalist Zen. I was terrible with my clothes.
When I got busy, I gave up on hanging or folding things and just stuffed them
into drawers.
In a shoebox on the top shelf to the right, I kept a few items nobody
ever got to see. A box of Swan Vesta matches, a small kitchen knife with a
serrated blade, a loaded Browning M1911 handgun wrapped in a piece of
red cloth. Sometimes, in the dead of night, I took it out. It smelled of metal
and oil, and lay in my hand like a cold, angry snake.
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Jacqueline Byrne
I saw you then, Sister Mary Redempta, and still I see you.Across the quadrangle,
standing on the chalk line in the shade of a firethorn tree, your eyes to the
horizon. I can just make out your face. A rosebud mouth, but wilted. The
green tinted glasses.Your arms, folded neatly beneath your scapular. A slick of
black hairline escapes your wimple.
Your face is materialising nicely but your voice is clearer still. Slow. Low.
Irish. But not the honeyed Irish of poets, or the comforting brogue of talk
show hosts. I think we can be certain that you never kissed the Blarney
Stone. But still, you used your voice to great effect. Succinctly.
R-E-D-E-M-P-T-A. Redemptor? It never occurred to me to question
your name, its spelling or its origin. Now I’m much more interested.You were,
of course, called after a saint. At convent there was Sister Mary Gonzales
(Speedy), Sister Mary Augustine (Gusty), Sister Mary Guadalupe (Loopy), as
well as a host of Marias,Theresas and Joans. We didn’t have a nickname for you.
I know a bit about your saint now, though; I’ve researched her and it
seems she was not particularly outstanding, as saints go, not even her own
entry on Wikipedia. In fact, Redempta was overshadowed by her companion.
A virgin named Romula. They lived in a small community of nuns in Rome.
Saint Gregory the Great, who apparently knew them personally, wrote of
their ‘perfect humility and obedience’. They opened their mouths only to
pray, he reported. Although I expect they must have opened them to eat
as well.
According to old Greg, sometime in the year 580 BC, Romula (who
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wasn’t well but turned her infirmity to her advantage by focusing on prayer)
cried out in the middle of the night. Your lady Redempta ran to Romula’s
room and found it filled with bright light. Redempta was frightened, hysterical.
But Romula – clearly more robust mentally – reassured her, saying ‘Do not
fear; I shall not die yet’. Apparently there was a strange smell in the room too.
Well, old Greg says it was a sweet smell; we may draw our own conclusions.
Three nights later, Romula cried out again. And when Redempta entered
the room, lo, the sounds of a heavenly choir surrounded them. The singing
from the choir receded, as if the singers were moving away. And Redempta
had a feeling that Romula had offered her soul to the Lord: with that, Romula
died. What happened to Redempta is not recorded. Romula, on the other
hand, gets plenty of glorious mentions. But they both got the sainthood.
I kind of like that story, but I don’t necessarily buy it. A strange business,
beatification. But I digress. Back when I was thirteen, I knew nothing about
Saint Redempta and had only recently discovered the word ‘redemption’. In
the religious sense, it means delivery from sin through suffering. It was you
who first alerted me to redemption and to Original Sin. Because I had not
been baptised, Original Sin would remain a stain upon my soul. No matter
how many Hail Marys or good deeds, no redemption until cleansed.
Did you know my father was an atheist who only allowed me to be
educated at a convent as a sop to my mother – who was a convert –
because he’d had an affair? But he wasn’t going to go so far as to allow me
to be involved in any ‘crazy ceremonies with dirty bloody holy water’. No,
Sister, probably you knew none of that. But did you not see me squirm when
you told us to raise our hands if we weren’t baptised? And it was always only
me? And then you devoted a lesson to elaborating on how the un-baptised,
the unwashed, would NOT be welcome at the gates of heaven. In those
days I imagined my soul as a white sash slung across my body, not unlike
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the sashes that beauty pageant contestants wore. But instead of saying ‘Miss
World’, my sash would have a big black splodge of Original Sin in the middle
of it. My mother may have performed her own private baptisms on me with
holy water blagged off Father Michael but God isn’t so easily fooled, as you
well know. With that bloody great stain on your sash, you’d never get into
heaven. Oh no. You’d be sitting there in Limbo, not welcome, either upstairs
or down.
Not all your fault. But it was upsetting.
To really get the measure of things, though, Sister, we need to go back
to 1974. That was the year of the skunk attack, among other things. A skunk
sprayed our dog and we washed him in tomato juice to get rid of the smell.
But every time he got wet, the stink came back. It was an eventful year in
many ways. At the time I was trying to become a writer and going through
my diary phase, so I’ve got it all down here in black and white. Maybe it will
jog our memories. See the lovely diary cover! That took ages, cutting pictures
out of magazines, sticking them on, putting the plastic stuff over that. Sticky
tape everywhere. But to the diary:

May 25th, 1974, St Martha’s Convent
Sister Redempta could no longer escape chapter seven of Boyce’s

Biology for Southern Africa. Chapter seven is ‘Reproduction’. Sister has
definitely been avoiding it. She had moved straight from chapter six, ‘The
Muscular Skeletal System’, to ‘The Nervous System’, which is chapter eight.
Fiona Metcalfe (who yesterday stuck a note inside the lid of her desk saying
‘Fiona M. died of boredom in a biology lesson and is now in Heaven’) has
been drawing attention to this avoidance.
Today Fiona closed the lid of her desk with a bang and raised her hand.
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‘Sister, we are on chapter eight. Should we not be on chapter seven,
Sister?’ she asked.
Sister Redempta’s glasses darkened. A red tide seeped up her face. Her
lips tightened. She looked, I don’t know … trapped?

May 30, 1974, St. Martha’s Convent
Great excitement, because finally we would be getting it – chapter and
verse on ‘reproduction’. In the event, Sister spent most of the lesson drawing
unidentifiable objects on the blackboard, with an alarming screech of the
chalk. Eventually the chalk broke and when she turned back to face us she
seemed livid. She had labelled the drawings spermatozoa, ovum, urethra,
uterus, etc., and there were arrows leading from the sperm to the egg.
Fiona was not going to let her off lightly though. All innocent, she asked:
‘But Sister, how does the sperm get to the egg? Is it like a tadpole?’
I couldn’t help it. I giggled.
Sister fixed us both with a glare and then began the Lord’s Prayer. End
of class.

June 5, 1974, St. Martha’s Convent
Well, dear diary, today Claire Palmer told me something amazing.This is
important and I don’t want to get it wrong – I can still hardly believe it – so
I’ll report it just as it happened. We’re sitting on the bench in the quadrangle.
I’m pretty pleased just to be sitting next to Claire, hair the colour of double
cream and eyes the faded green of bottles that wash up on the beach. The
Palmers are wealthy, and posh, and Claire’s brother James is gorgeous.
Anyway, out of the blue, Claire leans towards me, cupping her hand
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around her mouth.
‘Lucy, I’ve something to tell you,’ she whispers. ‘You’ll never believe it, but
my brother is in love with you.’
‘You’re kidding.’
But Claire’s face is serious. ‘I’m not, it’s true. Do you love him too?’
I know my face is pink and I don’t know what to say because, although
James is handsome, I can’t truthfully say I love him. I barely know him. But it’s
really flattering.
Claire is insistent. ‘Come on, Lucy, I bet you do love him. Lots of girls do,
but it’s you he wants.’
The bell rings then but I can’t concentrate on lessons. Lucy Smith has
pulled off the biggest catch of all, without even trying! Tomorrow I will tell
Claire to tell James that I do love him.
My diary entry for this next bit is blurred, but I can remember it quite
clearly. So instead I will tell you what happened from a bird’s eye point of view.

June 7, 1974
It’s biology again and now the class is learning about reproduction in
unicellular organisms. Sister Mary Redempta seems more comfortable with
amoebae. Lucy Smith sits at her usual desk in the row second from the
front. The child looks uncomfortable and hot – the temperature outside is
86 degrees and she’s directly in the path of the brightest sunbeam. She shifts
quietly in her seat. Now she moves her hand up her leg. It disappears up her
blue school tunic dress. Sister Redempta is talking amoebae but suddenly she
stops and stares at Lucy.
Her face reddens and the green tinge of her glasses cannot cool the
sear of her eyes. ‘You disgusting girl,’ she says. ‘You filthy, disgusting girl.’
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Every girl in the class cranes her neck to look at Lucy, whose hand is
frozen under her tunic. There is a collective murmur and then silence as
everyone stares at her. Sister Mary Redempta points her ruler at Lucy.
‘Get out of my classroom,’ she says.
So that is what happened. Do you remember it, Sister?
Then this is what happened the next day. Lucy Smith shuffles into the
classroom, eyes lowered. There is a titter. Claire Palmer leaps up from her
desk and thrusts a letter into Lucy’s hand. Lucy takes it, and at her desk she
opens it. Ah, here that very letter is, tucked into the diary! Why did I keep
that? I’ll read it. Dear Lucy, Claire told me how you feel about me. I’m sorry
but I don’t feel the same way about you at all. James.
The day after that, Lucy Smith is sitting at her desk before the bell for
lessons when a parcel wrapped in pink polka-dot paper is passed from the
back of the class from desk to desk until it reaches Lucy. She sees it has her
name on it.
‘Open it!’ someone hisses, and then other girls chorus: ‘Open it, open
it, open it.’
Lucy looks at it with blind eyes and slides it under her desk lid. She sits
rigid through history and maths, and at break, when all the girls have left
the classroom, she takes it out, looks around to check no one is watching
and unwraps it. There are layers and layers of newspaper inside, and as
she peels them away there is the smell of dustbins in high summer. Finally
she gets to the core: potato peelings, cabbage leaves, fish bones, the blood
stained packaging from some meat, some used tissues. And a note. It says:
‘Dirty girl, Lucy.’
Out in the playground there is laughter.
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LETTER TO OLIVER
Ruth Livingstone
My dear Oliver,
I am writing this in my study while you, my darling boy, are safely tucked
up in bed. I hope your dreams are sweet.
It is true you are not born of my flesh and we do not share the same
blood, but you have brought great joy into the plain life of this old bachelor, and
I love you even more than if you were my natural born son. I chose you and
you chose me. Fathers and sons rarely have the luxury of selecting each other.
My time is running out, Oliver. The London physician has prescribed
some stronger tinctures and purges, but I can read his countenance too well
and, despite his optimistic words, I know I must hurry to arrange my affairs
and complete this narrative. You have a right to know how your story began.
I will endeavour to set out the truth for you as honestly as I can. In short,
Oliver, this is the story of your parents.
I must begin with an account of the worst day of my life. It was the day I
was due to be married.The lady – I still cannot speak her name – was the most
beautiful of maidens and blessed with many virtues and accomplishments. I
was thirty years old and felt unspeakably happy. My country home had been
refurbished to make it fit, not only for my new bride, but also for her young
brother who would be living with us. The two siblings were orphans and
wholly dependent on the less than gracious generosity of their extended
family – a family endowed with much wealth, but sadly lacking in affection.
The wedding was to take place in a small chapel and was to be followed
by a banquet provided in my own house. That morning, while still overseeing
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preparations, I received a note, written the previous night, informing me
that my young bride was taken unwell with a fever. Her family, with much
apparent inconvenience to themselves, had decided to delay the wedding.
Dismayed by the news, and with a cold feeling of premonition in my heart, I
saddled up my horse and rode immediately to the house where she lay.
The situation was worse than I had feared.
The fever had gained in ferocity during the night. My darling was in the
throes of an illness so overwhelming that I knew, from one look at the ghostly
pallor of her face, that she was soon to leave this mortal world. I knelt at her
bedside, along with her young brother, and we prayed together. We prayed.
We prayed with all our might. But God turned his face from us and closed
his ears. My dearest sweetheart slipped away.
She died.
There. I have written it.
But my story is not your story and this death is only relevant for your
understanding of how it was that I came to form a longstanding attachment
to the brother of my sweet bride – a young boy of fifteen years of age. Edwin
Leeford was his name.
Grief brought us together and kept us close. At first I considered Edwin as
a younger brother, but later I regarded him as my dearest friend. Indeed, his last
words on earth were contained in a letter intended for my hand to deliver.
But I am leaping ahead.
One day, when Edwin was a mere twenty years old, he came to see
me in some excitement. He was betrothed to be married. The lady was
older than him, by ten years or so, and was moderately wealthy with two
fine houses – one in London and the other in Paris. Oh, he was in a state
of happy anticipation. What freedom he would have as a married man with
two houses and a small fortune! No longer would he need to live off the
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grudging generosity of his relatives, nor worry about finding some profession
with which to support himself. He could indulge in his favourite pursuits of
reading literature, visiting the theatre and the continuing practice of art – for
indeed he was already a skilled amateur painter.
I was immediately suspicious, and asked Edwin to consider the plan
carefully. Was he not much too young for marrying? And for what reason
would this particular lady consent to such a marriage? Why agree to hitch her
fortune to a man with no income and no inheritance? In truth, the only things
my young friend possessed were his good name and his family connections.
He informed me that he too approached the idea of this union with
some trepidation. It transpired that his relatives, keen to rid themselves of
their dependent orphan, had secured the arrangement on Edwin’s behalf.
The lady was French in attitude and habits. She appeared not over endowed
with a surfeit of either good looks or good manners, being tall and thin and
quarrelsome by English standards. Apparently her bones cracked when she
walked and she had an unfortunate voice that sounded as harsh as a magpie.
She was past her prime and lacking suitors.
‘But love is not so important,’ Edwin informed me. ‘Companionship is
the main thing in a marriage, along with security.’
I will not tell you what my counsel was. But, suffice it to say, we discussed
the matter long into the evening and our conversation became heated.
He married her.
As you might expect, I saw less of my dear Edwin during the first few
months of his marriage. Within a year I received news that a son was born,
whom they christened Edward. I visited the couple to view the new baby.
Their house was grand enough on the outside, but inside the great
rooms seemed bereft of comfort, decorated with an abundance of cold
marble and gilded, but unaccommodating furniture. Their newly born son
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turned out to be a crying brat, with an unpleasant countenance, who suffered
greatly from colic. I kept these opinions to myself, but within a few minutes of
being in the company of Edwin and his wife, I realised all was not well with
the married couple. Their conversation was full of snide remarks – bickering
and combative. All my worst predictions were realised.
The marriage was a loveless one.
Later visits to Edwin’s home reinforced my fears. I stood by helplessly as
the atmosphere in that household moved from cold indifference to mutual
contempt to outright loathing. I was not surprised to learn, a few months
later, that Edwin was living alone, his wife having taken the young infant and
moved to her house in Paris.
‘A burden has been lifted from my shoulders,’ Edwin told me.
Edwin was kept appraised of his son’s progress through correspondence
sent from France. His wife’s letters were full of news of the child’s bad
behaviour, how unruly he had become and how difficult it was to retain a
nanny. Then his constant trouble at school and later, while growing into a
young man, tales of keeping bad company, running up debts and becoming
the focus of some attention by the local gendarmerie. It seems that the
unfortunate young lad had inherited neither the good looks nor the gentle
nature of his father.
Free of matrimonial discord, and despite the occasional troubling
accounts of his son’s behaviour, these years were happy times for Edwin. He
had the use of a grand house and lived comfortably, drawing a regular living
allowance from his wife’s estate. Fifteen years passed quickly by. By the age
of thirty five, he had grown into a fine man – possessing handsome features,
his square shoulders drawing attention away from a certain weakness of the
chin. His sensitive mouth, and the gentleness of his eyes, betrayed the artistic
side of his nature. Able to pursue the life of a leisurely gentleman, he had
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further developed his keen interest in painting. His watercolours showed a
talent for observation and his oil portraits were extraordinarily lifelike.
Edwin, as you might expect, was a frequent visitor at my house in the
country and became even more so when we struck up a mutual friendship
with a man who lived locally – a retired naval officer of good temper called
Captain Fleming. We spent many happy hours in the Captain’s company,
eating and drinking, talking together of literature and art and enjoying the
good officer’s tales of adventure in distant lands. When we dined at Captain
Fleming’s home, his parlour was made even more attractive by the presence
of his daughter, a lovely girl called Agnes, who played the pianoforte to amuse
us after our supper. She had an intelligent and lively nature, but was sadly
burdened with domestic duties. Mrs Fleming, the officer’s wife, had died
eighteen months previously. Agnes, despite being a mere nineteen years of
age, had been thrust into the role of housekeeper.
The conviviality of our evenings was, I believed, the reason why Edwin
became a constant visitor to the Fleming house. A younger man might have
realised before I did. It was neither my own company, nor the tales told by
the bold naval Captain, that drew Edwin like a magnet to that parlour.
One day, Edwin came to my home to deliver a little sketch he had
penned that he thought I might consider amusing. Finding me alone and in
good humour, he took the opportunity to confide in me.
He told me he loved Agnes. He loved her with all his heart and soul. He
could think of nothing else. Her face was always in his vision, even when he
closed his eyes. He was being driven mad with thoughts of her – a desire to
have her by his side, to take her into his home and to make her his wife.
‘Edwin,’ I said, dropping the sketch from my hands. ‘Have you forgotten?
You are married already!’
A terrible sadness passed across my friend’s handsome face, like a dark
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cloud on a spring morning. He began to speak, wildly, of how he might undo
his first marriage. Alas, although he had many ideas and had concocted a
number of schemes, not one of them was of any practical use.You see, all his
plans were futile without the agreement of his estranged wife.
‘I visited Paris and begged her. Even on my knees. Release me! But she
flew into a fury. She will never let me go.’
‘Edwin, does Agnes know that you are a married man?’
‘No. No! I mean to tell her – but only when I have formed a plan for
extricating myself – and then I hope she and the Captain won’t think too
badly of me. Until then, please don’t tell them of my youthful folly. Please. I
implore you.’
He pleaded with me until I vowed to keep his secret safe, but I had a
condition attached to my silence.
‘Edwin, if you wish to leave this young girl in ignorance of your marital
status, you must also leave her in peaceful ignorance of your desires. As the
situation stands, you can offer her no future prospects. Leave her alone. You
must leave her alone.’
‘I know I must.’ He grasped my arms. ‘I tell myself that a thousand times
a day.’
From then on, Edwin ceased to accompany me on my evening visits to
the Fleming parlour. I made some excuse on his behalf to the good Captain,
who expressed regret. Agnes seemed not a whit disturbed by the absence of
my young friend but was, I noticed, disinclined to spend so much time in our
company. I am sure our after-dinner conversation must have seemed dull to
such a lively young woman – although she was far too charming to intimate
such a thing. It was springtime, the evenings were light, the weather was fine,
and Agnes developed the habit of taking a solitary stroll before bedtime.
I felt relieved that Edwin had removed himself so quickly from what
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could have become a very difficult situation. Good, I thought. It was a
temporary infatuation after all. It has passed.
Now, my dear Oliver, I realise you would probably wish me to describe
Agnes Fleming in greater detail. So I will recall the last happy time I spent at
the Captain’s house.
It was mid-July and a lovely evening, with that lazy thickness to the air
that you get on some fine days in midsummer. We had eaten a tasty supper of
boiled ham and sliced eggs in the small dining room.The Fleming’s home was a
generous establishment, but a house of modest means nonetheless. Since the
death of her mother, Agnes not only undertook most of the housekeeping
duties, she also provided for the table with some simple cooking skills. As she
laid out the dishes before us, I remember admiring her for the way she coped,
with such good patience, with the domestic duties that had been thrust upon
her. And I remember remarking how well she looked as she waited on the
table and how her slim figure was filling out with early womanhood.
‘My dear Agnes, I can see all the fresh air and exercise from your evening
walks are doing your health a power of good.’
That remark brought a flush to her cheeks.
On this particular evening, we repaired as usual to the parlour where
the good Captain and I sat on comfortable cushions, enjoying a fine glass
of porter, talking about my forthcoming business trip to London. Agnes
entertained us on the pianoforte. The evening sun played across the roses
around the open window, while the mellow breeze brought their heavy scent
into the room. Agnes sat, caressed by that flower-patterned light, her fingers
rippling across the ivory keys of the instrument. There was, I thought, an air
of being apart from us, almost as if she had left the house already. Indeed, her
bonnet lay on the stool beside her, signalling she would soon leave to take
another of her postprandial walks.
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What did she look like? I must try to be precise for you, my dear Oliver.
Her hair was almost bronze in the light of that evening – piled up on top of
her head and held in place with a variety of combs and feathered trinkets.
I admired the rosy colour to her cheeks, a change from the pallor she had
displayed when I first met her. Her dress was neat, decorated with lace, and
I noticed she had exchanged the plain silver cross she normally wore on her
breast for a pretty locket on a gold chain.
As I said, Agnes was always beautiful, but she was most particularly
beautiful that evening.
Whenever I smell that heady scent of English roses on a warm night
– I think of Agnes sitting there with that glow around her, and my soul aches
with the pity of it all.
Now, let me tell you of the last time I saw Edwin.
It was the final few days of August. I had some business matters to
attend to in London and had shut up my home in the country to rent a
property in the City. Edwin arrived on my doorstep one early morning in
a state of high excitement. I confess to being in a hurry to keep a prior
appointment and would ask you to accept that as an excuse for my cursory
dismissal of my dearest friend.
‘I’m glad I caught you,’ Edwin said. He was red-faced and wide-eyed, with
his jacket flung open carelessly, and he was clasping a flat package, wrapped
in brown paper, beneath his arm.
‘Edwin, you should have let me know you were coming. I have appointments this morning. Come back later and we will dine together this evening.’
‘But I leave for Rome this afternoon. Urgent business. To do with
an inheritance.’
‘My dear fellow, Rome? And is that one of your paintings?’ I pointed to
the package.
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‘Yes, I want you to keep it safe for me. Here, look at this.’
But it wasn’t the large package he held out for my scrutiny. Instead, he
drew a tiny velvet case from an inside pocket. It contained a gold band. At
first, I did not realise what it was: not until he pulled the ring from the case
and held it out for my inspection.
‘A wedding ring?’ I held the golden circle in my palm.
‘Look inside,’ he said. Despite the warmth of the morning, he was
trembling. When I turned the ring to the light, I saw the name engraved on
the inside. It was a single Christian name with a space where the surname
would follow: ‘Agnes’.
‘Your wife has died?’ For one wild moment I entertained the notion that
Edwin was a widower, blessed with the inheritance he had just mentioned,
and free to propose to the one woman he truly desired.
‘No, the old witch is very much alive. But I want you to take this ring to
Agnes,’ and he tried to close my fingers around that band of gold. ‘Tell her of
my good intentions.Tell her to wait until I return from Rome. I will find a way
to make her my wife. No matter what the obstacles, I will. I must.’
‘What madness is this?’ I asked with a cold voice. ‘Edwin, I don’t have time
for your selfish fancies.You are still married. What is done cannot be undone.’
I thrust the ring back into his hand, turned my back and strode off. Thus
I left my best friend standing on the pavement, with his brown paper parcel
tucked under one arm and his hand still outstretched. May he forgive my
cruel impatience and harsh words.
It was my last memory of him.
A few weeks later, when I returned to my country residence, I found a
message waiting for me. I will never forget how my breath stopped and an icy
chill gripped my heart as I read the words on those pieces of paper.
Edwin was dead.
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Later, when I could read more clearly, I noticed the message had been
sent from a doctor in Rome. It transpired that Edwin had fallen ill with a
bronchial infection shortly after arriving in that city, and had taken to his
bed. The next day, Edwin’s fever grew steadily worse and he was seized with
rigors. The hotel concierge brought in the local doctor who confirmed the
worst. Recovery was unlikely and death imminent.
Realising the seriousness of his condition, Edwin called for paper and ink
and set about penning two missives. First he wrote a private letter, which he
folded and sealed, addressed to Agnes. The second document was written
with the help of the good doctor, who took down the words dictated by my
friend in his last few hours’ lucidity, before the fever robbed him of his speech
and reason. This second document was Edwin’s last will and testament.
These two papers were placed in a sealed envelope addressed to myself,
with strict instructions for it not to be forwarded until after his death.
As my dear friend began to slip away from this world, the doctor went
through Edwin’s personal papers and discovered he had a wife and son living
in Paris, to whom were sent urgent summons.
‘That was a mistake, signore,’ the doctor wrote.‘The wife and son displayed
no affection for the dying man. Regretfully, they opened the sealed envelope
addressed to yourself, taking the will and the letter intended for Agnes.’
I did not read the rest of the doctor’s message but stuffed it into my
greatcoat pocket and, with my soul swirling with regret and anguish, I saddled
up my fastest horse and rode with great speed to the Captain’s house. Had
the Flemings already heard the news of Edwin’s death?
I was surprised to find the Captain’s house locked and shuttered. I
banged on the knocker and called out loudly and even tried to force a
window, such was my desperation to see his friendly face. Indeed, a neighbour
soon came round to investigate the commotion I was making.
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‘They have gone,’ she said. ‘And with no forwarding address. They left
after the visit by the lady from France and her loutish son.’
‘What lady from France?’ I asked foolishly, knowing immediately it must
be Edwin’s wife.
‘The rich one with a face like a lemon. She left this torn up letter on
the path.’ The neighbour, with an equally sour look on her face, handed me
some scraps of paper. Despite my further questioning, she was insistent that
neither she, nor anybody else in the town, knew where Captain Fleming and
his daughter had gone.
‘Although there is much speculation as to why,’ the woman said, and then
shut her mouth in a prim line and gestured at the torn paper in my hand.
I roamed the countryside for hours, visiting the places where I knew the
Captain had connections. But it was true. Nobody knew where the family
had gone.
Later, in the privacy of my study – in the very room where I am now
writing this story for you, dear Oliver – I took out the papers I had thrust in
my pocket and laid them out on my desk. I read the remaining parts of the
message from the Italian doctor, along with the torn fragments of Edwin’s letter
to Agnes, and thus I pieced together the final words of my dearest friend.
Edwin’s letter to Agnes was a sorry thing – a mass of scribbles on a
sheet of torn paper with words crossed and crossed again. I did not keep it,
Oliver, but here is the sense I made of it.
Edwin wrote, ‘This is my penitent confession and I pray that, should I die
…’ The next section is crossed out but he resumes, ‘… keep my little locket
close to your heart, along with the ring I am enclosing.’ (This, Oliver, must be
the engraved wedding ring I had so rudely refused to deliver on his behalf.)
‘… I pray you will keep it as a token of my sincere intentions to make you my
wife. If it was not for the matter that has kept us apart …’ The next section
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is illegible. ‘… I beg you not to curse my memory. I am praying for you now.
All the guilt is mine.’
As I read this letter, in which Edwin talks of guilt and shame and makes
promises he can no longer keep, I suddenly understood the import of his
words. I castigated myself for not realising earlier, for not seeing what was
plainly on his face when I last met him on my doorstep.
Agnes was with child.
The letter from the doctor confirmed the matter. He laid out the
remembered contents of Edwin’s last will and testament. The original had
been destroyed, burnt by his wife, aided by that foul beast of a son, but the
good doctor had helped Edwin compose the document and had transcribed
what he could remember of the contents.
Edwin had left half of his estate to his son, Edward, and the remainder to
his yet unborn child and the woman who was bearing it, his beloved Agnes.
I set out to find the Captain and his daughter. I went from town to
town, village to village, hamlet to hamlet. I hired help and pinned posters
upon walls, offering rewards.There were false leads, each one lifting my heart
with hope, but each one ending in the bile of disappointment. I made a vow
to Edwin’s memory. If I could discover Agnes and her child, I would offer her
my hand, willingly giving up my years as a confirmed bachelor. I would take
her as my wife, in a relationship that could remain platonic for as long as she
wished, in order to give her and Edwin’s child a name and a home.
But it was not to be.
The next part of your story was not uncovered until many years later.
The good Captain hid the shame that had fallen on the family by
repairing to a remote village in Wales. Even in this seclusion, Agnes could not
forgive herself for the disgrace she had brought and, one cold winter’s day,
walked out and never returned. Her father, kind man as he was, died a short
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time later from a broken heart.
I am looking at her portrait now, Oliver. It hangs on the wall of my study
and you will remember how drawn to it you were when you first saw her
gentle face, not knowing then who she was.
Agnes, we discovered, found her way to a work-house and there, in that
grim and joyless environment, gave birth to you, my dear Oliver. She lived for
a few hours, long enough to embrace you and to give you your name, before
succumbing to fever and fatigue. She is in a far better place now Oliver, I am
sure of that.
You were christened by that institution in accordance with your mother’s
wishes. But they were unaware of your real surname. Agnes never gave them
hers and they had no means of discovering your father’s, and you had yet to
acquire mine. Thus your first surname was plucked from the shallows of the
limited imagination of the beadle of that workhouse, Mr Bumble, and this is
the name that appears on your birth certificate.
Oliver Twist.
Here is, in short, the story of your parents. You must know you were
conceived through love and, had circumstances been different, they would
have wished a far better start to your existence.
With your birth, Oliver, your adventures were only just beginning. But
the rest of your story I leave for you to tell one day, perhaps with the aid of
someone whose way with words will be far more proficient than mine.
I will sign off now,
Your ever-loving father.
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Dame Grizelda Von Donnersmack-Delacroix was already three fingers into
her usual tumbler of Scotch when Caspian breezed into what she rather
grandly liked to call the parlour, bow tie unravelling behind him. She’d
purposely left the front door wide open, to highlight his tardiness, despite
the disturbance the blustery London air was making with anything not fixed
down. Glancing over at her cast iron radiator, that hadn’t worked in a dozen
years, she reflected on her righteousness. It really was a worthy lesson she
was teaching her thoughtless kin, despite her own discomfort. No one
teaches anyone a lesson anymore, she thought.
‘Sit down, Delacroix, we have much to cover,’ she hissed through pursed
lips, grooves so deep no lipstick could ever venture.
‘Are you finally going to tell me about my mother?’ he began, not wasting
any time. ‘Must we really wait till pigs can fly, Grandmother?’
‘We will wait as long as I deem it necessary. I want no further discussion
on the matter,’ she said, polishing off what remained in her glass. ‘And you,
young man, will cease addressing me in that manner.’
‘... But grandmother, it’s just that father never takes my questions
seriously.’ He paused to look up at an imaginary thought bubble forming
above his head in which his ruddy-faced father was laughing at him and
batting him away with the lifestyle section of The Telegraph. ‘He’s only ever
mentioned her once,’ Caspian continued.
The Dame watched him as he paused, pulled out a leather-bound
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notebook and thumbed through it with the flair of a miniature, seasoned
reporter. Clearing his voice, he began his dramatic impression.
‘I wouldn’t give that excuse for a woman a moment’s thought, boy. She’s
got airs and graces coming out of her arse, but you leave her alone for a
minute and she’d pounce on your best friend. Good riddance, I say.’ Caspian
shut the book secure in the knowledge he had no idea what pouncing
involved but that it would get the necessary reaction from the Dame.
Visibly shaken, the Dame fluttered her bony hands around her pearl
necklace as if the mere presence of her hand around her neck could quell
the rising angry retort.
‘Well, really! That man is certainly one to talk. Caspian Delacroix, I’m…
I’m not entertaining this a moment longer, not one. Besides, what manners
are these? You’ve been here all of five minutes and haven’t even dispensed
with a few pleasantries. Clearly these little sessions of ours have taught you
absolutely nothing, young man.’
Disappointed his latest clue had yielded no further leads, Caspian took
a deep breath and fought away a sigh. He was finding it harder and harder to
tolerate his grandmother these days.What had once been a rather wonderful
hour – an adventure into eccentricity – was now both a bore and chore that
had him reaching for the door. The inadvertent rhyme amused him, and then
served to infuriate him further. Why couldn’t she see how clever he really
was? He was ready. He could handle news of his mother, or any news for that
matter. He wasn’t a baby anymore.
Dame Grizelda’s disdain drifted down her nose and through her spectacles,
regarding her blood in a world all his own. Halfwit, she thought. Though why
should I be remotely surprised, considering who raised him.The only thing she
considered her first-born son capable of raising was a few eyebrows.
Feeling her stare, Caspian wondered why he was here at all. Clearly the
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old goat just needed the money he gave her in monogrammed envelopes
at the beginning of their scholarly sessions. He knew it was money, despite
the great pains taken by both parties to make it appear as if mother and
son were merely corresponding. His curiosity had got the better of him that
very day, and he’d stopped en route from school to carefully prise up the
envelope’s sticky corner, revealing ten crisp pink banknotes.
Remembering himself, Caspian reached into his burgundy culottes and
handed her today’s envelope.
‘Thank you, my dear,’ she muttered, giving it her usual firm squeeze
to assure herself it was all there. That no-good son of hers would find
any opportunity to take advantage, even if the terms of his treacherous
agreement were signed and sealed.
She headed over to secure her weekly stipend in one of the prized pieces
that her fool of a son hadn’t made off with when he came to clear her out.The
philistine never realised its true value. The item in question was a magnificent
and one-of-a-kind Japanese cherry-wood box. She didn’t usually have it out
when company was around. On this occasion, however, she was very grateful
to not have to climb her precarious antique library ladder to retrieve it from
its residence – a dusty old apothecary cabinet, atop the library.
She ran her hand over the exquisitely smooth marquetry, knowing it
contained all that was important and valuable in her possession. Gripping it
tightly with her back to the boy, she closed her eyes and took herself through
the twenty-four delicate steps it took to open it, always exceedingly careful
to keep them to herself.
Caspian was pretty sure he knew them all now. He’d been memorising
them for weeks. It was in fact quite an achievement, given the level of stealth
she deployed. She was ultimately defeated, however, by her impossibly narrow
body. So wafer-thin was she, you could practically see her in her entirety from
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all angles, including her precious box, a cantilever from her chest.
He imagined that the money-filled envelopes were a token of his
father’s generosity and came from a deep filial loyalty, given he had few other
redeeming features. He must really love his mother dearly. Clearly she had
squandered her ancestral wealth and he was obviously just helping keep her
in the manner to which she’d been accustomed. Caspian overheard his father
tell his valet the other day that she liked a flutter on the ponies. It had to be
true, because whilst the Dame was utterly immaculate, the house, grand as
it was, looked like a ship he’d seen in a documentary that had been dredged
from the ocean floor after a century at the bottom. So, she wasn’t exactly
blowing it all on Tiffany lamps and Fabergé eggs.
Business taken care of, the Dame turned to watch Caspian now hovering
near the bookshelf. She knew he was curious about her beloved puzzle
box, but she assumed his tiny mind would be fully taxed summoning all his
willpower not to swing on her incredibly delicate turn of the century Putnam
rolling library ladder. Maybe the boy does have half a brain, she thought.
‘Don’t dawdle then, Delacroix. Pick something! What will it be?’
Selecting a book solely on the basis that he could reach it, Caspian
trudged back over to the table and set it down in front of her. It had a threadworn, rust-coloured cloth cover and you couldn’t make out a title, save for
the faded golden silhouette of a house.
‘Ah! Well this will be a nice challenge,’ announced the Dame, cracking
the faintest of smiles and settling into her chair.
‘Yes, it will be,’ said Caspian, smoothing down an imaginary deerstalker,
eyes firmly fixed on the Japanese box.
‘Good! That’s the spirit, boy,’ she said, retrieving her cigarette case from
the pocket of the cardigan that hung forlornly from her gaunt frame, and
jamming a Gauloises Blondes into the golden telescopic cigarette holder
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held in a chain around her neck. Through a mirage of blue flames unleashed
from her table lighter, Caspian watched as the Dame tugged on the amber
mouthpiece until the other end was ablaze and burning symmetrically. It
appeared to him as though she was preparing herself for battle. He watched
as she leaned back in her chair and stroked the nameless cover, like a villain
might his cat.
Opening the book, her frictionless papery fingers danced around the
edges of the dangerously thin pages in search of the start, until odds prevailed.
Wetting her lips, she began: ‘“Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family
is unhappy in its own way.”’
Whilst the dusty relic had the Dame caught in its thrall, Caspian allowed
his mind to wander. For what seemed like hours he had had been hoping
for something set in a time when men were swashbuckling. A time when
women with golden braided hair fell unharmed from towering gaols into the
open arms of these intrepid fellows – scuppering the plans of a be-moled hag
offering baskets of false promises. Looking over at her, he imagined such a time
belonged to the Dame herself, but of course he knew that to be impossible.
‘Goodness, Delacroix,’ she exclaimed, suddenly slamming the book
shut mid-sentence, apropos of absolutely nothing. It roused him from his
daydream and caused an explosive plume of dust to rise up from the top
of the newly closed pages, letting slip a thin, salmon-coloured piece of paper
that Caspian watched zigzag softly to the floor. Desperate to secure such a
treasure undetected, and with none of the Dame’s clandestine skill, he jabbed
at it with his toes – finally concealing it underfoot, and attempting to disguise
that movement with a stretch and an overly theatrical yawn. He eventually
managed to tuck it under the corner of a nearby Persian rug, but clearly not
without bother.
‘No wonder you’re tired; will you look at the hour? It is far too late to go
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home on your own. I shall make you up a bed on the Louis Quatorze.’
‘… But, Grandmother, what about supper?’
‘Supper, young man, is enjoyed at six o’clock; if you can’t be here
promptly, you can go without.’
Feigning disappointment, he pushed out his bottom lip a touch; he wasn’t
really complaining – he couldn’t imagine a dinner of liver and cornichons
appealed to anyone at all, let alone anyone his age. Actually, he was unable to
believe his good fortune. On the one hand, he’d have time to peek under the
rug and see what was so important it had been concealed in that book. He
might also have time to have a go at that beloved puzzle box of hers. On the
other hand, of course, the thought of sleeping over in the ghost ship house
sent more than a shiver down his spine. He felt overwhelmed by a vision of
soiling himself in the night after being awoken by the rattling of chains and
the crying of bloody murder coming from under his antique bed.
‘Um, ok, Grandmother,’ he said, far from ok. ‘I’ll just let father know,’ he
said, getting to his feet and heading to the lobby where the only telephone
resided. He was surrounded by photographs of the Dame – very much
the queen bee flanked by the great and the good, as she liked to call them
- sipping gin on a variety of pristinely striped lawns. His favourite was a small
black and white square lost in a large bronze frame and containing a youthful,
but now long gone, Grandpa George horsing around with an army chum.
The younger man was in a very different uniform but the two appeared
happy, each with a cigar poking out of their smiling mouths.
Left for a moment, the Dame thought of Leo. Her mind often wandered
to him. She remembered what it felt like when he gazed at her with his dark
eyes. His long eyelashes like plumage, drawing her in. The way he always
whispered to her, never into her ear but with his mouth close to her own
and perfumed by coffee and Cohibas.
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When her George first passed, she would chastise herself for letting a
lover overshadow a man she was married to for the best part of forty years.
She reminded herself, though, that one’s heart will do as it pleases, and that
one’s head has much less say than it ought to about such things. People on
the other hand always had something to say, which is why one’s life should
not be an open book into which anyone could peer. Steeling herself, she
reopened the book. This time she took in the elegant cursive inscription
he’d left for her on the inside cover, thirteen years earlier. She found herself
surprised by how overwhelming it felt to look upon his words. It wasn’t
even his choice of words; it was his hand, the movement of the ink itself. She
marvelled at how much of him it contained.
My darling, I will support you whatever you decide.
We are never too old for miracles.
Yours always,
Leo
St Petersburg, October 13th, 1975
Caspian meanwhile was frantically trying to extract his bow tie from
the rotary phone. He’d accidentally caught the loose end in the finger wheel
and not realised until he’d dialled the last digit and the final revolution began
pulling his little face towards its own.
Putting the lid firmly back on her memories, the Dame’s thoughts
turned to Caspian. What on earth could that boy be doing? He’d better not
be doodling on the newspaper. It is very difficult to concentrate on what one
is reading with an improbably moustachioed Speaker of the House staring
back at you. I must remind him about the perils of idle hands.
‘Anyone would think you’re building the telephone from scratch. In fact,’
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she added, ‘I expect you to tell me exactly who did when you get back here.’
‘Alexander Graham Bell,’ he announced pre-emptively, rejoining her
– although now sweating and slightly panicked.
‘Well, yes. That will do. There is much debate though, I believe. The
Italians are claiming some penniless Florentine was the inventor, but that
remains to be seen. I wouldn’t expect you to have been following the saga in
the press, so, well done.’
Thinking of the night that lay ahead, Caspian could not remember her
once letting him past the parlour. If he’d ever needed the lavatory, he’d had to
use the tiny closet in the lobby reserved for the tradesmen that never came.
Whatever she was playing at, he couldn’t fathom, but he couldn’t shake the
feeling that everything, these lessons, his sleuthing, had been leading to this.
He’d have his answers soon enough. He felt sure of it.
Tidying away the Tolstoy, the Dame was wondering about her own
intentions. Why was she doing this? She shouldn’t encourage the boy or
herself. The deal was simply that she play governess once a week and the
envelopes would flow. It was working well. Why was she messing with a
perfectly good formula?
The house was an enormous Escher, the size obvious from the sheer
scale of the parlour. A room large enough to swing a cattery, one might say.
Caspian smiled, feeling momentarily lighter.
‘Make your way down the hallway dear, fourth door on your right,’ the
Dame ordered, waving a bejewelled finger in a perfectly pointless circle and
heading in the opposite direction. ‘I’ll be with you in a moment.’
Caspian turned to follow instructions realising he was facing two
seemingly identical parallel corridors stretching out ahead of him like
separate railroad tracks meeting at some impossibly distant vanishing point.
He’d always assumed one side was just a terribly expensive trompe l’oeil.
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Taking a moment, common sense eventually guided him down the corridor
on the left, presuming correctly that a right turn on a corridor on the right
might lead nowhere but thin air.
The ineffectual row of individually lamp-shaded lights barely helped
guide his path, illuminating nothing but dust stencils of long-removed paintings.
Paintings that no doubt she’d sold to keep her in rare Scotch but where
he instinctively knew his oil painted forefathers had once quietly resided in
gilded frames along chronological uniform rows. Finally reaching his door,
relieved, he turned the heavy handle and sank into the room.
After sending the boy off to bed with a cup of something hot, coastered
on his bedside table, the Dame retired to her icy quarters with her own china
cup and, tucked into the breast pocket of her nightgown, that coveted piece
of paper that Caspian was this very moment bundled up in bed thinking
about. Just to be safe, she’d returned her box to its usual home, high atop the
library. One must always try and prevent crimes of opportunity, she thought
to herself.
The Dame sat at her vanity table and began the long task of dispensing
with her daily face. She followed each soft swab of cotton as it wiped away the
day revealing her true flesh. She looked at her bare skin and, forgetting herself
for the briefest moment, caught a glimpse of a self that made her smile.
The self that kept it all from falling into chaos cut that meeting short.
Rounding off her evening rites, she reached for the decanter that sat alongside
her bottles of perfume and makeup and poured herself a generous nightcap
into the only empty vessel available to her, her teacup. Clutching it as gently
as one should with bone china, she raised her polished pinkie to attention,
straightened her back, pushed out her chin and, staring straight into the
mirror, proceeded to drink every drop, like a lady.
Caspian was resting in the guest bedroom that hadn’t seen a live body
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since the last of the Dame’s three Yorkshire Terriers, Sebastian, had quietly
passed away there. This was before Caspian’s time of course, and he had
no idea. No one was sure what took him in the end, but it was of course
protracted and, by all appearances, painful.
Oblivious to the fate of the family canines, Caspian thought of his mother.
He never pictured anything in particular, as he had no memory on which to
embellish. Rather he thought of her more abstractly. She was a hair ruffle
when he was naughty or a kiss on his knee when he fell. If he closed his eyes
tightly enough, he could find himself in these moments, but they were always
short-lived and knowing so beforehand always soured the whole experience.
He knew they were keeping the answers from him, and he wanted more than
anything to know the truth. Why should they conspire to hide such a thing?
He’d often wondered whether he had been left at the doorstep by a
young and helpless mother, looking for a better life for her child.The fantasies
grew fairly exotic over the years, one having to do with a priest, a pirate
and a hefty bounty. He knew he would be headed to boarding school in
the New Year, he’d put it off long enough concocting various ailments and
impediments requiring that he remain in London. Time had run out and if he
didn’t find out now he may have to wait until next summer to get his answer.
Even then, he wasn’t certain another opportunity such as this one would
present itself. Nervous as he was, he was happy with his plan and he sat back
to wait until the dead of night.
Caspian was losing the battle to stay awake. Climbing out of bed, he
heaved open the towering velvet curtains made heavier by a decade of dust.
Ingenious as ever, and by way of insurance against a creeping slumber, he filled
and refilled his teacup with water of questionable colour that spat machine
gun-like from the ornate taps atop the dingy-looking sink in the corner of
the bedroom. Crawling back into bed, he watched as moonlight danced with
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dander. His long beautiful eyelashes batted slowly, counting down their final
few beats until sleep took hold and made them still.
His plan worked brilliantly and not a moment too soon, so desperate
was he when he awoke he had to relieve himself in the sink, washing away the
evidence with running water indistinguishable from what he’d just deposited.
Feeling lighter, he crept from his room.The journey, however, held new terrors
– ones that only belong to the night. The silent corridor was black on all
sides and pulsing with the long-dead hearts of vengeful chambermaids and
aggrieved ghosts of butlers past. Caspian stood frozen, back to the wall. A
phantom grandfather clock – or at least one that had been incredibly well
hidden earlier – struck once and loudly, spurring Caspian to flight. He ran as
fast as he could, parlour-bound, with a single mind and his heart in his mouth.
Skidding into the parlour, he let his socks carry him as far as the table.
Damp and breathless, he knelt to peer under the Persian rug for the paper
he had hidden there. Nothing; it was gone. She must have seen him hide it,
which meant it must be very important indeed. He turned and fixed his eyes
on the apothecary cabinet and the Dame’s precious puzzle box contained
in its belly. Resolute, he headed up the library ladder for his long awaited
prize. Fast asleep, the Dame, flat on her back, lay with one arm drooping
over the edge of the four-poster bed, her teacup, hanging on for dear life
from a curled arthritic finger. Mouth open, she snored lightly, her breath
intermittently ruffling the lace trim bordering her bunched up nightdress.
A loud crashing noise woke her instantly. It was not unlike the sound made
when the bath – in what long ago would have been servants’ quarters – fell
through the ceiling, destroying the pantry. Cup still in hand, she set it down
on her nightstand, threw a shawl over her nightdress and hurried barefoot
from her room. The closer the Dame got to the parlour, the more certain
she knew what she was going to find; she broke out into a run, her first in
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years, her long grey hair unravelling from its top knot, her shawl dropping
away like the veil from her eyes.
‘Caspian, my boy, Caspian,’ she cried.
The parlour was a breathtaking mess of light and shadow. A jagged
sliver of moonlight had sliced its way through a break in the heavy drapery
and its light was scattered all about her in vertical columns fanning out from
the carpet of broken glass that once was her apothecary cabinet. She could
see the outline of the young boy on the ground, broken ladder on all sides
framing his ungodly pose, his life blood pooling about his head, a hellish human
Rorschach of her own making. No more than a yard away, and unbroken,
stood the puzzle box, open and impertinently baring its secrets. She fell
bare-legged to her knees and at the top of her lungs, from the bottom of her
heart, she emptied her soul of a lifetime of pointless secrets and unnecessary
shame – leaving only unfathomable pain, and the sudden knowledge of what
it really meant to regret.
Leaning over his broken body, Caspian’s paper mystery fell from the
pocket of her now blood-soaked nightdress. The Dame watched as her
youngest child’s long hidden birth certificate sank into his own blood, her
own name disappearing last.
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THE FUNAMBULIST
Nydia Hetherington
Chapter one
Beginnings
This is not the beginning. I have already written two pages.They lie crumpled
and alone in the raffia basket under my desk, a sarcophagus bought expressly
for this purpose. They are dead things, crisp with the rigor mortis of my
stillborn words. The white paper keeps catching my eye. Like a bystander
at the scene of a car crash I do not want to look at them, but cannot help
myself. This is not the beginning. It is already too full of gloom. I fear this page
is also destined for the dreaded basket. But I shall try to continue as time is
an important factor and, as always, runs away from us all too soon. Gloom
has been a dominant force in my life, and as such, it suits me well. It is late
(or maybe early), dark, and the room is filled with it. I would like to sit within
this stillness, allow myself to be enveloped by the darkness, unmoving and
unseen as I was as a child. To be merely a thing that watches, and is always
hidden. But I must press on.
I want you to picture me here. This is a new place for me. Another
rented room. I have not been here long. There is a bed in the corner. It is
large but single; the sheets that cover it are red and velvet. They are my own.
The furniture is not. There is a heavy, ancient looking oak wardrobe in the
corner. It holds a handful of my costumes; they are a feast for the moths.
My everyday clothes, such as they are, lie neatly folded in a brown leather
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suitcase under the bed which I cannot see from where I sit. The room is the
smallest in the building. I didn’t want anything fancy, though I can well afford
it. I am done with fancy. On the wall above my bed (how interesting that I
call it my bed. It is not really mine, yet I feel the need to take ownership of
it. The remnants of a nomadic life, perhaps) is a print of a rather beautifully
painted portrait. The sitter perches on the edge of a glass water tank. She
wears a golden swimsuit with matching swim hat, her legs long and waxy.
She is unbelievably glamorous, everything I am not. My mother twinkles at
the painter as crocodiles swim behind her, contained by the tank and the
water in a smudge of green, a clever imitation of movement. Her head is
thrown back. She is smiling, radiating a warmth I only ever saw her give to
others, as a halo of lights proclaim her greatness. It is just one of my old
circus posters, well painted, albeit with an over-sentimental hand as was the
style of the time. It is carefully preserved and elegantly framed. The frame is
silver and polished. I polish it regularly. I am not a sloven. Other than this the
walls are bare. Eggshell I think they call it. It is clean, like a hospital. There is a
large window by my—by THE desk, behind which the sound of traffic rises
to meet me and even at this hour people are living out their dreams, or are
at least pretending to do so. Their costumes are amazing. This is undeniably
Manhattan and I am undeniably a person in exile. But it’s the same wherever
I go. Everyone is the star of their own show, performing for the passing
faceless crowds. We are all clowns.
Many of the stories you are about to read were jotted down in
notebooks over the course of my lifetime. I will copy them out for you as
best I can onto clean sheets of white paper. Some are diary entries from long
ago, some remembrances from faded photographs which have lain forgotten,
their images bleaching into yellowing pages for decades. Others are letters,
or are taken from scrappy little notes kept secreted in pockets and bags over
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the years like precious things. I came late to the world of words, but once
that world was shown to me hardly a moment went by when I couldn’t be
seen diligently scribbling away. It was (unsurprisingly) Serendipity Wilson who
taught me how to hold a pen, how to shape letters and read the words on the
posters around our encampment. I have a lot to thank her for. I think I should
begin with a memory, from a time before the documents which lie in front of
me, from before I could write it all down. I have an excellent memory.
I will not describe my appearance—you know what I look like—other
than to say I am wearing an oversized, somewhat unattractive, yellow jumper,
which was made for me many years ago by Serendipity Wilson.The jumper is
misshapen (it always was) and full of holes. It is what I wear when I feel cold,
or when the gloom descends, like a child with its blanket or favourite knitted
toy. Every now and again I catch a tiny bright flare from deep within its weft,
like light bouncing off a prism. This is because even now there are strands
of Serendipity Wilson’s hair deep within the fibres of my old yellow jumper,
tangled and knotted into the very structure of the garment at its making,
armour plating it and me. These are flashes from long ago, from a time when
Serendipity Wilson joyfully sat through the night knitting for my warmth and
comfort. I can picture her, clicking the wooden needles, the warm glow from
her hair lighting up our wigwam. Every now and again she stops, stares at me
with her impossibly green eyes, plucks a hair from her magnificent head and
knits it into the jumper.
‘For protection, my Mouse,’ she says.
I giggle, sip my cinnamon tea and do not let my own stare fall away
from hers, scared even to blink in case I miss a precious moment of this
precious time.
With the jumper I wear my red tartan pyjama pants made from soft
brushed cotton. The traditional kind, available from any corner department
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store, easy for you to imagine. I am at ease in these coverings, so far removed
from the scratchy glitter and costumes of my performances. The costumes
are hateful things, garments of torture, merely. But they show me off well. As
always, my amber pendant sits snug around my neck. The single orange tear
is bright enough to cast light upon the words I now begin to write. Between
it and the lights of the city shining into my window (will they ever stop?) I
do not need a lamp. Whenever I sit at this desk to write my stories for you
I will be wearing these same things, sat in this same place. You will always be
able to picture me going through the bones of my life, setting them down for
you. One last thing before I start: you must also be able to picture both the
machine on which I write and the desk in front of me.
The desk is old and simple. It is more a writing table than a desk. It is
made of dark wood (an unknown variety to me) and has no drawers or
compartments. Documents, which I am about to copy for you, lie scattered
over its unpolished surface. The new raffia waste paper basket sits under the
desk beside my left foot. It is of what I would call a natural colour, neutral
except for a single red stripe woven into the ridge at the top; for show.
My machine is not electronic. You can, if you wish, imagine the sound it
makes as I hit the keys and the hammers snap at the paper. The L sticks, so I
have to stop every now and then to lift it back into place. I have just done this
three times. The keys look like soldiers awaiting my orders. This makes me
smile. It is heavy work. You can feel the words as you write them, unlike on
those soft electronic machines. With my machine (The Challenger Portable
Typewriter. The word Challenger is written on the right hand side of the
ribbon box. The whole thing is grey and plastic. When you touch the plastic
casing it has a grainy feel.Textured) I can feel my fingers tingle from the effort
of striking the keys. I can smell the ink from the ribbon as each key strikes.
Maybe you can imagine these sounds and the smell of this action, this putting
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down of my stories as you read them? I want you to feel the sensations I
do as I sit here writing my life, searching through memory to put together a
comprehensive picture of everything I have known or thought or felt, for you,
a virtual stranger, a woman of words and now, by the simple act of imagining
me tapping out my life on this small machine, my confidant.
So, to begin.
I am eight years old. I am not sure where we are. We move so often
and the encampment rarely changes. Except for when we are at the sea side.
Things taste differently then. In all probability we are somewhere in the north
of England, but I can’t be sure. I have been living in the colourful wigwam with
Serendipity Wilson for a couple of weeks now. I am happy. I have never felt
this emotion before. Everything is new and wonderful. My parents, Manu and
Marina, have not yet noticed I have a new abode and a happy life. Maybe they
believe I am still sleeping with the llamas? Maybe this is why they have not
come to visit. I am sitting quietly in the wigwam. Serendipity Wilson knits.
As colours flicker around us like flames from a bonfire, I am lost in
the wonder of it all. Thoughts like moving pictures start creeping through
my mind. I close my eyes and all I can see is Manu and Marina come to the

wigwam. I make them cinnamon tea. We sit laughing and telling each other
about the day. Marina looks healthy again, like on the posters. Manu is strong
and bold. He lifts me onto his shoulders, gambols around the tent like a
horse, bending slightly because he is taller than Serendipity Wilson and the
wigwam cannot accommodate his height. We fall in a heap and laugh until
tears appear on our cheeks. I become conscious that I am smiling and the
moving pictures stop. I open my eyes and the colours from the wigwam
dance back into view. It is all right that I am smiling because Serendipity
Wilson is smiling too. She often smiles. I sometimes find it hard to fathom
why someone would smile so much. The big top is filled with smiles, the
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audience awash with them. To reward their glee everyone in the ring smiles
back. We have dancing girls, horse-riders, wire-walkers, trapeze artists and
acrobats to mention but a few, all smiling their lovely heads off. Until they run
through the curtain and out of the ring. Then the smiles stop. Then there is
snarling and biting and ‘whore, bitch, slut’.
Two weeks and three days ago Manu spoke to me. I was in the animal
enclosure playing with a baby llama (I have called him Solomon, although no
one knows this is his name. Maybe I will tell Serendipity Wilson, or maybe I
will just keep it to myself). Manu half-smiled at me. He ruffled my hair, put
two fingers under my chin and lifted my head so I had to look directly into
his face.
‘Tu pues, ma puce,’ he said. Then he marched away towards the
cat enclosure.
It is most likely Marina and Manu have heard of my new situation. The
circus is not an easy home for secrets (although I do very well with them)
and anyway, there is nothing secretive or underhand about my new life. Yes,
it is probable they know all too well, but have not been so touched by the
information to bother enquiring how I am settling in. They are across the
encampment now; a perfect, solid unit, nestling inside the caravan in which
I was born. I always know where they are. When I am not practising on the
wire I spend most of the day hiding under trailers, watching them. But this is
not why I always know where they are, especially Marina. Even when I cannot
see her with my eyes I can tell you her exact whereabouts. This is to do with
magnetics, or so some would believe. It is because of the blood.
Serendipity Wilson hates the stories about my mother, and the ones
about how we, Marina and I, have the force of the sea running through our
veins. Utter bile, she says, not worth considering. Ridiculous myth-making to

bring in the slobbering crowds. Serendipity Wilson does not like me talking
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about it. In fact she will not stand for it and if she hears anyone talking about
such things to me, she gives them what for and no mistake. I am sure what

you say is correct, I tell her, as anyone who has such an opinion is an idiot, I
know this because you tell me so, and I am not an idiot, that’s what you say.
But I know better than to cross Serendipity Wilson. So I do not talk about it.
I keep quiet about the other opinion.The one which says my mother is more
than she appears to be. Shhhh I say to the llamas.
The story of how my mother came to the circus, together with her
strange accent, are all the proof some people need to truly believe that
Marina is actually half, or maybe even whole (who would know?) mermaid,
or perhaps pure Selkie. In any case, some creature born of the sea come to
show us that even the ugliness of war cannot kill true beauty. Big Gen told
me all about it when I was very small. She didn’t mean to pass on any great
knowledge, I am sure of that. She wouldn’t purposefully share her secrets
with me, not even when I was a helpless infant. She was merely idling away
her time while Marina slept in a haze of gin-soaked desperation, as she often
did after the strain of my birth.
Serendipity Wilson continues to knit, and to smile. She is surrounded by
endless balls of yellow wool. She glows. There is a peace here in the wigwam,
and the clicking of her needles sends me into a half-slumbering dream.
I do not think Big Gen is a bad person. She did at least try to keep an
eye on me when I was still an innocent babe, as much as she felt she could. I
never look upon her with spite. She loves Marina dearly. She cannot give me
the time or consideration she might wish to because she’s too busy caring
for Marina, and Gen cares with every piece of her enormous body, like a
great blanket of love.
When I am watching from my secret places I often see Gen holding my
sobbing mother, her gigantic arms moving in ripples as she strokes Marina’s
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hair and coos comfort in a low voice. I like Gen’s voice. It is dark and grainy
from smoking pipes and Woodbine cigarettes. She is a Yorkshire Lass, and
although she left that county when still in her girlhood, probably the age
I am now, her accent is as strong as anyone’s I’ve ever met, full of dull flat
sounds which give the impression of infinite warmth. On the day she told
me about my mother’s arrival at the circus, she obviously presumed I could
not understand because I was too little. I was lying in my crate cot, busy
playing with my toes and shitting out the llama milk which was deemed a
fit enough (and free enough) replacement for the nourishment I needed
from my mother. That vile substitute which turned my guts inside out and
sometimes made me scream so loud that someone would eventually come
to put me under a trailer on the other side of the encampment. But on this
particular day, I quietly listened as Big Gen spoke.

Now then you poor little mite, let me tell you a story that will guard you
against the demon of constant sorrow. I’ll have me a little drinky first. What?
A lady needs some golden drip-drops when telling such tales to young ‘uns.
That’s better.
It was a dirty bitter day. The winds whipped around the big top and the
sea gnashed its jaws into the land. All who were left on the encampment,
for many had gone to war, swaddled themselves in blankets, getting their
comfort from bottles and the skin of whoever could be persuaded to share
their beds. We’d been forced out into the hell of it all early doors, battening
down flaps and boarding up animals with sand swarming around us like
disease, mixing with the air and settling in our mouths and eyes and gullets.
But we got the work done and ourselves back indoors before the worst of
if hit. Fausto, dear Fausto—well—he spent the rest of the morning wrapped
in the corpulent pleasures of my glorious thighs. His small but supple fingers
working between the folds of my heaven—what’s south of heaven? the boys
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used to say, Big Gen’s knees, and how we laughed—his quick tongue darting
and tasting as I sighed and supped on golden drip-drops from the bottle. I
don’t mind telling you that I’d pray for the wickedness of bad weather back
then. For the gods to grant me mercy and fill up the aching emptiness of
the hours. Though my Fausto—dear man—he never needed no prayers,
nor excuses for that matter, if you see what I mean. That’s what it was like
before Marina came, see, when the war was everything and everything was
as nothing. You’re lucky you weren’t born little ‘un. Lucky you’ll never know
such badness. But we must not think on it now, best to leave such sorrows
behind and never look back. That’s what I tell your poor mother. Don’t look
back lovely I say, there’s nothing to come of it—but how she weeps. And
when she looks at your sorry little nut—and those chubby hands always
wanting and grabbing at her and her unable to give because she sees the
badness right there in your innocent eyes, blinking up at her—bad bad bad.
It’s a sorry business little ‘un and I’m sorry for your part in it.
The afternoon grew dark as the wind settled itself down along the Kent
coast, for that was where we was stopped for much of the time back then—
down in Kent. There was not much moving to be done in those days. Fausto
said it was not viable to be moving around in such times—viable, he said. But
oh, us girls could put on a good show mind, you can be sure of that. And I told
him so—told him many a time—but they were bleak days and Fausto suffered
like the rest of us, in his own way, though he never let it show.
Having sated himself fully that afternoon with yours truly—and me
with him—Fausto dressed quickly and off he went for his daily jaunt along
the beach. The wind had all but disappeared and a silence fell hard on the
encampment. There was a strange stillness as he made his way over the
dunes. What a lonely figure he cut, all woollen overcoat and boots, trudging
through the damp and early darkness.
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Dear Fausto walked along the beach sweeping the sands, looking for
saleable wreckage or bits of treasure—treasure he called it—blown in from
who knows where. Anything that could be sold for a pretty penny, for Fausto
loves his pretty pennies more even than he loves his Gen. But I’ll weep
no tears over it as such is the way of things and all good men have their
weaknesses. You’ll do well to remember that little ‘un.
The moon was out and at her best—bright and full she was—as Fausto
crouched on the sands, digging his fat fingers into the wet slop in search of
hidden coins or lost jewels. When he looked up he could see along the entire
beach—stretched out it was like polished glass before him—all the way over
to the distant cliffs. He breathed it all in and wondered how there could be
such loveliness on the earth and yet such badness in the very souls of men.
It’s what he often said and although the war might be over he says it to this
very day. Each time he claps eyes on your poor mother he shakes his head
and wonders at it all.
As he was doing his pondering, his fingers still deep in the sand, he saw
something move in the distance ahead of him. It seemed to tumble away from
the sea edge. Was it his eyes playing tricks? These were funny times and could
do funny things to a man, because this thing—it was merely a thing for the
moment—it shone white under the moonlight like a clustering of opals or
pearls. But it was soft, he was sure of that, for it moved again and its undulations
were more flesh than stone. A wounded animal perhaps? But from what shore
could such a beast have come? He saw, even from where he was far along
the beach, that it trembled violently. Fausto was certain whatever it was it
was still alive—albeit only just—and his dear sweet heart filled with pity for
the creature. He ran—as best he could in boots—across the slapping sands
hoping to give some comfort to the poor dying beast. But as he reached the
thing he suddenly stopped—frozen completely he was—why? Because of the
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magnificent sight before him.You see the creature on the ground, lying at his feet,
was a young woman. She was not a wretched thing, like those who sometimes
wander the beaches at night, having been spat out of boats by sailors searching
for a good time in return for the promised jangle of their pockets. No. She was
something quite apart from such earthly lusts. Fausto thought he’d never seen
such perfection in a human body—in man nor woman neither. She quivered, as
if the fine downy hairs covering her beautiful frame suffered at the very touch
of the air. For a moment Fausto was incapable of movement or even breath.
Your body is made of stars, he whispered as he bent down to the drowned girl.
The light bounced from the young woman’s flesh and Fausto, blinded by her
nakedness, wanted to touch her and maybe—for the briefest of moments—
even to taste her—after all he is only a man. But when her fingers lifted from
the sand and she began to shake—more violently now than before—dear
old Fausto forgot his appetite and took off his stale overcoat to cover her. It
seemed unfitting somehow to cover her with such rags, but he feared the cold
and having nothing else, it would have to do. She sunk her hands back into the
mushy sand, pushed her breasts towards the moon, letting the old overcoat
slip like butter from her skin, and began filling her lungs at last with cold air. Her
mouth opened. But when it did there came such a terrible sound as you never
heard. Such a song of suffering and pain from deep within the very tissue of her
flesh. It was a siren song said Fausto, high-pitched and ripping her asunder from
within. Like no earthly cry. And the cry was so terrible that Fausto said it broke
the very heart of him and didn’t he just stand there beside her blubbering like
a babe himself.
Fausto wrapped the girl up as best he could in his overcoat. Although a
small man and no longer a youth he was still —and remains to this day—mighty
strong. So he carried her all the way back over the beach, screaming my name
as he went—and with such a desperate urgent voice as I’d never heard.
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She stayed in my trailer for many a week. I slept next to her each night,
warming her and holding her close, stroking her when the terrors struck, as
often they did in those early days. I made her soup. Fed her up and made her
strong and soon she began to smile, even to laugh, but she would not speak.
That would take a while longer yet. Fausto gave her the name Marina, because
she came from the sea. Our princess from the sea he said, and she nodded
and smiled in agreement. So it was that The Great Marina was born.
Soon enough Fausto had the water tank built and Marina took to it with
surprising eagerness. We were worried at first that it might frighten her, being
back in the water an all. But Fausto said that was where she’d come from so
that was where she belonged. Oh how she was graceful and oh how she was
beautiful, swimming and dancing in the water. It was like she’d come to life at
last, like the water was giving her the gift to forget—or maybe to remember,
I could not say—but we knew, did Fausto and me, that we could open up a
show with what we’d got in her. That she’d pay her way all right—and what
a good and clever thing it was to have saved her. Oh yes. We could help the
world become beautiful again, for the simple price of a pretty penny, through
the grace of our beautiful Marina and her siren show.
And so there it is little ‘un. This is the story of how your mother came
to the circus and it is the story you had best carry with you. Not a bit of
it is a lie. I’m sure many will tell you the tale again—as a fine tale indeed it
is—but not me. No, I shan’t speak of it again. The past is best left to those
who remember it. Look at you, poor little mite, I can do nothing for you. Gen
has done her bit. May this story always protect you.
Serendipity Wilson is asleep. There are knitting needles, scissors and
short cut-offs of yarn neatly placed beside her pillow. She is still smiling. Across
her sleeping figure is a large yellow jumper with all its seams sewn. I crawl over
to her and try to pick it up, but it is heavy. Serendipity Wilson stirs.
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‘Do you like it, Mouse?’
‘It’s far too big for me.’
‘That’s the best thing about being small, the world is so big.’
Once again her eyes close and she is asleep. Sliding the jumper under
my own bed-covers to quash its gentle glow I begin to wrap Serendipity
Wilson’s hair, still shining incandescent and fire-like through the dark, in the
blanket which has been laid out for the purpose. Like everything else in the
wigwam the blanket is made up of knitted squares; they are dark blue, like a
midnight sky. At last the light is all but extinguished. A few strands of hair poke
out from the turban-blanket, giving the effect of a single guttering candle. I
look down at my hands, which seem to be moving now without my bidding.
They hover for a moment over the scissors. My heart beats hard, ringing
heavy through my chest cavity. I gather my courage and in one quick move, I
snip off the offending light.
The hair is soft and thick between my fingers. I hold it to my face, brush
it against my skin, inhale its perfect odour of spice, cedar and wool. And
although there is no one now to see it, I am smiling. I place the lock of hair
under my pillow, lay my cheek upon the fabric cover and feel the brightness
under my head; burning, protecting. My sleep is sound and deep. For the first
time in my life I am absolutely sure that nothing bad can happen to me. I
know I am saved.
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The tea is too strong now, the water too hot. It is a builder’s cup, but I would
rather drink it than complain. My mother would have sent it back, demanded
a refilled pot of water. Not that she ever stepped foot in this place. This
morning it is almost empty. Rosa’s, it is called. The red, peeling sign above
the door attests to this, with its crude, fading interpretations of her delicate
name. It sits at the far end of the high street, on the way out.
The cafe is close to our—my—flat and on the way to the park. Every
morning I enter, and sit in the corner, to be close to her. I order hot water in
a pot. I bring my own tea. I’m an early riser and I like to come here whilst the
glue trickles into place, holding me together, keeping Mother at bay. Before
the workers arrive for their heart attacks on a plate. I sit and watch them,
listen to their inane banter, potty mouths, imagine their fat wives and their
foul-mouthed kids, whilst feigning an interest in the glass salt and pepper
shakers on the Formica-topped table, shaking, measuring, inspecting.
My routine is always the same. Should be. Café, followed by a walk in
the park, followed by café, and then home.
I had a job once. Mother let me work as a sous chef down at Café
Rouge on the High Street, which then became Bella Fiesta, and now sits
boarded up. We needed the money, she was single at the time. Six months of
freedom. But then I wasn’t home enough and she needed me.To run errands.
To brush her hair. Massage her back. To listen. Her creams stained my hands.
Sometimes I can smell her perfume on the tea towels. Bergamot. Lilies.
I used to come to Rosa’s before my day shift started. Early. She invited
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me. Rosa. I was twenty-five years old and still living at home. That is when I
first heard her. Late at night, after a shift, I couldn’t sleep. The wind whistled
like Mean John through the alleyway that creeps along the perimeter of
our—of my—flat. And I heard her. I checked Mother’s room. Curlers in.
Eye mask on. Snoring rhythmically. So I left the flat and followed her voice.
Walked straight into the wind to find her, make it stop. I ended up outside
the café. The café lights were off but Rosa’s above were on and I stood
watching her silhouette flickering against the curtains. My heart beat. She
opened the window and leaned out, her hair reaching towards me. I could
almost touch it. The contours of her perfect shape swayed to the music she
was playing. I wanted her to pick me up and lift me in. Shut the window tight.
We were silent for a while in the night, together. Then the breeze caught her
scarf. It fluttered down to me, landing in my open hands. I raised it to my face
and breathed in. Lillies. Go home, she said. Come and have tea in the morning

when the cafe is open, she said.
So in the morning I went in and I sat in the corner. She said nothing to
me. She served me tea and said nothing but her hand brushed mine as she
poured it and I knew I would wait. I carry her scarf in my bag still, though the
scent has faded.
The next time, Mother found me. She called it wandering the streets, as
if I had no purpose, no journey. In those days, sleep rarely came, so I followed
the voices around town, without fear, into parts I’d never been brave enough
to walk in the daytime. She put me on the ward for six weeks. She visited
twice a week, each time bringing clean underwear and nothing else. Other
mothers brought books, favourite biscuits, photos. She brought her own tea,
cup, strainer, and underwear for me. Said they used cheap leaves in those
newfangled bags that made the tea taste woody. I was always surprised when
she accepted their hot water. She would arrive in time for the ward round
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and liked to watch them medicate me, to make sure I got what I needed.
Then we’d sit in a deafening silence by the window, watching the trees in
the communal garden whipping themselves into a frenzy. When she left they
locked me in my room and I would cry. I don’t remember when they came
for me the second, third and fourth times. By then they were the enemy I
couldn’t fight—led by her, my Mother.
I sit and read the papers, check the obituaries. I look for the names
of old school friends, other kids. Most names are so foreign I can hardly
pronounce them.
A man and a woman come in and throw themselves into chairs in the
middle of the café. They order a pot of coffee and the man pours them both
a cup. She sips hers, bleeding lipstick over the rim. He isn’t touching his. He
slumps back in the chair. He has a touch of the sofa sleep about him. His pinstriped shirt is crumpled, collar askew, his thick black hair dishevelled, but he is
the strong-jawed type Mother thought handsome. Her ideal husband. Or son.
I try not to stare. Perhaps he lives here, he’s more our kind. Boy-made-it-bigin-the-city. Perhaps she stayed the night, as they do nowadays. I see no ring on
her finger, no overnight bag. Mother starts to sing, like guilt, in my stomach. It is
a struggle not to stare goodboygoodboylookawaynastydirtygirl at her shoes
or her bare feet underneath the table. Five-inch pointed heels, black, and
patent. The kind you see in the back of those tawdry freebie magazines, you
pick up from outside the station when no one is looking, or noticing because
it is you they are avoiding, theycanhearyoudisgustingdisgustingdirtydirtyman.
She is slipping her shoe on and off. My breathing quickens. I rub my trainer
hard against the side of my ankle, quelling a non-existent itch. My mouth
waters. I try to look elsewhere. I mustn’t look. Mustn’t. Bad boy. Don’t you

remember anything I taught you? I’ve taken the tablets, I’ve looked away. I’m
a good boy, a good man. Man. I concentrate on the scene beyond us, outside.
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The rush hour traffic is building up. I can smell a storm in the air.
She plonks my new pot of hot water down on the table. It is ten
minutes late, and, as if that isn’t enough, she stands blocking my view of the
couple, with her Lycra wobbliness.
‘Is that all?’ she asks, almost mockingly—and rather loudly too, I think, for
the lack of distance between us. ‘You gonna order anything else this morning?’
She arches her over-plucked, drawn-on eyebrows that belie her age, waiting
for an answer, her fat fingers squeezing at what should have been a waist.The
thought crosses my mind that this is a viable reason to throw me out. I’ve
swallowed needles and they are tumbling through my belly.
I counter-arch my eyebrows, desperate to hold a flicker of a sneer
upon my lips, mentally counting the three quid in change I have left in my
pocket, just enough for lunch in accordance with my daily budget. I won’t be
spending it yet. We hold our stares. I relax. She won’t throw me out.
Finally, she smiles, hissing something I don’t catch between the gap in
her crooked teeth, cuts her fake eyelashes and turns on her podgy ankles.
Her panty line is visible beneath her faded leggings. She turns my stomach. I
scowl at her back and my heart soars.
Above the squeak of her cheap rubber shoes on the lino, I strain to
catch the end of the couple’s conversation. He is insisting she can have
anything she wants. She scoffs, then laughs, throwing her head right back, and
to my surprise, exposing a lick of a tattoo at the base of her neck, which flicks
above the tailored collar and creeps up and behind her ear, disappearing
beneath her razor-cut hairline. I imagine a zip, which starts at the base of
her scalp and runs down her back. I imagine her peeling off that pale skin,
onto my bedroom floor and stepping out, foot by foot, a naked reptilian,
green scaled, red tongue forked, lashing. Since Mother died I have spent many
pleasurable hours with Rosa in my room; candlelit dinners for two, breakfasts
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in bed, smoked salmon and eggs, midnight ice-cream feasts.Yes. Her favourite
is chocolate, afternoon scones with jam and tea. She enjoys my company.
I squint, appearing to study the clock which sits on the wall directly
above the couple, but really trying to smell the woman’s skin. Candy floss.
The man flinches at her whispered cruelty. I hope she won’t antagonise him
too much into leaving.
Anything she wants, he said. Men tell such lies, they are weak and

incorrigible, but not you my son, you are your Mother’s son, one of the good
ones, you don’t need another woman, you have your Mother.This is what she
said, remember what she said, must always remember what she said. I was
lucky to have had Mother protecting me for as long as I did, she said.
The man will call her, maybe tomorrow, beg for forgiveness and she will
pity him. Or, she’ll leave him and then she’ll regret it. Either way, he won’t win.
The trees that line the street are bare now but for one or two defiant,
burned stragglers, destined to fall. The rest of the leaves have been swept
into a squall on the pavement by the strengthening winds, though the sky is
a crisp autumn blue. It reminds me of Paris on TV, in books, it reminds me of
never holding hands.
She leans toward him: she wants nothing apparently, needs even less.
He could have it all, she says. I wince at her strength. She will age and end up
alone. Perhaps she has a child. What is that disgusting paunch? Suck it in. Look

what you are doing to yourself! Lookatyoulookat you you.
I plop six lumps of sugar in my cup and stir. I reach across to pick up
the paper from the table next to me. The headline announces, ‘Local Couple
Celebrate 75th Wedding Anniversary’. Seventy-five years. How many times
they would have argued. Left one another. Touched.
I look up in time to catch a sweep of black patent as she hails a passing
taxi at the side of the road. It stops immediately. From this angle through
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the window, amidst the homemade signs for breakfast deals 1, 2 and 3, I try
to decide if she’s wearing nylons. I swallow my disappointment as she gets
in and speeds off. I turn towards him, sitting in the middle of the cafe doing
nothing to stop her. I want to scream ‘go after her, you fool!’ but anger turns
to pity as I see he has shrunken almost into oblivion. His face is frozen in
arrogant disbelief, completely unaware of the honesty playing out upon it.
She is gone. I close my eyes. He exhales.
His phone rings, I recognise the jolly reediness of Vivaldi’s ‘Four Seasons:
Autumn’. Mother would have been impressed. He stands up and strides out
of the door. I watch him walk away down the street, shoulders hunched
against the wind, until he too is gone.
Sitting two tables behind me, her back against the wall, she is rubbing
her swollen feet which are probably already sweaty from lugging that sizeable
body around. Her hands massage the soles. She catches me watching. We
lock eyes momentarily. I want to say, I hope you’re going to wash your hands

before you serve food, but I say nothing and feel my cheeks redden. She lets
out a sigh and looks towards the opening door, the bell above ringing and,
right on cue, in they bound, chattering and swaggering towards the counter.
She ignores them and continues rubbing her feet before one of them oi
loves her and she gets up and shuffles towards them.
I gather up my book and my bag and, as always, I stop beside her to
say goodbye. Buried amidst the cards for nannies and rooms for rent and
prams for sale, she is perfect. My Rosa. Hidden, safe from less appreciative
eyes. Preserved. For me. Mine.
My hand hovers towards her face, a breath between us. I close my eyes
and tell her I will wait until she is ready.
‘‘Look at him over there, that nutter, he’s talking to a bloody photo, the
nutter!’The laughter behind me, the pointing, the sniggering. It is my body that
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saves me, with its practised ease. My back deflects those nasty words, I hear
them ting, ting ting, against it, ricocheting off into the walls, leaving no indents.
‘Come on, lads. Leave it out. Now sit down over there. There. What can I
get’cha?’ She watches me leave. I feel her. I walk to the park.
The light falls through the trees, throwing a kaleidoscope of colours
upon the grass. I walk under the trees, shielded, passed between them, right
along the path, one by one. Rosa holds my hand. When will you marry me

Rosa, let me take care of you, take you away from here? Yes, yes, she says, yes
I will, I do, she says.
Mother often walked here, briskly, for exercise. Made me walk with
her. I was her sole companion in the later years. During the day, at least. She
had me late. A late bloomer, she called herself, as she applied red lipstick in
her dressing room mirror, whilst I stood in the kitchen, listening, ironing her
favourite blouse. She left me on my fortieth birthday. A heart attack. I found
her. Her dedicated son.
When I was a boy I would divert through this park on the way home
from school, following the other boys, fuelled with hope of being invited
to climb these trees or pick the chestnuts to play conkers. Instead, I would
play against my own shadow or go to the riverbank to look for treasure,
getting covered in the sludgy mud and finding nothing but flotsam and a slap
when I returned home late or dirty. When we grew older, we would meet
here under the trees, after dark with our bottles of brew and our latest
catch, or, in truth, they would meet with their latest catches and I would
watch them from the shadow of the trees, just along the path. They would
hear my wheeze, perhaps, and the chase would begin—bottles and burning
cigarette butts whistling past my ears, freak, dirty piss pants, mummy’s boy,

loony, following me all the way home.
Once, when I was about sixteen, I ran away from home. I came here.
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There was an old woman, probably around my age now, sitting, stinking,
swaying between two bushes. I slowed to a stroll. Her tights were ripped,
knees caked in earth so I stopped, concerned—or, in truth, attracted. She
grabbed at my hand. I couldn’t scream or run. She pulled me close to her,
up to her face. Her makeup looked as if it had been clawed to hell by time.
I stood there rigid, held by the smell of her sweaty body, burning my nostrils,
my groin. Her eyes were closed, but, with her other hand, she was violently
rubbing, her fingers desperately rubbing underneath the skirt. I wriggled free
and ran home. I wanted to jump on top of her but I ran home. She screamed
after me, so loudly it shot all the birds out of the sky and they rained down
around me as I ran home. Thump. Thump. Thump. Home. These trees have
stories to tell. London Planes. They grow fast and live forever, Mother once
told me.

Rosa laughs when I meet her at the door. She runs her fingers through
her hair, shiny and tangible. She sighs with the pleasure of my company. She
is trim and sophisticated, has newly painted red nails, her eyes alight. She says,
take me out tonight, take me dancing baby. I hold her by the waist and kiss her
until she melts into my arms. One day she will be mine. I will wait.
On the path to the river are a man and his dog. He is always here,
always smiles. He is the only one heknowsyoursecrets, she says, so I pull up
my collar and turn away. Freakfreakfreakfreakfreak. He is throwing a ball away
from the scruffy mutt and the mutt is chasing it, smelling it, walking away.
Animals aren’t stupid. Stupidstupidstupidstupid. The owner always seems
annoyed, when really, he should be proud. I’ve never had a pet.
Mother always had allergies and knew I would never be able to take
care of one, not even a little one, not even a fish. I’d forget to feed it and
she’d have to care for it. When she died, one of her man friends bought her
a bench. I buried her in a pink velour tracksuit. She’d wanted an open casket,
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being from Catholic stock. I played Dylan’s ‘Times they are a-changin’. I knew
she would have disapproved of this being her last scene on this earth.
I pass the playground and stop for a while though not for long enough
to draw attention to myself. The park is writhing with life. Alive. Children,
bounce and collide, spilling and splitting, around and around.
A boy of about eight sits talking animatedly with his gang of pals on
the mound. When he gets up, so do they, bellowing cries of pirates, which
resonate across the open common as they swarm mutiny upon the climbing
frame, frightening all the little girls who spill out from underneath it.
A group of children take turns to walk a painted line and then jump
on a mushroom. One by one, they copy each other and one by one they
fall, laughing and running to the end of the line for another chance to throw
themselves to the floor. I’d be on the end, left behind, grazed. If they knew any
better they’d stay there. Weakweakweak. Weak. Theyhateyouhate.You.
Perched like birds, women chatter and cluck in their languages, their
buggies parked by the picnic bench. Thai and Malaysian au pairs. They meet
each other here with the Henrys and the Isobels and the Lilas. They see
me and stop, their beady suspicion sizing me up, taking in my thin coat, my
scuffed, laceless trainers, my jeans worn-out in all the wrong places. They
see my flat cap tipped just below my unkempt brow. The lines that wreak
poverty across my face. They see me and pull their buggies closer. Check on
the children in the park. I have been seen. Theyknowwhoyouare. Whoyouare.

Whoareyou? I shift away from their stares and sit under a tree. The bark is
rough against my back and I rub, just a little, against it.
There is a child, just away over there, behind the swings. His mother is
crouched by his side, in jeans and trainers, whispering something to him, close
to his cheek. Without warning, she swings back her hand like a tennis racquet
and whacks him hard on back of the legs. ‘Listen, listen!’ He buckles. His
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mouth opens and fat decibels of silence flood the playground, seeping into
my skull, her muted scolding burns my ears, my throat, choking me. You’ve

ruined my life! I should have sent you to a home! Worthless boy! Useless!
She will take him and lock him under the stairs until the dark becomes light
and he will hide in the corner, wrap it around him, a protective cloak until her
voice disappears. She will burn his hands under the hot tap, scrubbing away
the dirt and scraping the sin from under his nails. She will lock him outside in
the cold then smack him until he bleeds for forgiveness.
Perhaps I’d been in my room too long, perhaps she had heard me talking
to Rosa. Perhaps almost made a friend. Once, she saw me coming out of the
cafe. When I felt my strongest, she would make the call. She would be there
in the background, encouraging them, blocking out the violent rays from
above, as my arms and legs were held by two faceless men, denouncing my
mind, their brute force bending me against the nature of my joints.Then later,
her face, through the meshed window as they placed the gag in my mouth,
tightening it around my ears, clasping two plates to my temples. Three, two,

one, voltage UP. My thoughts, razored, singed into ash, scattered. And then,
beside me, beside me, Rosa appears in picture perfection, mopping my brow.
Her smile warming my skin, her eyes, almost caramel in colour, dispelling the
truth of the moment. The boy has stopped crying now, has run over to the
swings. It is forgotten. I straighten up and walk away, tears staining the leaves
crunching underfoot.

Let’s go to the river, and sit together for a while. I’ll stay with you, I’ll
never leave your side.
I hurry to the river, to hear the rush of the dark water. It’s getting late,
the tide is high. Before I sit down on my bench, I read the inscription with
my fingers:

‘Elenor Bagson’ 1929 -1999 ‘Her smile lights the sky at night, her eyes
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are the stars, her soul wraps around us all and it’s then we hear her laugh.’
Shaded by our trees, I notice the houseboat is here again today. She is
here. My mother would never have approved of such a woman, a brazen slut

she’ll lead you to hell.
I watch her moving around the boat from behind my book, watering
plants or cleaning her tiny windows. She keeps the boat in good condition.
Its red skin looks newly-painted in the sun. It is cosy inside. She likes flowers.
Gerberas. She is always alone, even at night, and humming some frightful
ditty. She is lying on the deck in, quite unbelievably, a red bikini—at her age!
What an obscene blot on my view! My groin tightens and I shift in my seat.

Slutslutslutslutslut. I contemplate taking my bottle of water and dousing her
with it, the water soaking through the thin material, her fat nipples poking
through. Rosa would never wear something like that.
I begin to feel sleepy and close my eyes. Behind me, the common
transforms into a humungous slab of toast, floating above the ground, and
a shiny silver knife, from my mother’s collection, spreads lashings of the pale
fleshy people-paste across it thickly, like paté. Millions of tiny bulbous heads,
straggly and bushy hair and arms and legs poke out here and there, waving
and punching at the air, tacky gold jewellery glistening in the sun. I smile to
myself as their gesticulations become manic at the sight of a huge mouth,

my mouth, opening towards them, my white shiny teeth glinting in the sun
as it becomes obvious I am intent on crunching down on the blasted lot of
them and savouring every last morsel until they disappear forever and leave
me alone.

Let’s sit in the garden alone, at last. Hold my hand Rosa, put your hand
on my knee… Kiss me, Rosa… Your eyes... Caramel... Touch my face...
‘Why d’ya insist on _____me Rosa ____’
I awaken, startled.
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‘I knew you’d be _______ we ____ you’ll like it____’
Flushed. My ears sting. She is talking to me.
‘What you waitin’ for, hop on this boat and put some cream on me back!’
She is naked below the waist. Her stomachs roll over one another and
rest in her crotch. In public.
‘Whore!’ I shout at her. I want to slap her. To kiss her.
She is laughing—no, cackling—at me and curling her red nail Rosa Rosa
towards me, tempting me towards her, warm breasts, my face between.
Shame fills my mouth with blood. I am up. Standing. In front of the boat. It
drips upon my shoes, films my eyes.
‘I hate you!’

I am screaming the words, at the sky blue and

the boat red, and she is laughing. Sweaty thighs, prise them...open...

What is this I found underneath your bed, you disgusting child?
Pervertpervertyoudirtydirtyboyshamefulboyeveryoneknowsyourshame.
I am. I am.
I look down. My trousers are wet. Panic—Mother—swells in my throat,
in my head, and I struggle to get my things together and away.
‘Come back after dark.’ She calls. ‘I’ll be gone up river by the morning.’
I run from her, from me, back to the café, away from her. To Rosa.
The cafe is heaving with the lunchtime crowd and raucous talk. I
walk through the door, theyknowtheycansee you. You. Drenched in panic,
angered. It burns my skin and stings my eyes, controls my breathing. Why
aren’t they all in the pub drinking their children’s milk money? My mind races,

youwanthitdirtydirtyman, my thoughts cometobedletmekissyoudirtyboy
splinter into shards of sharpened youarealonenobodylovesyou reality,
shattering across the ward, theyknowtheycansee youyou no, no, the cafe,
in twisted aim for my loveloveloveloveyou head. They want me dead
dead whatafool youhavemadeofyourself, everyone knows, everyoneknows
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whatyou’rethinking, dirty thoughts, they are allwatching. You. What have
I told you about dozing in public? Outdoors is for exercise, the bedroom
for sleeping! Her incessant voice, words. Memories. Raking. Make. Her. Shut
up.SHUTUPSHUTUPSHUTUPSHUTUPSHUTUPSHUTUPSHUTUPSHUT
UPSHUTUP.
I stand in the doorway, palms sweating, shirt stuck to my skin, her voice
looping, reminding me of how wicked I am, of what they all see when they
look at me. It is too loud, too much. Sometimes I wish to be deaf, blind.
A man sits in the corner, in my seat. My seat. My my my my I raise my
hands to my ears. He shifts his weight from cheek to cheek, food smeared
across his face as he shovels sloppy eggs inside his mouth, flab escaping
his workman’s bib. He leans back, scratches his distended belly and belches,
emitting such a pungent gas. I gag. The clatter of cutlery stops. Chat stops.
STOPS. STOPS. It is loud, the silence. They are watching me. Watching

filthyouwatchingyou... Filthy watchingyou... You... Filthy...
I wipe saliva from the side of my mouth, chewing, blinking, aware of my
camelesque slowness. Fear pops and fizzes in my ears, and I am quite sure
that her vicious voice, her necessary truths are loud enough for everyone
to hear, youareafool, fool, you are a stupid boy. They can see it. Look at

youlookatyoulook at you and then, then, then, she

is there,

by my side, by my side...
side.
Side.
‘I hope you’re gonna buy something worth me bringing over this time?’
She draws me towards the seat by the noticeboard. She sidles me in.
‘I’m not gonna spend me afternoon running around after you for a
cuppa flippin’ water!’ I focus on the table pattern, following the maze, her
voice exposing me for who I am, but she doesn’t care, she never has. I am
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drowning, struggling to define what is true, unable to escape, fast, muted, echo
oh oh oh in my ears, my brain and I feel her, I see her, and her voice pushes
through, in still definition, twines around me, underneath my arms, around my
neck, gently gently pulls me back, up, up

up towards the surface.

They’re all watching you, you’ve made a ____
‘Now, you ready to order or what? Whas it gonna be today?’

You’re fat and you’re lazy, look whatbecameofyou, you’ve wasted your____
‘Come on, don’t keep a woman waiting!

You’renothingbut____ ‘I’ll have Meal Deal number two. Is is is that... £2.95?’
‘Look up there. What does it say under Meal Deal number two?’
I follow her red-nailed finger directly to the board.
‘It says £2.95 but—they know __
‘And what do you pay every lunchtime, every day?’
‘I pay £2.95 but ‘Well then, it’s £2.95 ain’t it!’
She scratches just underneath her breast where her ill-fitting bra must
be rubbing, and I focus on her face, her eyes, almost, almost caramel in colour.
She smiles in perceived one-upmanship and nods. She walks over to the
photo and takes it down, and my heart pounds to escape, almost breaking
my ribs. She looks at it, she studies her younger self. My Rosa. My breathing
slows. She pins the photo back on the wall. I watch her move across the
café and notice with envy that she touches every person she passes with a
different part of her body. She takes my order to the kitchen and makes my
pot of tea, ignoring everyone else in the café.
‘Get that down your neck. Real tea.’ She is ignoring the woman insisting
she’s been waiting ten minutes for her omelette already, and the man cawing
about me being served before him. She puts my pot of tea down and brushes
her hand, her thumb, against my cheek, purposefully, on the way to press a
damp towel against my forehead, gently, towards home. Home.
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BLUE LIGHT YOKOHAMA
Nicolás Obregón
1992
The cable car pulled away carrying one last load of tourists up into the warm
dusk. It climbed higher and higher over the bay, the seaboard unfurling below.To
the east, Hideo Akashi saw the grimy docks. Microchips, fish and bleach were
being loaded on to trucks bound for the city. Japan’s cities were always hungry.
Akashi turned to Yumi, his wife. Her eyes were closed, her lips hiding. He
took her hand and squeezed gently.
‘I don’t like heights,’ she whispered.
‘It’ll be over soon.’
Around them, elderly tourists cooed at the panorama. Honeymooners
posed for photographs.The cable car attendant reeled off cheery facts about
their altitude and the city below. Akashi kissed Yumi’s freckled shoulder and,
as he did so, he saw the woman for the first time. She sat at the back of the
cable car, alone and silent. Her filthy clothes were too heavy for this warm
weather. She did not take in the view, nor snap any pictures. She just stared at
the floor. There was a listlessness about her gaunt face that unnerved Akashi
somehow. Beneath her young exterior, darkness murmured at him.
‘Hideo?’ Yumi whispered.
‘Yes?’
‘You’re hurting my hand.’
‘Oh. Sorry.’
Akashi forced himself to look away from the woman and reached for
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his camera instead. He took a step back and framed his wife’s face. Yumi
smiled, squinting in the setting sun.

Click.
He was about to take another but something stopped him. At the
back of the cable car, something was happening. Something was wrong. The
attendant was pleading with the woman, white gloves outstretched.

Thud.
There was a spluttering noise. Now the woman held up a knife, her thin
hand glistened with blood. At her feet, the attendant writhed, gurgling like a
baby. The woman looked up at the crowd.
‘Get back.’
The crowd lurched away from her, as one fearful mass. The woman
wiped her bloodied hand on her chemise, painting red faces—forehand and
back. With the butt of the knife, she smashed the emergency stop button.
Cables groaned and the cable car shuddered to a halt. To the west, the
sun was setting, this day being swallowed forever.

Ladies and gentlemen, please remain calm. Our engineers have been
notified and you are perfectly safe in the cable car.
There was a shaky hush in the car. The attendant had fallen silent, his
face white. The woman stepped over his body and stood before the doors.
Closing her eyes, she gripped the lever and took a breath.
This is when Akashi’s training finally kicked in. Yumi reached for him but
he was already gone, fighting through the torsos.
‘Police! Move!’
The woman pulled the lever, the doors jolted open and a deafening
wind raged in. There was too much saliva in Akashi’s mouth, no space in his
head for thoughts. His legs felt weak as he staggered toward the nothingness.
But he was within reaching distance now. The woman kicked off her shoes
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and said something Akashi couldn’t hear in the surging wind.
She fell.
A moment of silence.
Then her weight ripped him to the floor. The pain in Akashi’s arm was
overwhelming. By one blood-soaked wrist, he held the woman over the
abyss. The void beneath them gaped, infinite and blue. Her hair cartwheeled
in the wind. She lifted her head and opened her eyes now. Akashi should not
have looked but it was too late. He had seen the irreversible darkness. He
had seen the irreversible hunger.There was no looking away. She opened her
mouth and fragile words fell out, the last droplets from a closing tap.
‘Do you see it…?’
Akashi bellowed, imploring his muscles for a few more seconds. But
they were ripping. Bile was rising up in this throat. His arm was breaking. And
then he saw it. He saw what was on her bloodied wrist. In deep, black ink he
saw a large, black sun.
He looked at it.
It looked back at him.
He realised he was wetting himself.
Sobbing for forgiveness, Hideo Akashi let go.
ONE
NINETEEN YEARS LATER
Kosuke Iwata woke from another falling dream. Drenched in sweat, he went to
the window. Tokyo stretched out below, cities within cities, angles incalculable.
Thirty-five million existences crammed into circadian rhythms of concrete
and cable. Never-ending networks—delicate as hummingbird heartbeats.
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The lights of the city are so pretty.
Iwata crossed his sparse apartment to the kitchenette and poured
himself a glass of water. He saw the large cardboard boxes stacked in the
corner and looked away. Wrapping himself in a blanket, he sat down by his
stereo system. Iwata put on headphones and closed his eyes as Impromptu

Op.90 No.3 in G flat major filled his disquiet.
Grey morning haze had seeped through the blinds by the time Iwata
turned off the hi-fi.
He showered rigorously, dressed, then took the elevator to the car
park. His was the black 1979 Isuzu 117 Coupé. He left the radio off, enjoying
the rare quiet of Tokyo’s roads.
Outside Shibuya station, the first few street vendors had assembled
sharing flasks of tea. Payday loan shops and cell phone dealerships were
opening their shutters. The news played on a giant LED screen. Mina Fong, a
famous actress, had been found dead. A famous heiress had broken up with
a promising baseball player. A popular cooking show had been cancelled.
There was a new number one single in the charts. The news ended with an
insurance company’s slogan:
THIS IS WHAT JAPAN SHOULD BE.
Iwata parked under his favoured department store and spent an hour
buying a Swiss fountain pen, various notepads and a newspaper. In the café,
he ordered a gum-syrup coffee and a fruit salad. He sat among exhausted
night-shift workers and looked down at Shibuya.Traffic cops frantically waved
at inching traffic and pedestrians bristled at the red light.
Kosuke Iwata opened the newspaper and turned to the classifieds. He
ignored oblique offers for discreet massage, dining company from middle90
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aged women, and French tuition. He found a small section for storage space
and dialled a number.
‘This is Matsumoto,’ a tired man answered. ‘Your storage problems are
my passion.’
‘I have around fifteen large boxes—eighteen by eighteen by twenty. I
need a quote.’
The man whistled.
‘What you storing?’
‘Just records.’
‘Like music?’
‘Sure. Like music.’
‘You’re looking at thirty-five thousand every three months.’
‘Let me think about it,’ Iwata replied.
He hung up and returned to his car.
Just past Harajuku Station, Iwata walked along Takeshita Street with its
knock-off t-shirts, Hello Kitty and plastic trends. Tourists gawked at the chichi
neon and manufactured cheer. Posters of the latest idol groups clung to all
available wall space. Cheap speakers played happy pop and teenage girls
cutting class weighed up prices. Iwata had no use for this place but there
was a ramshackle noodle bar he favoured for its breakfast tamagoyaki. It was
usually half empty but today it had attracted a large queue of smoking salary
men. Iwata swore and returned to his car.
He headed south-east, along the grand, tree-lined avenue of Omotesandō,
where wealthy housewives browsed designer Italian labels. He turned on the
radio and listened to a debate show he’d never cared for. It wasn’t that the
hosts, Kamata and Ujiie, didn’t raise the occasional interesting point, it was
their self-satisfaction that irritated him. Ujiie was practically squealing now,
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enraged as ever that Kamata disagreed—contractual though it was.

‘In any other country in the world, four prime ministers in four years
would be a crisis.’
‘He hasn’t gone yet,’ Kamata’s trademark monotone interjected.
‘Oh but it’s just a matter of time, Kamata. And the sad truth is, for Japan,
it won’t be a crisis. Just another resignation and the political automaton will
rumble on, running on empty. And who is there to care about it?’
‘You’re talking about political apathy?’
‘Exactly! Take voter turnout, for example. The last election was less
than 50%. How are we ever going to change anything when half of Japan
doesn’t care.’
‘But maybe there’s just nothing to care about, apathy or no.’
Iwata imagined Ujiie’s high pitched, nasal timbre causing volume dials all
over Tokyo to be turned down.

‘Kamata, how can they care? Take school kids.They are not taught to ask
why, or to disagree, or to learn through debate.They get taught to sponge up
and fit in. This is Japan. The ones that don’t? Put them on the baseball team.
Let them learn their place that way. Somewhere along the way, we just learn
to accept for the sake of accepting—’
He turned off the radio.
A little after 1pm, Iwata reached the airport-sized maze of Shinjuku
Station. He bought a ticket for the bullet train to Nagano and boarded the
Asama 573, named after a volcano. Iwata couldn’t remember the last time he
had taken this train. Nor did he want to.

The lights of the city are so pretty.
The train flew past countless commuter towns of new-build complexes
and man-made lakes. Young professionals lived here, eating the right food,
getting enough exercise. Kosuke Iwata had once been like them. Before he
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had any need to make this journey. When the concrete of Tokyo’s sleeper
cities finally ended, there were only dead fields and pylons. In the distance,
green hills swelled like lovesick sighs.
At Nagano station, Iwata boarded a small, antiquated train bound for
the mountains. At its own pace, the limited local express passed through
green flatlands, then up forest ridges. This was a different Japan. Through the
window, Iwata saw the mundane details of the everyday. An old lady on a
bench watched cellophane wrapping roll past her in the breeze. A mistaken
bee butted against the window of a closed pharmacy. A car, left in the middle
of a rice paddy, blinked its burglar alarm needlessly.
At 5pm, Iwata arrived at a nothing town near Lake Nojiri.There was only
one taxi.The drive took him past derelict factories and long-failed businesses
scheduled for demolition; the residuum of old Japan. The driver was listening
to a radio show regarding a fraud scandal. His white-gloved hands hardly
moved on the wheel. Iwata looked up through the sunroof at the deepening
dusk. In the distance, cranes were motionless, a profitable future waiting to
be built. The slogan was clear:
CREATING TOMORROW TOGETHER.
High up in the hills, the Nakamura Institute looked over Lake Nojiri. Iwata
stopped at the only shop in the area and bought fresh fruit and several pairs
of thick socks. The old lady at the till gave him a sympathetic smile.
‘Visiting?’
He nodded and left.
The path up to the institute was steep and long. Despite the chill, Iwata
was sweating by the time he reached the main entrance. Recognising him,
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the receptionist bowed. As she led him through the secured corridor, she
looked at the disinfected floor.
‘Mr. Iwata, I’m sorry to mention it but it appears that you’re seven
weeks behind on your payments...’
‘Please forgive me, I must have made an awful miscalculation. I’ll rectify
this as soon as I get back to Tokyo.’
The nurse nodded apologetically.
‘She’s outside for sunset. Please go through.’
Iwata thanked her and stepped into a large, well-kept garden. Patients
were planting flowers. Papier-mâché flamingos swayed in the breeze. Colourful
pinwheels span. A woman was practicing her vocal scales. At the other end of
the garden, he saw Cleo. She was lying on a sun bed, covered in a blanket.

The lights of the city are so pretty.
Iwata’s stomach lurched as it always did when he saw her. It had always
been this way, but it was a different kind of lurch these days.

I’m happy with you. Please let me hear.
He took a white plastic chair and sat down next to her. Cleo was
roughly Iwata’s age, her blonde hair recently cut into a rough bob. She was
paler than he remembered. Her dark blue eyes were fixed on the distance.
‘Hello,’ he spoke in English.
Birdsong fluttered through the branches above them.

I walk and I walk, swaying, like a small boat in your arms.
He reached out for her hand and gripped it sheepishly, his lips trembling.
It was a small hand, its warmth faded like a pebble plucked from the beach.

I’m happy with you. Please let me hear.
Realising he was hurting her, Iwata let it go.
‘I bought you some fruit. Some socks too. They always lose yours… I’ll
ask them to stitch your name in.’
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She said nothing as he placed the bag beside her. She still stared at the
horizon, as though she had decided to do only this for the rest of her life.
‘You look strong, Cleo. You look well.’

I’m happy with you. Please let me hear. Those words of love from you.
Iwata began to sob in to his hands.
‘You fucking bitch. You fucking bitch. You fucking bitch.’

Blue Light Yokohama.
It was after 1am when Iwata arrived home. The microwave’s LED clock
bathed everything he owned in weak green. He did his crunches and pushups while he watched an English language TV show.The word of the day was:
UNEXPECTED.
Iwata switched off the TV and laid out his cheap futon. He opened
the curtain a crack to look over the city. Below him, Tokyo’s neon aurora.
Infinite function and enterprise, every metre scheduled for expansion and
redevelopment. Trying not to think of Cleo, he closed his eyes. Kosuke Iwata
hoped for dreamlessness.
TWO
The alarm went off at 5am. Iwata drank a cup of black coffee and looked
through the blinds at the drizzly dawn. He showered, shaved quickly, then
dressed in a dark suit. He looped an old black tie around his neck and left his
apartment. On the 51 Bus, he spent the journey watching commuters play
games on their phones. One stop before Shibuya Station, Iwata got off. He
passed a nameless canal, which hid behind cramped, overpriced apartment
blocks. In these backstreets, dirty restaurants lived on the lonely lunch hours
of salary men. Rotting billboards advertised vague concepts:
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DVD
SET-MENU
REMEDY
Iwata emerged on to Meiji-dori and the immense police station came
into view. TMPD Shibuya was a 15-storey beige block set in a V-shape. It
looked more like the headquarters of an insurance multinational than a police
station. Inside, expressionless Tokyoites sat blinking in the filthy waiting area.
Young women denounced gropers, commuters reported stolen bicycles—
the daily bread of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department. At the front
desk, Iwata identified himself and collected his temporary pass.
‘Twelfth floor,’ was all the desk sergeant said.
The elevator was wall-to-wall with mugshots and missing persons. No
music played. A large poster in English outlined the steps to follow when
calling 110.
1. STATE WHAT HAPPENED.
		

‘THERE IS A ROBBER.’ = ‘DOROBO DESU.’

		

‘THERE WAS A TRAFFIC ACCIDENT.’ = ‘KOTSU JIKO DESU.’

2. STATE YOUR LOCATION.
3. STATE YOUR NAME & ADDRESS.
The doors slid open to a large open-plan office awash with loud
telephone conversations and cigarette smoke. Nobody looked up at Iwata
as he passed. Everyone was working. In the centre of the room, the only
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exception to this—a pack of men in poorly-cut suits eyeballing crime scene
photographs. The tallest one puckered his thick lips and snorted.
‘Don’t fucking lie, Horibe. Given half the chance, you still would.’
The others fell about laughing while Horibe feigned good humour. Iwata
left them behind and stopped at a closed door marked:
SENIOR INSPECTOR ISAO SHINDO
He knocked firmly and entered. Shindo was a tall man in his fifties, too
big for his desk. He hadn’t showered in several days, shaved in several weeks,
nor seen a running track for several years. Iwata bowed before him and sat
down. Shindo rubbed his long-broken nose as he inspected the new arrival.
Iwata pretended not to notice, instead looking around the room.There were
no personal items here, no photographs, no infantile drawings. Just filing
cabinets, case documents and coffee stains. Iwata could respect that.
‘So. Iwata, then?’ Shindo took out a personnel file from a draw and
flipped through.
‘That’s right.’
‘You studied in America?’
‘Political Science at UCLA before completing Peace Officer Standards
and Training at San Diego Miramar College.’
‘So no studies in Japan?’
‘After high school, no sir.’
Shindo grunted and leant back in his chair.
‘Actual experience?’
‘Four years. Chiba Prefectural Police. Chōshi PD.’
‘The quiet life by the ocean, eh?’
‘I was with Homicide for three years, sir.’
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‘And did you get any actual homicides?’
‘Several. Including the Kobayashi Murders.’
‘Ah yes, I think that made the news here…’ Shindo leafed through to
the end. ‘Says here you’ve been signed off work for... fourteen months?’
‘Yes, sir.’
Shindo shut the file.
‘Well are you sure you’re ready for Tokyo, son? Takes a certain kind of
cop to stomach Division One. You wouldn’t just be transferring, you’d be
going up two or three levels. You get that?’
‘I’m ready, sir. I assure you.’
‘It’s not my business, but it’s my business, you understand?’ Shindo
drummed a silent tune on his lips. ‘Okay look, I’m going to be honest with
you. I’m not a fan of new people. Anyone who steps up to bat for Division
One ought to know this city, not just have a good swing. But you have good
studies. Good references. English. You’ve cleared cases.’
Shindo glanced at the tower of thick case files on his desk.
‘All right then,’ he said, mostly to himself.
‘Thank you, sir.’
Shindo shrugged with buyer’s remorse and picked up the phone.
‘Sakai, come through.’
Half a minute of silence passed until there was a short knock at the
door. A woman in her early 30s entered. She wore a grey suit, a crisp white
blouse and an indifferent smile. There was an empty beauty about her. Sakai
bowed sharply but Shindo waved away the formality.
‘Sit.’
As she sat, Iwata caught a snatch of her perfume. It contained no flowery
notes, only function.
‘Assistant Inspector Sakai, this is the newly-appointed Inspector Iwata. He
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will lead this investigation and you will assist him. Welcome to Homicide, kids.’
She glanced sidelong at Iwata for a moment. If she was impressed, it
didn’t show.
‘Questions, Sakai?’ Shindo’s tone was rhetorical.
‘No, sir. Thank you for this opportunity.’
Shindo took out a case marked with a large label:
KANESHIRO FAMILY MURDERS.
Before passing it over, he aimed a finger at them.
‘Now I want you both to tread with care. This case was Inspector
Akashi’s until he threw himself off a fucking bridge three days ago. Added to
that, the Mina Fong thing has brought a fucking shit storm down on us. So do
your best, but don’t expect any help. The family were only Korean anyway.’
He tossed over the file and Iwata opened it. After a moment’s reading,
he looked up.
‘The whole family?’
Shindo smiled worn teeth.
‘Like I said, son. Two or three levels. Now get yourselves to Setagaya.’
The two inspectors stood and bowed.
‘We’ll do our best, sir!’ Sakai barked.
Shindo said nothing.
Outside, Sakai led the way through Division One without looking at
her new partner. She marched confidently towards the elevator, ignoring
the habitual glances. The group of men by the water cooler fell silent as she
passed. A few paces ahead, an elastic band whistled past Iwata’s ear and
pinged off Sakai’s back. She didn’t slow her stride but Iwata saw her cheeks
darken. He turned back to see the tallest of the men smile. His face was sallow,
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his buzz cut fresh and his lips were wet. Seeing Iwata, he smiled canine teeth.
‘Come on,’ Sakai called to Iwata. She was waiting at the elevator with
folded arms. The doors slid open and he followed her in. In the TMPD
underground car park, Sakai approached the security booth, showed her
badge and signed out a Toyota Crown.
‘It’s in your name,’ she slung Iwata the keys. ‘So drive good.’
As he pulled out on to Meiji-dori, rain engulfed them. Sakai pressed
the button and the turret lights flooded the street with blue light. The siren
wailed and traffic parted for them. Iwata headed west, toward Setagaya.
Though one of Tokyo’s most populous wards, Setagaya was quiet today.
Only the patter of raindrops through the zelkova leaves could be heard.
The streets were empty from the downpour. In the distance, a slow train
lumbered toward the city.
Iwata and Sakai got out of the car. The parking lot was an exposed,
mostly empty space wedged in between the Tama River and a fringe of trees,
which acted as the boundary to the university grounds. Zipping up her black
raincoat, Sakai led the way, down concrete steps that gave on to the edge of
the river. Iwata paused.
‘Sakai.’
‘What is it?’
‘There should already be police here to secure the area and canvas for
witnesses. These cars need checking out.’
‘You heard what Shindo said about resources.’
They followed the river south, its surface flecked with premature cherry
blossoms. After a few minutes, they came to a stairway that led up to a gated
complex. A miserable police officer huddled against the rain. White breath
seeped out from under his hat.
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‘Sorry, no press.’
Sakai smiled thinly and flashed her police ID. The officer apologised
and opened the gate. Inside, the housing complex was a muddy swamp of
malachite puddles. Abandoned hardhats collected rainwater. Construction
vehicles lay dormant. A large sign read:
VIVUS CONSTRUCTION — VIVUS LIFE IS THE GOOD LIFE.
Not much of the complex remained. Demolition work had claimed
every home except for the one at the far end.

The lights of the city are so pretty.
Sakai swore as she crossed the sludge but refused to slow her pace.
‘Don’t dawdle,’ she called over her shoulder. ‘Situation is this: bodies are
with the Medical Examiner and the scene has only had a once-over from
Akashi. Keep your eyes open.’
Except for its size, the Kaneshiro family house was an unremarkable
two-storey concrete affair with a garage and a small second-floor balcony.
It might once have been a desirable address but its distance from the street
and the wall of thick trees looming over it gave it a solitude.Two cops in highvis raincoats stood under the awning, flipping through a lurid expose ́of the
Mina Fong murder. The taller of the cops was skinny with no chin, while the
shorter one had dyed-orange hair and a mole just above his eyebrow. That
mole cocked up now as he caught sight of Sakai.
‘Who are you?’
Sakai held up her ID and checked her trousers for mud.
‘Open up,’ she said flatly.
The chinless cop smirked and went back to his newspaper.
Mole reddened.
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‘You’re the investigators?’
Sakai looked at Mole for the first time and at once he recognised
his mistake.
‘Do you think we’re delivering pizza, asshole?’
‘No—’
‘What’s your name?’
‘Hatanaka, but—’
‘Well Hatanaka, I asked you to open the door, but, for some reason, we
still seem to be having a conversation. So I want to be very clear here. If you
disobey me again, I will make arrangements for you. Arrangements for you,
your disgusting fat ass, and a roomful of bull queers.They don’t make nappies
in your size so I really hope you’ve been listening.’
Hatanaka paled and fished the keys from his pocket. Sakai slapped the
newspaper out of the taller one’s hands.
‘Now you. You will have the parking lot out back secured with the
names of the car-owners by the time I’m done in here or I’ll fucking paralyse
you. I know a lot of bad men who’ll take a lump hammer to your spine for
my pretty please. Am I speaking plainly?’
Both men bowed sharply.
‘Peachy. Now fuck off.’
No Chin immediately hurried towards the lot as he fumbled with his
radio. Iwata bit the insides of his cheeks to suppress his smile and pointed to
the front door.
‘Hatanaka, was this locked on discovery?’
‘Yes, sir.’
‘Who found the bodies?’
‘The maternal grandmother.’
Hatanaka unlocked the door and the faint smell of incense wafted out.
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Iwata lost his smile.

I’m happy with you, please let me hear.
Sakai stepped in without hesitation, following the safe path marked out
by blue tape on the floor.
Iwata took Hatanaka to one side.
‘I need you to canvas the local area thoroughly. I want to know if this
family had any feuds, any debts, any mistresses, any anything. Understand?’
Hatanaka nodded, bowed and left. Iwata turned to the gloomy hallway.
Its genkan was packed with shoes of various styles and sizes. Photographs
hung on the walls.

He is happiest, be he king or peasant, who finds peace in his home.
Iwata stood next to Sakai, who was flipping through the case file.
‘Ready?’
‘Yes, m’am.’
‘Okay then,’ she pointed straight above her. ‘Fred Flintstone was found in
the master bedroom. Everyone else was found in there,’ she nodded towards
the lounge.
‘Hatanaka confirms the front door was locked.’
‘So maybe the killer had a key. Or maybe he knows them.’
‘But the file says the upstairs window is open and no prints were found
on the front door.’
‘He’s a glove-owner then. Hey, look at that. Our first lead.’
Iwata opened the lounge door.
‘After you.’
Sakai shook her head.
‘Ladies first.’
He closed his eyes for a moment.

I walk and I walk, swaying, like a small boat in your arms.
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The room was lit by powerful lamps and a sticky stench lingered in the
air. Iwata knew it by heart. Proteins and fatty acids broken down by microbes.
Gases emitted by bodies. Connective tissues broken down. Intestines
liquefied. The daily bread of Division One.
‘Now that is some lovely blood spatter,’ Sakai nodded at the wall. ‘Is this
guy a regular Picasso, or what?’
‘Pollock.’
‘What?’
‘You mean Pollock. Never mind.’
Iwata stepped over blood-soaked homework. On the front cover
of a Good Housekeeping magazine, a fleck of blood had landed on the
model’s nose.
‘Anyhoo,’ Sakai pointed to the three distinct lakes of dark blood on the
carpet. ‘Meet Wilma, Bam-Bam and Pebbles.’
Sakai passed him several photographs. The mother lay spread-eagled in
the centre of the room, disembowelled, her throat slashed. Her teenage son
had died against the wall, a deep wound to his oblique abdominals, his right
eye socket destroyed. Lastly, in the corner, the young girl had been murdered.
Her shoulders were hunched, as if mystified by death.

The lights of the city are so pretty.
‘This is how it plays out,’ Sakai cracked her knuckles. ‘Killer threatens kids,
mom doesn’t resist. She’s killed then and there. Son jumps up in her defence.
He’s a big boy, strong, probably throws a few punches.This is why his first stab
wound is a defensive blow. Lastly, the child has its throat cut. She’s cowering
the whole time.’
Iwata nodded.
‘You have a good eye.’
‘Let’s move on.’
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They searched the ground floor, finding nothing out of place except a
tub of melted ice cream on the kitchen table.
‘Strange,’ Iwata said quietly.
‘Could be him. Murder is hungry work.’
Sakai led the way upstairs. They paused at the bathroom door. Above
the toilet, the window was open. Iwata pulled down the toilet seat to reveal
part of a muddy footprint.
‘Now we know how he got in,’ Sakai said.
They returned to the hallway and stopped at blood spatter outside the
master bedroom.
‘Okay, so Fred hears something and comes out of the bedroom. Picasso
neutralises him and he’s free to work the others?’
Iwata hunched down over the blood pool.
‘Tsunemasa Kaneshiro was badly injured, quite possibly, but he died
in the bedroom. If he was still conscious out here, he might have heard his
family being killed downstairs.’
Sakai itched her nose.
‘I love my job. You ready?’
Iwata nodded.

I’m happy with you, please let me hear.
She opened the door to the master bedroom and there was the blood
of Tsunemasa Kaneshiro, the head of the family. Iwata knew the practicalities
of murder. And he knew the practicalities of death. The father would take
ninety minutes to cremate. His son, Seiji, roughly the same. His wife, Takako,
would take forty-five minutes. His six-year-old child, Hana, a little over twenty
minutes. An afternoon’s work for somebody.

The lights of the city are so pretty.
Sakai peered at the pond of dried blood on the bed. Iwata opened the
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curtains, bathing the room in harsh light. That’s when he looked up and saw it.

I’m happy with you, please let me hear.
Sakai hadn’t yet noticed. She took out the photograph of Tsunemasa
Kaneshiro’s body.
‘So clearly this was the most brutal killing. Stab wounds everywhere,
additional to the first attack sustained in the hallway. Looks like Fred was
Picasso’s muse.’
In the photograph, a large hole gaped open beneath the man’s ribs.
‘He took his heart,’ Iwata said.
‘You want the sewers dredged then?’
‘No. These killings were ritualistic. Taking the heart meant something. I
doubt he’d toss it away having torn it out by hand.’
‘Ritualistic? Isn’t that a bit much? Maybe the killer was after money or
revenge. Orrrr, we’re just talking about a psycho who sees an open window
and goes from there.’
Iwata pointed up to the ceiling in reply.

Please let me hear, those words of love from you.
‘Oh my fucking God,’ Sakai said.
There, in sooty smudges, was a jagged black sun.

Blue Light Yokohama.
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SUCH DREADFUL LIES
Timothy Gibbon
An extract from a novel
‘Oh,’ said Josh.
‘Some other time, Josh,’ said Stephen, smiling to soften his refusal.
‘I’d like you to come to dinner,’ Josh said again.
Simultaneously, customers appeared at both their counters and Stephen
was relieved of the necessity of an answer. He knew his charges well: silk, Sea
Island cotton, Egyptian cotton, Viyella, and flannel, and the colours—Lincoln
green, midnight blue, duck blue and the mysterious tussore, a pale colour which
defied his attempts to describe it. He knew also, the characteristics of each.
‘Yes, madam, this too, will require hand washing, it’s fine cotton.’
Stephen took his time. Just so long as he’d a customer he was unable
to assist Josh on underwear.
‘We travel a lot,’ said the customer.
Stephen produced the voile suisse, and, holding his left thumb over the
price, presented it for her inspection. He tweaked open the packet for the
customer to feel the softness—a touch only so as not to crumple the material.
‘It is the lightest material. For packing and, being a natural fibre, it will
retain its shape.’
‘Natural? Yes, it feels kind of soft against the skin. I send out my delicate
things to be laundered. I mean to say, I don’t wash them myself.’
Stephen smiled politely at the absurdity of the customer doing her
own laundry.
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‘And if you’re travelling, madam, outside of the United States, this is the
best fabric to wear in places without air-conditioning.’
‘That is a consideration, young man. It is indeed.’
‘These pyjamas are bought by our most discerning customers, madam.’
During this transaction, his accent subtly changed to echo hers. It was a
habit he’d developed at school. Most of the time he was unaware of this. It
was the need of the outsider to belong.
‘I think I’ll take the Sea Island. And the very fine cotton. Okay, four pairs.
Assorted colours,’ said the customer.
Stephen attempted to rid himself of the unpopular colours, but he failed.
‘Not pink, young fellah. That isn’t a man’s colour. And I’m not sure about
yellow. Won’t it make him look bilious first thing in the morning?’
It was lunchtime. Josh joined Stephen at a table in the staff cafeteria;
he’d had time to consider Josh’s invitation.
‘Alright, yes.’
‘Great. My uncle’s in London.’
‘Yes? So? Do I meet him?’
‘No. I mean he’s at the flat.’
‘Right?’
‘He needs his room.’
‘So...?
‘I’m staying at Granny’s.’
Granny’s? Of course, everyone had a Granny. In any case it was too
late to change his mind. Stephen smiled as Josh gave him directions to
Granny’s house.
Stephen knew no-one in London outside of his co-workers and these
he met only in the store. To receive an invitation to dinner or to a party was
something outside of his experience.
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Josh had said, ‘don’t wear a suit.’
Stephen had three suits.Two of these he’d bought using his staff discount.
He had discovered, hidden behind the department that sold school uniforms,
‘Young Gentlemen’s Suiting’.The ready-made suits here were identical to those
sold in the Men’s Shop but in smaller sizes. Stephen was a perfect fit for the
largest size. It was in these he became part of the blue-grey tide that swept
in and out of London, twice a day, six days a week servicing her commerce.
Stephen wore his suits seven days a week. It was like being invisible. Some
evenings, instead of the theatre or the cinema, he would seek out the busiest
streets and joining the crowd, allow himself to be swept along. It really didn’t
matter where he went. He, who recoiled at thought of a friendly touch, didn’t
mind the anonymous press of unseeing and uncaring strangers.
Stephen had no idea what he would wear in place of a suit. He had no
other clothes, and Saturday evening drew closer. It was on the Wednesday
of that week, while wandering aimlessly down Beauchamp Place, that he
passed a bistro. In the tiny bow window there was a table with just enough
room for two to fit. A young couple were seated. The man was not much
older than Stephen. He wasn’t wearing a suit. The young man wore instead
a combination of clothes in subtle autumnal shades obviously chosen with
care to the overall effect. Stephen made several passes up and down the
street until every detail of the young man’s clothes had been consigned
to memory. Observing the customers in the store, Stephen had come to
the opinion that there was indeed something called good taste. This instinct
seemed to be the birth right of those who carried one of the store’s cards in
their pockets. The young couple were quite oblivious of Stephen or of their
surroundings. They looked at ease in one another’s company. Stephen had a
definite sense of their entitlement. It was in the way they sat, draped—this
is the only word to describe their pose—on their chairs. One could imagine
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the bistro owner being in no hurry to see them off the premises. What
better advertisement could he find to place in the window? Stephen never
sat in the front of restaurants. Not having a kitchen, he ate out every evening.
He always chose a table in a shadowy corner and never stayed a moment
longer than it took to eat his solitary dinner. There was the Stockpot, with its
Formica-topped tables, and the food so like school dinners. The service was
cheerfully perfunctory. Stephen wandered far in his search for dinner. He was
drawn to those places where he saw solitary men eating. Stephen always left
twenty pence as a tip for the waiter and though he often ate in the same
restaurants, it was clear that they never remembered Stephen’s face. If by
some chance he’d received a friendly welcome, anywhere, it was likely he
wouldn’t eat there again.
By Friday evening he had bought every item worn by the young man.
He examined his appearance in the long mirror on the wardrobe door in the
bedroom. He’d bought the smallest size available but still the clothes hung on
him, being just a little too large. It wasn’t only the size; the clothes really did
appear to be those of someone else.To make them look lived in, he removed
the trousers and having screwed them into a tight ball put them on again.The
jacket he placed under the mattress before going to bed on Friday night. He
could do nothing to make the brown Oxford brogues look other than newly
bought. He hoped they would not betray him by squeaking as he walked.
On Sunday, Stephen was at the house in Alexander Square. He
waited until the second hand had overtaken the minute hand at exactly
seven o’clock. He’d read somewhere that a guest should always be slightly
late. Thirty seconds after seven, he rang the bell. He’d arrived almost thirty
minutes earlier and had spent the time walking the streets around South
Kensington station. Nothing had been left to chance. Clutched in his left hand
was bunch of assorted flowers. They were not his choice. In the flower shop
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he’d asked for flowers suitable for an old lady.
‘Oh, dear,’ said the assistant florist. ‘Is she very ill?’
‘There is a definite etiquette in one’s choice of a floral gift,’ she assured
Stephen.
‘Oh,’ he said. More complications.
‘Flowers carry a message. There’s a language of flowers,’ said the florist.
‘What about these? These white ones?’
‘They’re lilies, they’re associated with death.’
What to choose?
‘Why don’t I make you a nice bunch? Something bright and colourful?’
The door opened and Stephen hastily picked up the bottle of wine
from the doorstep.
‘How do you do? Stephen, is it? My name is Copeland,’ said the old lady
extending her hand, into which Stephen pressed the bottle of wine.
‘My name is Stephen. Stephen...’ He kept an arm’s length from the
old lady.
Josh appeared behind the old woman and took the wine. Before the
old lady could attempt another handshake, Stephen pushed in, using the
flowers as a shield against any form of contact. The old lady retreated before
him. Stephen cautiously lowered the flowers. Josh’s Granny was standing with
her back against the wall of the narrow hallway, regarding Stephen with an
expression that wasn’t friendly. Stephen stepped back.
‘Thank you,’ said the old lady, and, with a vague gesture to Stephen,
indicating that he was to follow, mounted the stairs. On the landing another
elderly woman appeared briefly, relieved Stephen of the flowers and vanished.
‘What have you been doing today?’ asked Josh, talking over the old woman.
‘Nothing. And you?’ said Stephen.
‘Nothing.’
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They passed through double doors into the first floor drawing room. It
was a high-ceilinged room with three long windows giving a view down into
the square below - the walls hung with small paintings of country scenes.
There were a lot of photographs. Stephen suspected that these were of
family members. They sat, Stephen on the sofa, his hosts to his left and right
in armchairs. Stephen was conscious that he was seated an inch or two lower
than the others.
After studying Stephen for a whole minute, the old lady asked, ‘You
work with Josh, Stephen?’
‘Yes.’
‘You joined for the summer sales, I understand?’
‘Yes, but I’ve stayed on...’
‘Quite,’ said the old woman.
‘Do you intend to make a career in sales?’
‘No.’
‘What do you have in mind as a career?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘Will you continue your education?’
‘Probably.’
‘Will you go to university?’
‘Yes. I think so.’
‘Which university?’
‘I don’t know. There are so many, aren’t there?’
‘There are only two,’ said the old woman. ‘Two that matter.’
To Stephen’s relief, she turned to Josh.
‘Do you see anything of Martin Redmayne?’
‘No, not actually.’ He turned to Stephen. ‘Uncle Martin works for store.’
‘Oh, which department?’
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‘Not in any department,’ said the old woman. ‘Lord Redmayne is a
director of the company. And he’s Josh’s godfather. Only an honorary uncle.’
‘I’ve not met him.’
‘There’s no reason why you would,’ said the old woman.
Stephen tried to think of something to say, but no words came.
He had the impression the old woman didn’t like him, though she
smiled at him politely.
‘You don’t live with your family, Stephen?’
‘No.’
‘Are you in rooms?’
This question baffled Stephen. Where would he live but in a room? He
said, after a pause, ‘I have two rooms.’
‘I mean, are they furnished rooms?’
‘Yes. There is furniture.’
The other old woman appeared in the doorway but instead of joining
them, announced, ‘Dinner is ready, ma’am.’
The old lady rose. Josh was on his feet almost as soon as she was.
Stephen stood and rather awkwardly followed his hostess down the stairs.
The dining room was at the front of the house with a large single
window, again looking out onto the square. Stephen waited until the old lady
sat before seating himself. The meal was a welcome diversion; it gave them
something to do other than talk. The table was of dark wood that gleamed
under the light. There were stiff white napkins made of cloth, not the paper
kind to which Stephen was accustomed. The cutlery was heavy, engraved
with a shield that bore a rabbit—or were they hares?
In the centre of the table was a jug of water. Stephen decided that it
would be impolite to ask what had happened to his bottle of wine.The other
old woman, it was difficult to think of her as a servant, brought in the food.
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Stephen at first thought that his eyes had failed him. On the plate was a piece
of meat, pink in colour and carved so thinly that the flowery pattern on the
plate could be seen clearly through it. There were two white potatoes and
peas of a lurid green colour - like the potatoes, obviously from a can. Stephen
remembered the florists and wondered if food, too, carried a message, and
if so, what did the elements on his plate say?
He looked up at his dinner companions, who were eating without
speaking. Was this a usual meal for them? Eating was not a pleasure for
Stephen and he was an uncritical diner but he’d never seen, in any restaurant,
food as awful as this. He took a careful glance at his surroundings. He ate,
and as he ate, began to feel angry. He felt cheated, though he couldn’t say
precisely of what. The food was quickly consumed and the plates removed
and replaced with a second course.
The second plate was more of a mystery. There was a blob of white
and what appeared at first to be a small cardboard box. Stephen tried the
white substance. It was sickly with a strong metallic after-taste. It could have
been some kind of canned cream. He abandoned this for the cardboard
box. He touched it with his fork. It disintegrated. He probed the wreckage
and discovered a smear of apple-flavoured jelly. The taste of the pastry was
consistent with its appearance, in that it tasted of cardboard.
It was at this point he had a shift of perspective – as if he’d been able to
step aside and view the scene from another angle. He could see three figures
solemnly eating this disgusting food. He was no longer angry but consumed
by an overwhelming need to laugh. It was like a scene from a silly TV comedy.
A make-believe meal, with pretend food. He covered his mouth with the
napkin and turned the laugh into a cough.
‘Are you all right, Stephen?’ said Josh.
Stephen took some water. He coughed some more.
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‘I think I may have a cold coming,’ said Stephen.
‘Perhaps you should have remained at home?’ said the old lady.
‘Well, Josh was kind enough to invite me.’
‘I meant, rather than spread your cold,’ said the old lady.
‘Oh, no,’ said Stephen, ‘I wouldn’t like to have missed this.’ He coughed
again, covering his face with the napkin, his body quivering with the effort of
keeping in the laughter.
The servant came in to gather the dishes.
‘Coffee in the drawing room, Maggie.’
‘Yes, Ma’am.’
Stephen paused in the hall and looked around.
‘It’s a beautiful house, Missus Copeland.’
‘We’ve lived here since the house was built,’ said Missus Copeland.
‘Have you? You must have seen many changes since then?’
The old woman scowled at him.
‘I mean our family has always lived here. How old do you suppose this
house is?’
‘Quite old. From what you’ve said, Missus Copeland.’
‘It’s much older than me.’ Stephen pretended to look surprised which
caused the old woman to breathe audibly.
‘Do you know anything about architecture?’
‘Not really.’
‘I thought not. Look at the cornice.’
Stephen looked look up at the ceiling.
‘Do you see the ropes and the anchor in the plasterwork? This gives
you a clue to the date.’
‘Does it?’
‘Trafalgar. This house was built in the same year as the famous battle.
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Do you know when that was?’ Stephen did know. He wasn’t going to play
this old woman’s game.
‘I can’t remember, Missus Copeland,’ he said. She looked triumphant and
turned to Josh.
‘Josh knows. Don’t you?’ Josh grinned.
‘I can’t remember, either.’
Stephen turned away and coughed
Upstairs, in the drawing room, the servant brought in coffee. Stephen
felt a little more at ease and unhesitatingly asked for sugar and cream. His
hostess used both sugar and cream, so it wasn’t another test.
Missus Copeland suggested a game. She produced sheets of paper and
three pens.
‘This is called boxes, Stephen. Have you played it before?’
‘It’s a very difficult game,’ said Josh.
This was very obviously Missus Copeland’s favourite game.
‘It is quite simple. One player draws a grid by plotting ten equally spaced
dots on a sheet of paper. Like this. You see?’
Stephen nodded, feigning interest.
‘Then we go down the paper repeating this until we have ten rows of
ten dots. Do you understand, Stephen?’
‘Yes, Missus Copeland.’The old woman seemed to flinch each time he used
her name. Was he mispronouncing it? Was he employing it too frequently?
‘Players then take it in turns to draw a straight line, horizontal or vertical
between two adjacent dots. Each player attempts to complete a square box.
A player who completes a box is entitled to draw another line and so on.
Each completed box is marked with the player’s initials. The aim is to have as
many boxes completed as possible while blocking the other player’s attempts
to make boxes. Are you quite clear, Stephen?’
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They played a round in order to explain the game to Stephen and then in
earnest. Stephen was bored and made little effort to play.The old woman won.
‘Granny always wins,’ said Josh.
‘You’ve never won, Josh?’
Josh shook his head.
‘This is because you don’t concentrate, Josh. You may have more luck
this time, ‘ said the old woman
They played another round. The old woman won again. She smirked at
her success.
‘I don’t think you’re trying, Stephen.’
It was a simple, rather childish game—though Stephen doubted it
would entertain any child for very long. It seemed, like the old woman, a relic
from a bygone age.
Stephen saw a way to cheat. It pleased Stephen to wipe the smile off
Granny’s face.
‘Have I won?’ said Josh.
‘Yes, Josh, well done. You’re cleverer than me,’ said Stephen, avoiding
looking at the old woman.
‘Yes, well done, Josh,’ said the old woman to Josh but looking at Stephen
as she spoke.
‘Right, another game?’ said Josh.
‘No,’ said the old woman. ‘It’s a silly game.’
‘Yes, it is,’ said Stephen—now he was looking at Granny.
‘It’s time for the news,’ said the old woman switching on the television.
‘Do you keep up with current events, Stephen?’ said the old woman.
‘I try to,’ said Stephen, ‘I don’t have a television.’
‘I have it just for the news,’ said the old woman. ‘I rarely watch it, otherwise.
There’s a great deal of nonsense on it.’
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Politics was the first item. A middle-aged man was being interviewed.
His face had the shape and colour of a potato.
‘Gormless’, said Josh pointing to the television.
‘He’s Gormley, really,’ said the old woman. ‘But in the north they call
stupid people gormless.’
Stephen knew the word well, it had been applied to him, in another life,
but he said nothing.
The old lady’s eyes were bright with interest and malice. She seemed
to have interpreted his silence as dissent. Perhaps she wanted revenge for
the game.
‘What you think of Mister Joe Gormley?’ she asked nodding towards
the television.
‘I don’t know,’ said Stephen.
‘You must have an opinion, surely, Stephen?’
‘Not really,’ said Stephen.
‘They’re going to wreck the country with their strikes,’ said Josh.
Stephen felt outnumbered.
The old woman seemed to read his thoughts. She leaned forward and
asked, ‘You’re not Labour, are you?’
Stephen would have liked to say that he was Labour. That he was
everything that the old woman was not. He didn’t know enough about the
subject to make an argument, one that would defeat Missus Copeland. He
had an idea that Josh would probably agree with Granny. Josh was a friend,
he did not want to argue with him. What to say? The old woman continued
to lean forward in her chair, goading him to respond.
There was a noise on the landing. The servant opened the door and
a middle-aged woman entered. She was supported by the servant and
manoeuvred herself into the room on two walking sticks.
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‘It’s all right, please don’t get up.’
Josh was ahead of Stephen and had already risen. Stephen got up,
wishing he had the same reflexes as his friend.
‘Since you’re on your feet, would you be so kind as to bring me that
chair? If I flop onto the sofa, you two boys will need to lift me off it.’ The
woman pointed, using one of her sticks to indicate a wooden armchair
placed to Stephen’s right.
The chair was heavier than Stephen expected and the sharp pull on it
produced a spasm of pain, which shot up his arm. He tried to conceal his pain
with a smile and swung the chair towards the newcomer. He let the chair
go and it landed awkwardly. There was a pause; Stephen could feel the old
woman eyeing him with contempt. Josh stepped forward and adjusted the
position of the chair. They sat.
‘Thank you,’ said the middle-aged woman, with a smile, which included
both Stephen and Josh.
‘I am Laura, by the way, Josh’s auntie. No, please, don’t get up.’ She
laughed. ‘Otherwise we’ll all be bobbing like the Mikado.’
‘I’m Stephen. How do you do?’ said Stephen, conscious that it was the
first time he’d used this form of address. Like everything, Stephen assumed,
these social graces simply needed opportunities to practise them.
‘How do you do, Stephen?’
‘Wait,’ said the old woman, getting up and switching off the television,
‘Have you had dinner, Laura?’
‘Yes, I’ve had something.’
‘Stephen works with Josh,’ said the old woman.
‘Do you? You don’t find it boring standing around all day?’
‘It’s quite an interesting job, actually,’ said Josh.
Auntie Laura wrinkled her nose. ‘Oh, by the way, it’s all settled, Suki can
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use my invitation. There’ll be no difficulty.’
‘To whom did you speak, Laura?’ said Granny.
‘I spoke to the bride.’ Auntie Laura laughed.
‘Well, that would settle the matter,’ said the old woman, laughing also.
‘Auntie Laura’s been invited to the wedding,’ said Josh to Stephen.
Auntie Laura tapped the floor with her sticks and said, ‘Josh’s sister will
go instead. They don’t want me hobbling up the aisle.’
‘What wedding is this?’ said Stephen.
‘Princess Anne’s to Fog,’ said Josh. Stephen didn’t know what to say. Was
this some sort of family joke?
‘Is Captain Phillips called Fog?’ said Stephen.
‘Princess Margaret has re-christened him,’ said Auntie Laura. ‘Thick and wet.’
‘I thought you said it was the Queen?’ said Josh.
‘Did I? It may have been the Queen. They’re both equally naughty,’ said
Auntie Laura, with a wink at Stephen. Stephen felt out of breath, as if some
of the air had been sucked out of the room.
‘Does the Queen make jokes, I mean, a lot?’ Stephen asked.
‘Yes,’ said Josh. ‘She’s as good at imitating people as Mike Yarwood.’
‘Josh,’ said his Granny, reprovingly.
Auntie Laura turned to Stephen and said, ‘One can’t compare the
Queen to Mike Yarwood. It really isn’t the same. For one thing, the Queen
is funnier. She’s very clever, as is Princess Margaret. They’ve been at it since
they were kids.’
‘Laura, perhaps we shouldn’t be talking so loosely about the Queen,’
said Missus Copeland.
‘We’re among friends, surely?’ said Auntie Laura with a smile for Stephen.
‘We don’t know, do we, Stephen?’ said the old woman. ‘Stephen may be
a Labour supporter.’
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‘Nothing wrong with that. Are you one of Mister Wilson’s lot, Stephen?’
‘No,’ said Stephen. ‘I don’t know enough about it.’
‘It, being what?’ said Auntie Laura.
‘Erm,’ began Stephen, quite out of his depth.
‘The strikes last year.The power cuts, I mean, they were unfair, don’t you
think?’ said Auntie Laura.
‘Yes,’ said Stephen. ‘The TV going off and that.’
‘You said you had no television set, Stephen?’ said the old woman.
‘There was one at home...’
‘Oh, and where is home?’
‘Strikes are okay in moderation. If workingmen are being hard done by.
But some of the time it is as if they’re bullying us. This is my opinion, for what
it’s worth,’ said Auntie Laura.
‘Where are your people, Stephen?’ said the old woman.
‘I agree,’ said Stephen, ignoring the old woman and speaking to Auntie
Laura. Not every strike is right or wrong. It’s complicated.’
‘And boring?’ said Auntie Laura.
‘And boring,’ said Stephen.
‘Very boring,’ said Josh.
‘So, if there are sides, we’re really on no-one’s side. Just on the side of
common sense,’ said Auntie Laura.
The old woman made a sort of noise, louder than a sigh but not definite
enough to be a snort.
‘These people,’ said the old woman nodding towards the now silent
television. ‘They are out to destroy everything. That is everything decent
people hold sacred. There is no choice. Stand firm and stop them in their
tracks or be swept away in a communist revolution.’
‘Yes, yes,’ said Josh and clapped his hands. Auntie Laura looked at Stephen.
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‘Mummy, we’re the ‘leave-us-alone’ party.’ said Auntie Laura. Most of us are.’
‘So feeble,’ said the old woman, smiling in spite of herself.
‘It’s been a long day. I would like to stay and talk but I’m quite exhausted,’
said Auntie Laura.
‘Of course. Good night, my dear,’ said Granny.There was a gentleness in
the old lady’s voice, which surprised Stephen.
Auntie Laura rose and very deftly swung round on her sticks. Stephen
got to his feet a split-second ahead of Josh.
‘If you would be so kind,’ said Auntie Laura with a nod towards the door.
Stephen opened the door.
‘Nice to have met you, Stephen. Goodnight.’
Downstairs in the hall, Stephen had another opportunity to practise his
social graces.
‘Thank you for dinner. And a most pleasant evening,’ said Stephen.
The old woman didn’t answer. She didn’t force a smile, even out
of politeness.
‘Glad you had good time, Steve,’ said Josh completely oblivious of the
icy atmosphere. ‘You must come again.’
This was too much for the old dame. As Stephen stepped out into the
street, she murmured—a thought perhaps too strongly-formed to remain
unspoken—‘no’, almost inaudibly, and it was possible Stephen imagined it.
The walk gave Stephen an opportunity to review the events of the
past few days. This friendship business was complicated and needed a lot
of work. It required special clothes. He was still aggrieved at the cost of
the unnecessary bottle of wine. He thought that he had rushed things. To
antagonise the old woman was certainly a mistake. Just suppose she invited
Uncle Martin, Lord What’s-his-name, to dinner and mentioned Stephen. Any
inquiry at the store would alert Personnel to Stephen’s continued presence,
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and who knew what ripples would spread out from that. Would she go to
all that trouble? Only if Stephen presented himself again and Granny thought
Stephen an unsuitable companion. It would be better, Stephen decided, to
wait and see what developed from this experiment in friendship before
repeating it.
In the store, Josh was a safe friend. Like Stephen, he was isolated from
the others by the same awkwardness and by his accent, of course. He had
seemed too gentle and inoffensive a boy to be a danger. Away from the
store, Josh seemed a different person. Stephen felt a pang of envy. He tried
to imagine being loved rather than being an object of concern. Stephen had
a sense of hands reaching out, clutching at him; he shuddered and tensed. He
stopped and let his body relax as if unburdening these worries.
He had reached the end of his street. For some reason the streetlights
seemed less powerful. Perhaps this was due to the expanse of the cemetery
across the road. On this street, and only on this street, could Stephen hear
the sound of his own footsteps falling onto the pavement. He tried to step
lightly—bringing his heels down more slowly. It didn’t make much difference.
He reached his door. The house was in darkness. The adjoining houses
were equally dark and silent. If he invited Josh to the flat, what would Josh
see? The bleakness of the place, the absence of individuality would speak
louder than any possessions. Stephen looked over his shoulder across to the
railings opposite. He owned little more in the way of worldly goods than the
residents lying there. He wasn’t disturbed by their closeness. The dead were
safe. It was the living one had to worry about.
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The boys, arms raised, jump from the bridge all afternoon. We watch them
from the park, smoke Bal’s hash, pass the Bell’s back and forth. We agree
they’re brave as fuck. Later, when we’re told to do one by the bloke on the
door at the College Arms, Sean says fuck the pubs, says it’s our time to be
brave. We head for the station, knowing we’ve missed the last train.
‘This is mad,’ I whisper, trying not to slip on the damp metal.
‘Just keep going,’ he says. ‘We’ll have a smoke at the top.’
We’ve travelled the tracks many times. It’s the quickest way home, even
without the train. But we’d never thought about climbing the bridge. We pick
an outside arch because, Sean says, if we fall there’s a fifty percent chance
of landing in the river, a slim chance of making it to a bank. The middle one
meant the morgue for sure.
‘I think we’re nearly there,’ Sean says.
A freezing fog closes on us at the top. We sit, facing each other, shivering.
Besides the arch dropping out of view behind Sean, there’s nothing. Below,
the river is a mystery. Occasionally we hear the tips of wings cut its surface,
the plop of a fish. Otherwise its secrets are black, silent. Above us, a different
story. The sky is the brightest I’ve known it; the moon a high-powered
spotlight, the stars mega-watt bulbs.
‘Amazing,’ I say. ‘Like we’re floating in space.’
‘You fucking hippy,’ says Sean, laying a Rizla on his leg. ‘Which reminds
me, have I told you about Lucy?’
‘No,’ I say, teeth chattering. ‘Who’s she?’
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‘She’s drop dead,’ he says, crumbling resin. ‘Met her at Neil’s bash. She’s
out there.’
‘How do you mean?’ From the corner of my eye, a plane heads for
the moon.
‘She’s different,’ he says, squeezing tobacco from a fag. ‘Interesting.’
‘Sounds serious,’ I say. ‘What about us?’
‘We’re still cool.’ He rolls the joint, licks it shut.
‘But you’re off to Brighton,’ I say.
‘So,’ he says. ‘You’ll come down.’
‘There’ll be loads of other boys.’
Sean’s face is momentarily a second moon while he lights the joint.
‘Then you’ll enjoy visiting.’ He stands up. ‘We should go, it’s too fucking cold.’
I try to stand but stumble forwards, my right leg numb. I’m about to fall off
the edge but Sean reaches out, pushes me back. I manage to drop to a crouch,
grab the cold iron beneath me with both hands, shaking, breathing hard.
‘Fuck’s sake!’ he shouts. ‘You could have killed me.’
He takes a pull on the joint, crouches, blows smoke at me.
‘Let’s go to yours,’ he whispers, smiling in the dark.
A week later we’re at the Donkey House. Everyone’s excited about
going to uni. Everyone except me. I’m going nowhere, just back to the
warehouse to shift boxes. By three, it doesn’t matter. We’ve all gone crazy,
wolfed down the pills we got from Bal like they were Tic-Tacs. We shovelled
the lot before anyone got close to a bar. By six we’re four pints in, onto a
fifth. By seven, we’re at The Swan. None of us know where we started. By
eight, we’re somewhere else, squeezed in like on the Tube. At nine, there’s
music, really fucking loud music. Everyone’s dancing. I’m alone for a bit, but
then Sean’s there with Lucy clamped to his shoulder. She’s in a sparkly crop
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top, leather skirt, fishnet tights. He’s right, she is drop dead.
‘Gonna fucking miss you, Danny,’ he shouts.
‘Me too,’ I shout back, staring at Lucy. ‘I’m fucked. Where are we?’
Sean leans forwards, says something in my ear, but I don’t hear. I’m too
busy watching people dance.Then I’m moving too. Feet turbo-charged, hands
emitting light trails, writing my name in the dark, like it’s bonfire night and I’m
a kid again.
And the noise. I’m thinking, this music, this fucking music.
It’s made of numbers, like this: 100000111000 0011111010000 111
000001 111110 0001 0111110 111110 1110010. It’s a coded choreography.
‘I’ve heard about you,’ some girl shouts.
Her eyes are black marbles. Is she a machine?
‘Small world,’ I shout.
She steps over, sticks a robot tongue into my mouth, probes my teeth
for microchips, searches out processors. Then she’s a foot away, arms aloft.
Did that happen?
‘Where are we?’ I shout, ecstatic, confused.
‘We’re here dancing to this music,’ she shouts, grinning. ‘This fucking music...’
0110 011 000011111 01111110 11111 1111 000101 1011101
10001110 0001 10111111100
Then we really are kissing, 0110, melting into each other, white hot,
01110110, two skinny machines, 11100110, circuit boards colliding, 011011,
data exchanging. Buzzing all over, fucking radioactive. Feels like an hour before
she pulls the plug. But it must be seconds.
‘I have to go,’ she shouts.
‘What? Why?’
‘It’s not me you want.’ She turns, vanishes.
I push against the crowd, try to follow, but I’m fighting through tar.
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‘Have you seen her?’ I shout into a face.
‘Yeah. Everywhere, mate.’
‘Where’d she go?’ I shout into another.
‘Don’t know you, mate. Fuck off.’
I make it to the doors, fall into the night. Over the road, the river’s
swallowed the Milky Way. People are drunk, stoned as fuck, stumbling around.
I realise I’m one of them. I struggle, feet on backwards, to the taxi rank next
door, manage to get in with a group going to Slough. They’ll sting me for the
whole ride but, fuck it, the night’s done.
The Prince of Wales is dead. We’re shunting balls around the table like
we’re blind. I’m tired from work. Nirvana’s on the jukebox, Nick’s at the bar,
Ed’s taking forever to line up a shot.
‘You should look into IT mate, that’s where it’s at,’ he says, dry humping
the cue ball.
‘You’re no fool,’ I say.
‘Fuck off. I just mean you’re smart, don’t waste your life.’ He slides a red
off the top right cushion. It clips a yellow, rolls into the pocket.
‘Here we go, lads.’ Nick’s back with the pints. ‘Didn’t have your
Babycham, Dan.’
I raise the finger.
‘You know,’ he says. ‘Kurt Cobain blew his head off six months ago.’
Behind Nick, past the fruity, the empty bar area, sitting at the table
usually taken by the darts crowd, two girls—one blonde, one brunette—are
laughing, looking over.
‘Bollocks.’ Ed’s sunk the black, two reds still out. ‘You up?’
‘Nah, you two go,’ I say. ‘Back in a bit.’
I pick up my pint, walk to the fruity. I put in two fifties, set my glass on
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top, hit spin. There’s nothing doing after three turns. Then I get four nudges,
cherries in view. I’m about to line them up when a dart lands by my foot.
‘Nearly!’
I look at the girls, both smirk.
‘Forget cherries, go for bells,’ says the blonde one.
‘Sorry?’
‘Bells,’ she says. ‘I can see they’re on from here.’
I bend, look up into the machine. The bottom of a bell is visible on the
third wheel. I nudge it down three, the middle up one. Five pounds tots up
on the display.
‘Your round then,’ the brunette says.
‘Nothing for me, gotta dash.’ Her friend drains hers, stands, leans as if
to hug her friend then kisses her full on the lips. They kiss for a few seconds,
before breaking free.
‘See you, gorgeous.’ She heads for the door.
I hit collect, head for the table.
‘G and T please,’ the girl says, handing me her empty.
At the bar, I look over at the boys. They’re still knocking balls around.
Nick looks over, nods. He always looks so good. I nod back, pay the barman,
return to the girl.
‘So, where we going after?’
I sip my pint.
‘You must have somewhere.’
‘Maybe,’ I say. ‘What’s your name?’
‘Lucy,’ she says. ‘Cheers.’
She clinks her glass against mine.
‘You’re Sean’s girl,’ I say.
She laughs, shakes her head.
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‘I’m no-one’s girl.’
‘Your friend—I kissed her at the gig.’
‘Depends on the gig.’
She smiles, necks her drink, bangs the glass down.
‘We going?’
It’s a short walk to my place, a room in a shared house two streets away
from the pub. I let us in, lead her up the bare stairs. There’s no light but that’s
no bad thing. It means the mould on the wall is invisible. At the landing, the
bannister is broken. I tell her to mind it, head to my room. Inside, I put on the
fan heater, sit in the old leather armchair. I haven’t got a lot of stuff, but I love this
chair—it’s like something from the Ipcress File. Lucy sits in the other armchair,
it’s worn out, not so stylish, more like something from a seventies sitcom.
‘So,’ I start. ‘Sean says you’ve not been down.’
She sighs, gets up, walks to my CDs. She hums as she trawls them.
‘Ah! Let’s have this.’ She takes out a disc, puts it on.
The first bars of Portishead’s ‘Glory Box’ enter the room.
‘I’m so tired of playing... playing with this bow and arrow,’ she sings. ‘I
love this song.’
She goes over to my bed, lies down as though it’s hers. She picks half a joint
out of my ashtray, lights it, blows a plume of smoke towards the ceiling. I hadn’t
noticed she has on the same leather skirt and fishnet tights I’d seen before.
‘Come here,’ she says, pats her hand on the bed.
In the street, a group of lads are shouting, probably fighting.
‘How did you know I’d be at the pub?’ I say, staying put.
‘Sean told me you drink there.’
She puts a hand in her hair. Is this a test, I wonder?
‘I saw the way you looked at me,’ she says. ‘You want me.’
‘Then why did I kiss your friend?’
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She throws her head back, laughs like I imagine a goddess would.
‘Everyone kisses Tara,’ she says. ‘But it’s me they all want. Just like you
do now.’
Funny, as I walk over to her, I feel numb, like a switch inside has flicked
to auto.
‘Is there someone else?’
Sean’s on the phone again.
‘Come on,’ I say. ‘You know there isn’t.’
He’s been up all night on ecstasy. He’s all slurry, stoned sounding. It’s 8am.
‘I thought you were coming to see me this weekend,’ he says.
I can’t because I’m going with Lucy to Tara’s party in Newcastle. We’ll
drink, we’ll dance, we’ll smoke, we’ll stay at a pub where we’ll fuck, just like
we’ve been doing here for three weeks.
‘I’ve got something I really need to do,’ I whisper. ‘A family thing.’
I can hear Nick banging about next door, getting ready for work.
‘Has Lucy come to see you? I told her to stop at the pub, say hi.’
I look at Lucy sleeping in my bed, her clothes a pile on my floor.
‘I’ve not seen her since the Aphex Twin gig.’
The deception feels simple, exhilarating.
‘What are the boys like down there?’ I whisper
‘Nice,’ he laughs. ‘As pretty as the girls.’
Lucy stirs, briefly opens her eyes. At the other end of the phone, Sean
is saying how much I mean to him, asking me to think of him before I go to
sleep at night. I keep looking at Lucy as he goes on, describing what he calls
my cute attributes, my slight lisp, my birthmark. I try hard not to picture him,
try hard instead to think of fishnets, thighs, breasts, mouth, hips, the secret
place Lucy had me shave when we were stoned in the bath.
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‘Come see me, Danny... I’m lonely.’
‘I will,’ I say. ‘As soon as I can.’
I hang up, wake Lucy. Put the radio on, sit in my armchair. I watch her
dress for the day ahead. This, I’ve learned, could involve the tennis club, a trip
to the theatre, or sunbathing on the deck of her father’s boat on the Thames.
‘Who was on the phone?’
‘Sean. He thinks you’re cheating.’
‘He’s no fool.’ She walks over, perches on my lap.
‘Do you not want to visit him?’
‘I like visiting you,’ she says.
It’s started to rain outside. The Boo Radleys are on the radio, singing
about the death of summer. They’re definitely onto something.
‘Well, I should go see him,’ I say. ‘He sounds in a bad way.’
‘Maybe you should stop fucking me.’ She gets up. ‘Go fuck him instead.’
I stare at the door she closes behind her. Sean’s father has cancer—
Lucy told me last night. Sean keeps getting upset on the phone, she said,
keeps going on about it. Why has he told her, not me? I think of my own
father, dead eight years now, also cancer. Then I remember a time in my
bed. Sean said if his father knew he would never look at him again—never
talk to him again.
We’re at the White Lion in Newcastle. I’m on my third drink, Lucy’s on
her first. An hour ago I was at Our Price, in the shopping centre, watching
Adam Ant murder Prince Charming as part of his comeback tour. Before that
I roamed the markets on my own, looking at tat, at girls with orange skin in
hardly any clothes, killing time while Lucy sat an interview at the university.
‘Aren’t you going to ask how it went?’ she says.
‘Thought we were coming for a party, not an interview.’
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‘Yeah, well,’ she says. ‘Two birds, one stone.’
‘You could have mentioned it.’
She tuts, downs her drink. Bangs the empty on the table.
‘You don’t own me,’ she says. ‘No-one owns me.’
By seven we’re upstairs in the room I’m paying for. A cramped little
cupboard with brown walls, threadbare carpet. There’s a broken kettle,
chipped cups. Damp walls, like back in Slough. Lucy puts on a sparkly dress. I
fail to tune a radio. By eight we’re in a cab to Tara’s. We crawl around damp
streets for thirty minutes on a journey that should take fifteen. I pay, of
course.
‘You’re no fun today.’ Lucy’s touching up her lipstick again.
‘I’m sorry,’ I say. ‘I’ll try harder.’
‘Now you just sound sad,’ she says.
Tara’s door is open when we arrive. The Prodigy blasts from a huge
stack system in the front room. Dozens of people are either jumping around
or sitting against walls, drinking from cans, smoking. We say hello to Tara. She
provides enthusiastic hugs, particularly for Lucy. I stay with Tara, think about a
different night, a different town. May as well have been a different planet. She
introduces her boyfriend, ‘Big’ Si, a rugby man, I guess. The three of us sit for
a smoke while Lucy, can of lager in hand, dances.
‘Will you guys stay together if Lucy gets in?’
Tara smiles at Si’s question.
‘I don’t know,’ I say, sounding like the only one who doesn’t.
Tara whispers in Si’s ear. He laughs, conspiratorially. Orbital’s playing
now, one of Lucy’s favourites. I look across to see her dancing with two older
guys. I think about going over.
‘How’s your mate Sean?’ asks Tara. ‘How’s his dad?’
‘What?’ I fix on Tara.
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‘His dad’s really ill, isn’t he?’ Si says. ‘Not long left.’
He passes the joint. I draw, immediately feel stoned. It’s strong gear,
much stronger than I’ve smoked with Sean. From the corner of my eye, I see
Lucy’s got her arms round one of the guys she’s dancing with.The other one’s
dancing behind, up close against her. I pretend not to see, too fucked now to
get up to do anything about it. Tara and Si are watching her, both smiling, as
though I’m not there. In fact, the whole room seems to be watching, smiling.
‘Your mate knows how to enjoy herself,’ Si says.
‘She’s a wild one,’ Tara says. ‘No mistake.’
I’m grinning idiotically, brain disengaged. A smudge of shit too thick to do
or say anything about other smudges of shit trying to fuck its shit girlfriend,
or rather, Sean’s shit girlfriend. Poor Sean—father dying of cancer… her…
me... fuck.
‘Fancy a dance, T?’ Si says. ‘I guess you’ll pass, Danny-boy.’
He puts his face down low next to mine, grins. I realise I’m lying on the
floor, my left cheek on the ground, legs sprawled out where people are trying
to dance.
‘Let’s get you up, son,’ he says. ‘Shift you out the fucking way.’
He hauls me over like I’m a sandbag, props me against the wall in the
corner. Tara wonders aloud how a girl like Lucy is with such a loser. I don’t
know how long I sit there, an hour, three. But when I’m sober enough to get
up, people are still dancing.
‘You alright mate?’ some bloke asks.
‘Ne-ed toy-let,’ I manage, mouth full of marbles.
‘Upstairs,’ he says. ‘Good luck.’
I step away, have to hurry—my bladder’s an over-filled water bomb. I
struggle out to the hall, then up the stairs like I’m climbing a fucking cliff face. I
step over bodies, fall through the first door I find, not the toilet I hoped for.
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The light is on. Underworld’s ‘Cowgirl’ is blasting full whack.
‘An eraser of love, an eraser of love, an eraser of love, an eraser of love...’
Clothes are scattered on the floor, desk, chair, bed, where Lucy is on all
fours, naked in front of one of her dance partners. He’s got his hands in her
hair, crotch at her mouth. Big Si is behind her, hands on her hips, fucking her.
I back out the room, pull the door shut as I go. Down the stairs, in the
hallway, Tara is slumped against the wall, completely out of it. I resist waking
her, step through the front door, then empty my bladder into a flowerbed. I
walk up the path to the gate, grateful to escape.
I turn right, then right again at the top of the road. It’s raining by the time
I spot the Tyne Bridge, the landmark I’m looking for. I know the room and
train station are near. A hundred yards from the bridge, I go into a phone box,
pull a piece of damp paper with scribbled numbers from my back pocket. I
find change in my front pocket, cold and wet. I slip two fifties in the slot, dial
the number. It rings for a year.
‘Hello?’
‘Sh-awn?’ It’s a struggle.
‘No, he’s not here, who’s this?’
‘Da-an. D’you no w’ere ‘e is?’
‘Sorry, line’s a bit funny...’
I feel dizzy, like I’m gonna be sick.
‘W’ere iz ‘e?’
‘Sorry, Slough. He’s gone home. Who’s this?’
‘Da-an. We’ndy go?’
‘Dan? Sean said you might call. It’s Callum.’
‘Cal-hoo?’
‘Callum. Sean’s boyfriend. I’m house-sitting.’
‘Boy-frend?’
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‘Five days today—we’re official now.’
I stare at the bridge through the wet glass.
‘You haven’t heard... Dan, are you there?’
‘Herd wot?’ I manage.
‘Sean’s dad died yesterday, that’s why he’s—’
I hang up. Outside, the rain’s torrential, like a river falling from the sky.
An odd stray car skates through the deluge, but otherwise the street is
deserted. The bridge is ahead, lights twinkling so high up they look like stars.
I wonder how long it would take to climb? I pull up my collar, start walking
towards its giant frame.
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It was the summer of 1983 and I was eight years old. We were three weeks
into the school holidays, and balmy August stretched out before me like a
delicious eternity. Radios everywhere spewed out a combination of Rod
Stewart’s ‘Baby Jane’ and The Police’s ‘Every Breath You Take’, and us girls
flounced around in our ra-ra skirts and leg warmers like we’d just walked off
a photo shoot for the Grattan catalogue. Not that we needed leg warmers
of course – the days were long, lazy and very, very hot.The leg warmers were
for fashion purposes only and also a visual declaration of one’s allegiance to
the TV show Fame.
Home was a little terraced house in a cul-de-sac with my mum, dad and
little sister, Hannah. We lived in Raymond Square, Tufnell Park, north London.
A suburb wedged between the now-fashionable Camden and the big posh
houses of Highgate. We were a proper little community, and everybody knew
each other on our street. During the summer holidays we sometimes went
away for a week or two, but, for the most part, we were to be found playing
outside in the street from first thing in the morning till last thing at night.
Playing out was something all the kids on our street did. In the eighties, it was
what every kid on every street did. Whoever was first up in the morning
went around the rest of the street knocking for the others:
‘Hiya, Mrs Treanor. Is Trisha up yet?’
‘She is love, yes. She’s watching Why Don’t You, though.’
‘Ooh, I forgot that was on! Tell her I’ll be back later!’
Once we were all assembled, and provided there was nothing good
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on the telly, we would then pursue a full day’s playing. There were seven of
us in our little gang: me, Hannah, the twins from over the road, Ricky and
Jonny Spencer, Anna from next door, Trisha Treanor – whose teeth were
entirely black from too many sweeties – and the exotically named Tassos
Demetriades. We were all slightly in awe of Tassos because he was half
Greek. He’d never actually been to Greece; in fact, he’d only ever met his
Greek dad twice, but we all considered him to be very cosmopolitan. Other
kids came and went, but we were the core group, and we were tighter than
Alison Moyet’s belt.
This particular day, 5 August, was a Friday. We liked Fridays because
it was pocket money day. Our little gang – all aged between seven and
ten – would traipse to the Walk Around shop two streets away and spend
our vast amounts of cash (approximately ten pence each) on a plethora
of additive-rich sugary treats. The Walk Around shop was aptly named, as
you could indeed walk around it. Barbie, the obese pensioner who owned
the shop, was happy to let us take as much time as we needed to choose
our confectionery. She knew how important it was to get the right combo
of sherbet flying saucers, chewy prawns, jazzies, pineapple cubes and cola
bottles. This stash would have to sustain us through the weekend (ten pence
used to go an awful long way), so it was imperative we got it right.
‘I bet Olive would love some of these,’ Ricky piped up as he eyed up
the jars of sweets.
‘You love Olive,’ his brother Jonny quickly goaded. ‘You wanna lick her snot!’
They were referring to Olive Creasey, a girl who lived on our road.
Olive was absolutely not in our gang. Never had been, never would be. The
main reasons being: the space between her nostrils and her top lip housed a
permanent layer of coagulated snot that never moved. It got bigger, certainly,
but it was a constant. Olive also wore glasses with one lens thicker than the
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other, and the eye through the thinner lens had a mind of its own – constantly
moving independently of the other. Also, Olive did not sport leg warmers
like the rest of us; her parents dressed her in the dirtiest, most unfashionable
clothes imaginable, which always smelled. It didn’t take an Einstein to work
out that Olive was a very attractive prospect for bullies, and, I’m afraid, bully
her we did. Not that she played out much; her overweight and similarly
nasally disadvantaged mother kept her in with the curtains closed most of
the time.
On the way back from the shop, Jonny continued to needle Ricky about
his mentioning of Olive.
‘You want to touch Olive on the eye cos you love her!’ Jonny was
skipping now, delighted with himself.
‘I do not love her! I hate her! I want to kill her!’ Ricky shouted back.
‘Ooooooh! Kill her then, you big wuss!’
‘Actually,’ said Anna, through a mouthful of cherry drops, ‘why don’t you
kill her. She’s been rubbish and annoying these holidays.’
Anna looked at us all earnestly, her side pony-tail bobbing in the wind.
We all nodded in agreement as we bumbled down the road, stuffing our faces.
Olive had been particularly annoying lately, always trying to play with us.
‘She tried to play with my My Little Pony the other day,’ Trisha snarled.
‘She made it absolutely stink. My mum had to bleach it afterwards to get the
stink off.’
Naturally we were all horrified at this revelation – the cheek! Hannah
jumped straight on the bandwagon. ‘She looked at me yesterday when
she walked past our house. Looked right at me! I was terrified. We should

definitely get her.’
Tassos the Greek was next to chime in. ‘It would actually be really easy
to kill her,’ he said with an air of sophistication. ‘I’ve got a science set at home,
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and when I made a mixture and put it in with Terry, our goldfish, Terry died.’
A moment passed. We were totally in awe of this admission. Tassos
killed his goldfish! Tassos was a confessed murderer!
‘We could give it a go,’ I suggested. ‘Just to see what happens. We’re not
doing anything for the rest of today anyway.’
We all looked at each other and there was a mutual shrugging of shoulders.
‘May as well, eh?’ Jonny seconded.
We all nodded our agreement. It was decided. We would kill Olive.
Once back at Raymond Square we got straight down to the nitty gritty.
It was quickly discovered that Tassos’s mum had thrown the science kit away.
Apparently she didn’t want Tassos to get his hands on their tabby cat, Demis
Roussos, so she’d got rid of the tools of his trade soon after Terry’s demise.
We would have to think again. We sat outside in Jonny and Ricky’s front
garden and knocked ideas about. How did you kill someone? None of us
really knew. Sure, we’d all seen films and TV programmes where people died
by getting shot or being eaten by vampires, but how did you end somebody’s
life without those things?
‘A girl in my brother’s class nearly drowned after she got a cramp in the
swimming pool,’ Anna offered through a mouthful of cola cubes.‘She was under
the water for absolutely ages before the lifeguard found her. Maybe we could
give Olive cramp and put her in the pond by the entrance to the Heath?’
‘Hmmm,’ said Ricky. ‘It’s really busy there – loads of people will see us
and call the police if they see us holding her head under.’
This was a sensible thought. None of us wanted to get caught by the
police, particularly Trisha, whose brother Troy had been caught shoplifting in
Debenhams recently. Mrs Treanor had gone mad when the police brought
him home as she still had her curlers in. No, we’d have to be a bit more
low-key.
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It was actually Trisha who came up with the best suggestion. She’d been
watching a gardening episode of Blue Peter. ‘They had plant food for the
roses,’ she explained. ‘And Peter Duncan kept saying that you must get an
adult to put the plant food on for you cos it’s poisonous to humans.’

Bingo!
‘She always eats everybody’s sweets, and anything else anyone puts in
front of her so we could make it look like she’s poisoned herself!’ Tassos was
getting excited now. ‘It’s the perfect crime!’
‘Right,’ I commanded, taking control of the operation. ‘Let’s all go to
our garden sheds and bring back any bottles of plant food we can find. Or
anything else for that matter – I know our dad fills his lighter up in our shed,
so we’ve got loads of dangerous bottles in there. We can mix it up and put
it in a pretty bottle then deliver it to Olive.’
Nods all round.
We agreed to meet back at Ricky and Jonny’s front door exactly an
hour later with our booty. Off we went with a spring in our step – we had
a job to do.
Sixty minutes later (well, an hour and five minutes for Anna who had
to nip to the shop for her mum to pick her up twenty Embassy No.6)
our little gaggle reassembled outside Ricky and Jonny’s. There was an air of
anxious excitement as we all clamoured to get our bottles of chemicals out
before anyone else. I must admit I was nervous. I was desperate to see what
would happen, but I was also starting to get antsy about getting caught and
being sent to prison or to a children’s home never to be seen again unless
I popped up on Police 5 having robbed a petrol station. This is what my
mother said happened to naughty kids and I had no reason to disbelieve her.
I wasn’t anywhere near scared enough to suggest stopping, though, so I was
the first to get my goodies out.
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‘Baby Bio,’ I said triumphantly. ‘Plant food.’
We were sitting cross-legged in a little circle in the boys’ garden. I put
my bottle in the middle of the grassy centre of the circle. Hannah was next
to reveal her booty.
‘Well,’ she said sarcastically, ‘ my sister nicked the plant food, so I’ve
brought this.’ She placed a little bottle of paint stripper into the ring. Impressed
looks were exchanged.
We all had our turn, and once everybody had chipped in we discovered
that we had a beautifully dangerous little pile of fun containing the plant food,
paint stripper, Benylin from the twins, nail polish remover from Anna, lighter
fuel from Trisha and Xtreme weed killer from Tassos. The bottle promised to

‘Kill Everything. Dead.’
‘Good work, everybody,’ I said, addressing the group. As I did so I took
out a very pretty liqueur bottle in the shape of a doll that my auntie had
bought back from Fuengirola.
‘Now, let’s murder Olive.’
A little later we were all huddled over a saucepan in Ricky and Jonny’s
dad’s shed. We had carefully combined the ingredients, adding a splash
of Windolene to provide a slightly pinky shade. Once satisfied with the
consistency, we concentrated on the smell. The combination of all of the
chemicals had given the mixture the heady odour of burning metal and
bleach. It was also the colour of muddy pond water (in spite of Windolene’s
input) and was frothing. All in all, it looked about as appetising as the contents
of the toilet bowl after a particularly nasty bout of diarrhoea. Olive had been
known to eat Whiskas cat food and Trill birdseed, amongst other things, but
even she was likely to turn her nose up at this concoction. We sat in the
semi-darkness mulling over what to do.
‘We could blindfold her before she drinks it?’ Hannah suggested. It was
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a good idea, but we all agreed that we’d probably get into less trouble if Olive
drank our lovely drink by herself.
‘Her nose is always full of slime, so she won’t be able to actually smell
anything,’ volunteered Anna. ‘She’s also been wearing a plaster over one side
of her glasses lately, so she probably can’t see that well either.’
We all muttered in agreement, but we knew that to stand the best
chance of Olive drinking Raymond Square’s finest brew we’d have to make
it a hell of a lot more appetising.
‘I’ve got it!’ Tassos yelled, leaping up from his grubby beanbag. ‘Won’t be
a sec!’ He pelted out of the shed’s rickety door and vanished.
‘I hope he hurries up,’ said Jonny, looking worried. ‘Our dad’ll be back from
work soon and we’re not really allowed to play in the shed. He gets all angry.’
My ears pricked up at this. My mother had informed our entire
household on many occasions that the boys’ mother was a ‘nagging old witch
who throws herself at other men’, and that their father was a ‘poor old sod’
who had to live in the shed to escape from that ‘cruel, cruel’ woman. I looked
around for evidence that Mr Spencer might indeed be residing in the shed.
There was an old blanket in the corner. Perhaps he slept there?
Before I could investigate the desperate living conditions of the henpecked Mr Spencer,Tassos came bursting through the wooden door clutching
a bottle.
‘Ribena!’ he yelled triumphantly. ‘Looks great, smells great, tastes even better!’
Tassos was a genius! He’d come back with the perfect solution in every
sense! We all crouched over the saucepan and I poured undiluted Ribena
into the frothy horror show. It went from murky brown to rich plum, and
the smell had been completely masked by the saccharine blackcurrant syrup.
I dipped the bottle into the thick shiny liquid and filled it up. The bottle was
shaped like a curvy flamenco dancer, with the top being the head. 		
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I screwed it on.
‘Wow, that looks lovely,’ whistled Trisha. ‘I’d probably drink that myself.’
I held the bottle up so we could all see it in the half-light of the dusty
shed window. We were united in pride. It looked gorgeous.
‘Olive’ll never be able to resist those castanets,’ Tassos sing-songed
gleefully. ‘A little dolly with a drink inside; she’ll think it’s Christmas!’ He danced
around the shed clapping his hands like castanets. We all joined in.
Half an hour later the seven of us were standing in silence outside
Olive’s run-down house, staring at the shabby closed curtains, me clutching
the bottle of poison. There was rubbish all over the path and the front gate
was held on with string. The doorstep was strewn with filthy milk bottles. It
was bleak. We were probably doing Olive a favour.
‘I think Tassos should ring the bell cos he’s the oldest,’ Anna said, breaking
the reverie.
‘Why should I?’ he retorted indignantly. ‘You’re the same age as me,’ he
said, pointing in my direction. ‘You do it.’ Tassos was looking decidedly less
cosmopolitan now.
‘We can’t do it,’ I said, holding on to Hannah’s hand. ‘Our mum says that
we’re not allowed to have any pocket money this week if we’re naughty.’ I
looked around and fixed my eyes on Trisha. ‘You do it, Trisha; the poison was
your idea.’
‘No way, Jose ́, am I doing it. My mum’ll slap my arse into next week if I
get in trouble! Why don’t we just dip?’
There was a slow shuffle of feet and a nodding of heads as we grudgingly
arranged ourselves into a circle on Olive’s path. This was the fairest way.
‘Ip dip sky blue, who’s it? Not you,’ I said as I went round the circle
poking everyone in the chest with each new word. ‘Not because you’re dirty,
not because you’re clean, my mum says . . .’
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Before I had chance to finish, Olive’s door flew open and a scabby
looking dog was thrust out. The seven of us were standing on the path like
we’d all been hit by lightening. Our mouths open, petrified.
‘Stop fackin’ barkin’,’ an angry voice shouted from the hallway of the
house. A cloud of cigarette smoke was emerging like dry ice from the open
door. It was like Top of the Pops. We couldn’t see in.
I think I can speak for all of us when I say that I wanted to run like hell
away from that scary house with its angry dragon-like front door. However, I
certainly wasn’t going to be the chicken, so, mustering every bit of gumption
I had, I addressed the fug of smoke.
‘Erm, hello . . . is . . . erm . . . Olive in?’
The others looked at me with the highest regard imaginable.
‘We’ve . . . er . . . got something for her.’
My heart was beating at double time and my palms were sweaty, but
suddenly I had the confidence to take on the world.
A sweaty, chubby face appeared at the door with a cigarette wedged
in its mouth. Olive’s mum. She was wearing a dirty nightie and had odd
slippers on. She slowly cast her beady eyes over the gaggle of nervouslooking children cluttering up her front path. An eternity passed.
‘Sorry, is, erm, Olive there?’ I squeaked again. I could feel myself going
very red. The beady eyes were upon me. Another eternity.
Mrs Creasey slowly turned her fat neck around and roared into the
smoky abyss.

‘OLIIIIVE!’
At once, a little body appeared. Olive. She looked so tiny standing next
to her mother’s bulk. Olive looked at us and then to her mother. Her mother
nodded to us and took a massive drag of her cigarette. Olive blinked – as far
as I could tell – through her filthy plastered-up glasses at us. Tassos yanked
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the bottle out of my hand and strode forward.
‘Here we go, Olive,’ he said confidently. ‘My dad brought me back some
strawberry juice from Greece. I thought you might like some.’
He thrust the bottle at Olive and she snatched it out of his hands greedily.
‘Make sure you, erm, drink it all, Olive,’ Tracy bravely interjected. Olive
nodded, and with that, her mum swiftly slammed the door. We ran so fast
away from that house, and we didn’t stop running until we reached Corley
Park, two streets away.The sense of urgency was deafening.We hadn’t actually
discussed what we were going to do once we’d delivered the potion, but we
all had the same instinct: to run as far away from the scene as possible.
Corley Park Family Playing Fields was a pathetic little patch of grass
containing a slide, a swing, two homeless drunks and a lot of broken glass and
dog shit. We threw ourselves down on a relatively clean patch of grass and
got our breath back. We’d done it. We’d actually done it. What now?
Still panting, Ricky was the first to speak. ‘I wonder if she’ll, like, drink it,
or, like, just throw it away?’
‘She’ll definitely drink it,’ Tassos replied breathlessly. ‘She eats and
drinks anything.’
I noticed he was pulling the petals off a daisy at an alarming rate as
he spoke.
‘What do you think will happen to us if she dies?’ whispered Anna.
Nobody said anything.
We sat in Corley Park for several hours. Nobody said as much, but
I suspect none of us wanted to go back to Raymond Square too early in
case there was music to be faced. I expected to feel jubilant after carrying
out our little plan, but I felt deflated and scared. I know the others did too,
but nobody would say so. It was only when it started to get dark that our
frightened little coven grudgingly started the walk back home.
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We turned the corner of the cul-de-sac fully expecting to see ambulances
and police cars waiting for us, but desperately praying and hoping that it
would be the same old tableau of our dads’ parked cars in semi-darkness
with the odd cat peeping out.
Nothing. Thank you, God! We all made towards our houses. I grabbed
Hannah’s hand and we tore down the road. Nobody said goodnight. Next
morning, funnily enough nobody felt like playing out. My mum thought we
were ill.
‘Not out and about, girls?’ Mum shrilled as Hannah and I half-heartedly
played with the toys we hadn’t touched in months. ‘It’s bloody roasting out
there. Get out and play!’
To avoid suspicion we went out into the garden on the pretence of
sunbathing. In the eighties it was perfectly acceptable to lie out in the broiling
sun all day without any nasty sunblock standing in the way of a good burn.
Mum left us to it, only popping out a bit later with some washing for the line.
As soon as she came out, Anna’s mum’s podgy face appeared at
the fence.
‘Did you see it?’ she gossiped. ‘Two a.m., it was. Colin woke me up – he
heard the sirens.’
‘I did hear something, come to think of it,’ Mum replied eagerly, laundry
basket in hand, ciggie in mouth. ‘Which poor bugger got carted off?’
‘Somebody from the Creasey house.’ Anna’s mum leaned in
conspiratorially. ‘ I couldn’t really see properly cos it was so dark, but it was
definitely one of them. Anyway, Colin was still up as he’d just got in from
his shift.’
I didn’t hear the rest of the gossip. The sound of the blood pumping
around my body deafened me. We’d done it. We’d killed Olive. I wanted to
be sick, but my legs wouldn’t carry me to the bathroom, so I lay back on my
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towel. Hannah was asleep next to me and hadn’t heard a thing. I wondered
how much time we’d have left at home before they came to take us away.
I shook Hannah awake and told her. We both lay face-down on our towels
and cried. Thankfully, Mum just assumed we were still cooking ourselves
and left us to our own devices. We waited. I knew the knock at the door
would come. But when? Sooner or later somebody would discover that we’d
poisoned Olive and we’d be sent to prison. Days came and went. Still we
didn’t play out. Mum assumed our gang had had a fight and weren’t talking
to each other. We had occasional distractions: we went to stay with our nan
for a few days whilst Mum and Dad rag-rolled the bedrooms, and we spent
two days at an air show watching Dad get excited about World War II. For
the most part we sat about the house, painfully hoping the prison service
would allow us to take our collection of Sindy dolls in with us.
The waiting was torment. We couldn’t eat, sleep or concentrate. I was
always expecting a hand on my shoulder. Hannah felt the same – not that
we mentioned it. Nothing cheered us up, not even when Kajagoogoo were
on a Top of the Pops special (and we loved Limahl). Three long weeks later
there was a knock at the door. As usual, Hannah and I flinched with terror.
Mum went to the door.
‘Hiya, Mrs J. Are Hannah and Lucy in, please?’ It was Tassos.
‘They are love, yes. GIRLS!’
We shuffled to the front door like ghosts. Tassos’s wan appearance
suggested his three weeks had been spent much like ours.
‘Wanna play out?’
Hannah and I exchanged glances.
‘Yeah, ok,’ I said.
We shoved our sandals on and ran out of the door. The sun was out.
‘Come On Eileen’ was blaring out of the top windows of the student house
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on the corner. Without discussing it, we went around the square picking up
the gang. Once together on Trisha’s doorstep, I cast my eyes around our little
group. We were all pale.
‘Shall we go to the Walk Around?’ said Trisha. ‘I haven’t spent my pocket
money for weeks.’ The remains of her teeth were certainly looking brighter.
‘Good thinking, Batman!’ said Tassos.
With that we set off down the road with a very slight spring in our
step. We might be criminals but we’d not been caught so far. As our little group
shuffled up the road, tentatively discussing the copious amounts of Crossroads
and Coronation Street we’d been forced to watch, an unexpected sight met us.
‘Olive,’ whispered Ricky. ‘It’s only bloody Olive!’
There, trotting towards us, was the little scrawny figure of Olive clutching
her mum’s big fat sausagey fingers. Olive’s mum was shovelling a kebab into her
mouth and Olive was making a meal out of a Funny Feet ice lolly. Most of it was
down her grubby front. It was a truly beautiful and breathtaking vision.
‘Olive!’ Tassos yelled, breaking free from us and running towards her.
‘Where have you been?’ Olive looked confused. Her eye was darting all over
the place.
‘Nowhere,’ she muttered suspiciously, a layer of snot shifting down as
she spoke.
‘What about the ambulance? We thought you were poorly!’
‘That weren’t me. My nan fell asleep wiv a cigarette in her mouth and
burnt herself, stupid.’
The relief! The blessed relief!
‘Do you wanna come to the sweet shop?’ Tassos offered.
Olive looked shyly at her mum and broke free of her hand.
‘Ok.’
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